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PEEFACE.

The presence of Chinese in the United States has been

a fruitful topic of angry political discussion, of legisla-

tive inyestigation, of congressional legislation and of judi-

cial inquiry for twenty years past. But still they remain

with us, and apparently continue to flow in upon us.

Why they should come to this country, or why they

should not come, are still open questions. To aid in the

solution of the vexed problem is the chief purpose of this

book. Its aim is to portray the everyday life of those

Chinamen who have made the heart of New York City

their home—their business occupations, social habits,

amusements, religious observances and whatever else is

peculiar to them as a race; drawing the pictures from

actual life, uninfluenced by favor or prejudice; exagger-

ating in no particular; concealing no faults; omitting no

feature of profitable study; to the end that the reader

will be enabled to reach a fair and just conclusion on the

questions involved.

That there is the most radical difference between the

civilization of the Orient and that of Western nations

needs no affinnation. It is manifest at a glance. These

people have been born and educated under that form of

civilization which has prevailed in the Chinese empire

for thousands of years. Our civilization is the outgrowth
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of a few centuries. Theirs is the most ancient form of

any surviving nation on earth; ours the most modem.
Here in Chinatown the former is exemplified. It amazes,

shocks, startles us. What we esteem criminal is by these

people looked upon, if not as being meritorious, at least

as innocent. Thus they buy their wives and treat them

as drudges. But so did their ancestors from time

immemorial; therefore, they ask you, how can it be

wrong? They gamble, but gambling is sanctioned by

the laws of their native land, and those laws are more

venerable than ours which forbid such practices; there-

fore, how can they be inferior? They smoke opium; but

so do other people; then why blame them alone? More-

over, the opium was forced upon them by the leading

nation of the West against their most earnest protest, and

why should they now be held responsible for the evil it

produces?

For the rest, it will be found that these Chinamen are

a frugal, industrious, docile, honest class of people, prac-

ticing many virtues which should commend them and

which might be well emulated by their detractors.

There is one feature of life in Chinatown which can-

not fail to attract the attention of every reader. It will

be observed that every trade, profession or calling, how-

ever exalted or lowly, is governed by a union of its own
members. With them the trades union idea is carried to

a greater or more perfect extent than with us. With us

these unions are only open to the elect—those who may
be admitted by the suffrages of tJaose who are already

members. With the Chinese any man pursuing a par-

ticular vocation may join his union by paying the initia-

tion fee. There is no poAver to keep him out. And as

these unions assume to regulate absolutely the affairs of
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their particular guilds, the superiority in the matter of

fairness and justice of their system over the unions the

whites maintain will be manifest. Nor is this the only

instance in which western civilization can profit by a

study of Oriental customs. No Chinaman can sell out

his business, pocket the proceeds, clear out and leave his

creditors in the liu-ch. Through their union system this

is rendered absolutely impossible, and every Chinaman
must pay his debts.

But we need not enlarge here on these peculiarities.

Read the book and be instructed; and then determine if

these Chinamen are wholly objectionable and undesira-

ble residents.

In giving this volume to the public the author lays no

claim to literary excellence, and merely assumes to

portray the habits, manners and customs of the Chinese

race in the queer quarter they inhabit and as he has

there found them; existing in the very center of the

great city of ISew York, a small Chinese empire, with

subjects of this dominion scattered all over its suburbs

by the thousands, all of whom give allegiance to the cen-

tral authority which resides in Chinatown, to which they

repair for business or pleasure at short intervals. The

language of these people is incomprehensible. Their

dress excites curiosity. Their religion is a mystery.

Their morals are questionable, viewed by our code. Their

pursxiits are various; their amiisements novel. These in-

teresting things are all described in this work. The mer-

chant will be seen here as in his store; the gambler in his

den; the devotee of opium enjoying his deadly pipe; the

devout ones kneeling before their "Joss;" the soulless

parent selling his offspring to social slavery; the plod-

ding farmer at work in his field ; the reckless highbinder
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trafficking in the worst of crimes; the pedler, the jeweler,

the barber, tlie artist, the doctor, the fortune teller, and

all other tracLes and craftsmen at their several vocations.

Tlieir manner of working and style of living are here

portrayed, with their mode of preparing the peculiar

food in which they delight. The aim has been to give

a panorama of living pictures illustrative of the daily life

of these strange people who inhabit this queer China-

town and make it doubly interesting to Americans by

reason. of the ever recurring hodge-podge of virtue and

vice, industry and idleness, prosperity and squalor, honor

and shame, which make the locality and its inhabitants

so much a mystery and curiosity—rather than a serial

romance of qiiestionable veracity.

Above all it has been the aim of the writer to present

the Chinaman and his "Chinatown" as they are seen

through the glass of the news gatherer in that quaint

section of the great Metropolis.

'Nevf York, May, 1898.
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CHAPTER I.

XEW YOEK'S Cin:NTATOAVX.

ITS LOCATION, ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT—THE FIRST
CHINESE IMMIGRANT AND THE PIONEER MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENT—NUMBER OF CHINESE NOW RESIDENT
IN CHINATOWN AND THROUGHOUT GREATER NEW YORK.

EIENTAL life, its manners, customs,

business pursuits, social relations and

tlie everyday intercourse of those so

widely differing from us in all respects

as do tlie Chinese, is ever an interest-

ing study to the intelligent American.

Xew Yorkers have the opportunity

of observing all this without the necessity of travelling

to the Antipodes. China and the Chinese are brought to

this great cosmopolitan center for their investigation and

study.

The Chinese differ so essentially from the people of

the Western world in all respects—in language no more

"than in dress—business occupations, social relations and
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general manners of life—in their religion and moral

standards; in their extreme elannishness; in the^patri-

archial system which prevails Avith them, binding fam-

ilies so close together, and in all the essential featiires of

everyday life—that they naturally, when thrown intO'

strange countries and communities, establish centers

where they may congregate and enjoy the pleasures and

customs of their native land. There are between 12,000-

and 13,000 Chinese in and immediately about Xew York,

a community sufficiently large in itself to populate a good

sized town, and quite competent to support the peculiar

features of life which prevail in the Flowery Kingdom.

Thus a Chinatown has grrown \xp in the very heart of

Xew York City, where Buddha is worshipped and Con-

fucius preached, the morals and manners of the oldest

nation in existence are displayed and the civilization of

that ancient empire prevails.

The pioneer Chinese resident of Xew York was
Quimbo Appo, a man of great intelligence, gifted with

a mind whose keenness startled all white men who came
in contact with him. He was born in Chu Fi, in the

interior of China, seventy-seven years ago, and fled from

his native town to escape punishment for some crime he
is said to have committed. He landed in California in

1844; went into the tea business; made considerable

money and suddenly disappeared. It became known aft-

envards that he had sailed as a cook on the 17nited State?

Ship ''Valencia," which brought him to this city.

Upon arriving in ?^ew York Appo entered the tea

trade again, and soon had established a profitable business

for himself. He wa? a man of interesting personality

and made many friends. Those who associated with him
were charmed with his winning manner, and there was
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no greater pleasure in those days, wlien Chinamen were

iitill but rarely seen on our streets, than to meet Quimbo
Appo in a genial mood and listen to the endless stories

he had to relate. He drank, however, and Quimbo Appo
drunk was a veritable Caliban, dead to all human emo-
tions. At such times he was transformed into a fiend,

with an insatiable craving for blood. Woe to the man
who crossed the path of Quimbo Appo dnmk.

Unfortunately nothing is known in this country of his

parents. Whether his moral deformity was a heritage

from his ancestors, or merely a spontaneous, accidental

tendency to crime, it is impossible to say. There were,

however, t-wo Quimbo Appos—or rather a Jekyl and

Hyde Appo—one the shrewd, entertaining merchant,

full of intei'esting reminiscences, bright eyed and smil-

ing; the other an inhuman monster, delighting in the

worst of crimes.

Quimbo Appo married a woman of the slums, and, in

s fit of rage, cut her throat. For this he was sentenced

to be hanged, but, by pleading justification for his act,

and by allowing himself to be converted to "Tombs

Cliristianity," as the prison conversions are called, he

succeeded in obtaining a new trial. He was convicted

of murder in the second degree and sentenced to ten

years' imprisonment. In 1863 he was pardoned, through

the influence of his Christian friends.

He retiirned to his old life a trifle shabbier and more

•careless, Ijufm most respects the same old Quimbo Appo.

"Within a year he quarrelled with a Pole and killed him.

For this he served five years in prison. Upon his release

he married again.

His second wife was an Irish woman whose name is

remembered only as ''Cork ilag." The couple had many
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traits in common. Like her husband the woman was-

exceedingly agreeable in her sober moments, but nnder

the influence of liquor, lost all control of herself. Many
stories are told in Doyers Street of how ''Cork Mag"
stole all her husband's money and distributed it among
several fJfcnilies that were on the verge of starvation.

For that she was thrown headlong down a flight of stairs

by her liege lord.

One day they were both drunk. They met in the-

kitchen and after a few words "Mag" threw her husband

upon a hot stove. Crazed with pain and rage, he drew

from his pocket a keen, knife and thrust it, clear to the-

hilt, into the woman's body. She survived the terrible

wound and Appo served a year imprisonment for inflict-

ing it. Of this union George Appo was born.

In 1875 Quimbo Appo was sentenced to seven years''

imprisonment for manslaughter in the second degree for

the killing of ]\Irs. Eletcher, a neighbor. After serving-

three years his mind gave way and the prison physicians

declared him to be hopelessly insane. He was trans-

ferred to the State Hospital for the Criminal Insane at

]\ratteawan, and there he lives to this day, seemingly for-

gotten by all the world.

He is an old man now, and the residents of Chinatown

would probably not recognize him; but, as a matter of

fact, he has not changed very much. To all appearances

he is perfectly rational, and for hours he will entertain

you with stories of the old days in China and California.

He speaks excellent English, and in his sane moment?
impresses you as being a thorough man of the world.

Eut—bad as he is—and this is pitiful—when the Albany
night boat passes Matteawan Appo points to the big

search light that flashes in her bow and says proudly:
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''That is my diamond. They bring it to me every

night."

His delusion is that he is a thousand years old, and

apon this matter he will talk seriously for hours. "When
he is in bad temper they have to confine him in a cell.

Such is Quimbo Appo. He will not live much longer

and he will never recover his reason.

The second Chinaman who came to New York and re-

mained was a sailor named Lou Hoy Sing-, who left his

ship in this harbor in 1862 and took up his residence in

Cherry Street. Finding himself lonesome in a great

community, he gave himself to the study of the art of

love, and soon became so proficient that before the year

was ended he captured the heart of an Irish maiden and

married her. They lived happily together, contributing

two sons to the city's population. One of them later

became a policeman, and the other an industrious truck-

man. Lou Hoy Sing is still living and in good health at

the age of 78.

"Wo Kee was the title of the first purely Chinese mer-

cantile establishment in the city, which opened about

twenty years ago in Oliver near Cherry Street. About

it naturally gathered the few Chinese then in the city.

The store was moved soon afterAvards to Park Street, the

growing colony following it. Park Street gave it shelter

but a short time, and then it was moved to 8 Mott Street

where it still remains, the center, as it was the founda-

tion, of the Chinatown of to-day.

The lower end of Mott Street very quickly filled with

Chinese, its former white tenants giving way to the new

comers. Gradually the colony increased and spread into

Doyers Street, until now the entire triangular space

bounded by Mott, Pell and Doyers Streets and Chatham
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Square is given to the exclusive occupanc}- of these Ori-

entals, and they are fast acquiring possession of Bayard

Street. This territory furnishes within its borders shel-

ter for 4,000 yellow-skinned traders, artisans, gamblers,

amusement caterers and prostitutes, who minister to the

wants and entertainment of the 13,000 of their more

industrious countrymen who are scattered throughout

the metrojiolitan area. Here the Chinese language is

spoken exclusively. Here all manner of Chinese goods,

wares and merchandise generally are exposed for sale.

Theatre, Joss Houses and restaurants conducted in Chi-

nese fashion are found here. G-amblers and prostitutes

abound, inviting the patronage of the industrious, who
labor elsewhere, but resort to this center at night and on

holidays for their amusements or to transact business.

Here the laundrymen from Brooklyn or Jersey or other

suburban localities within a radius of fifty miles, meet

their "cousins" from Harlem or Hoboken for recreation

or business. And here also resides all the authority these

peculiar people recognize, and to which they bow with

unquestioning obedience.
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CHAPTER II.

CHIXATOWN" AXD Ii:S GOVEKIStMENT

AX AUTHORITY MORE RESPECTED BY THE CHINESE THAN
THE LEGALLY CONSTITUTED CITY GOVERNMENT—ITS
ORGANIZATION AND HOW IT EXERCISES ITS ASSUMED
POWERS.

HTN"ATOWX lias a mayor—an officer

not recognized by the laws of the

land—but still more absolute in his

usurped authority and more respected

by his fellow countrymen than is the

actual chief magistrate of the city of

Xew York. The present incumbent

of the office is Xg Shung. He succeeded Chung Yuk
Chin and was chosen on Sunday night, April 3, 1898.

This defererfce is j)aid to the mayor of Chinatown by

all Chinamen, whether resident in the immediate locality

or elsewhere, and his authority extends throughout the

circuit of thirty mileb or more from the Mott Street

Temple. 'Noi one in a hundred of the Chinese people
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liaA'e SLTOj voice in the selection of this "Mayor." Though

/"
c

/
/

/

^

/I

an elective oihcer, the- electorate "is"

confined to the leading merchants of

Mott, Pell and Doyers Streete, who

arrogate to themselves the right to

make laws and regulations governing

the entire Chinese community in all

its ramifications, though, of course,

subject to the general municipal laws,

theoretically if not practically. jSTor

is this electorate body elective. It is

called Chong "VVah Gong Shaw, but

has no roll of members nor any ex-

pressed title of membership. It has

no by-laws or plan of organization. It

is a sort of free and easy gathering pf

the merchants, who pay an initiation

fee of $10, and afterward contribute

to the common fund as may be needed

and as they can severally afford, for

the privilege or honor of participating

iii its deliberations. When for any

reason a meeting is desired the mayor
issues a number of bottle-shaped pieces

of card board, the tipper, or head por-

tion, red, and the lower yellow, which

the sexton or janitor of the Joss House
distributes.

These notices contain the nane of

the member, the time of meeting and

an intimation that a fine of $1.00 will

be imposed for failure to attend. At the time of meeting

these notices are returned to the sexton and serve as eer-

r#.
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tificates of attendance. Those wlio assemble in response

to the call or invitation proceed to business without roll

call or other ceremony, and usually without any show of

order. All talk at once ; and when the confusion reaches

a point only short of a riot the mayor announces a result,

to which all submit without question. In the vernacii-

lar, "what the mayor says goes," and is a law for China-

men as binding as that of the ancient Medes and

Persians.

In the selection of a mayor the practice is substantially

the same. The incumbent's term expiring, or a vacancy

in the office occurring, the Chong Wah Gong Shaw is

assembled, and those present proceed to nominate their

several candidates. Each candidate will probably have

a number of supporters. Then ensues f. generally dis-

orderly discussion of the merits and fitness of the several

candidates, everybody present talking at once, seemingly

seeking to drown the voices of the others with superior-

ity of lung power. The wrangling goes on for hours,

and usually until all are well tired out with the physical

exertion put forth, when the candidate of the longest-

winded and most noisy is declared elected, and the ex-

hausted ones submit withoiit protest. No ballot is ever

taken. It is a mere contest of brute force and endurance,

and the successful candidate so chosen enters upon the

duties of his office without let or hindrance from any

quarter.

The mayor thus chosen, and the Chong "Wah Gong

Shaw thus queerly composed, exercise absolute author-

ity over Chinatown not only, but over the entire Chinese

population of t'iie metropolitan district. Of course both

they and their submissive people are subject to the laws

of the city and state; but of those laws the people them-

selves know but little or nothing, and care less. When
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apprehended for any violation of them they submit to

the judgments imposed with stolid indifference, accept-

ing any punishment that may be meted out to them with

that fatalistic philosophy which is a part of their educa-

tion and religion, and characteristic of their race. But

the decrees of the Chong Wah Gong Shaw are promptly

made known to them all and command immediate and

universal respect.

Every new law or regulation adopted by this qvieer

authority is at once placarded on the official bulletin

board in front of the Joss House, which is daily studied

by all comers. Whatever is put u^Don Chinatown's offi-

cial bill board goes, imless rescinded by a counter notice

in similar manner alongside of it.

This official bulletin board is a great institution. It

answers the purpose of a published official organ or City

Record. As it is kept under the official eye of the sexton

or janitor no unauthorized notice can find place upon it.

But all the regulations of the Chong Wah Gong Shaw
and of the mayor are hereon published and command the

attention of the entire community. That publication is

"official," and the regulation so posted must be respected

and obeyed. Besides these official notices the bill board

carries others of a private nature', as the sale or purchase

of a laundry or other similar business concern, transfers

of chattels, property for sale, men seeking business en-

gagements, and similar advertisements, all written in

Chinese characters, and of course unintelligible to the

American visitor. Here is a single illustration of the

character of the advertisements which find place upon it.

Tt is the announcement of a reformed highbinder, or one

^\'ho assimies that character. The notice, somewhat
freely translated, runs as follows:
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"I give notice that I am no longer a member of ttie

Hip Sing Tong. I was hypnotized and fooled and taught

to blackmail by that society, but now wish to retain the

good will and confidence of the Chinese public.

Quong Len, Petitioner
^"

All bulletins placed upon this board are supposed to

be authorized by the mayor, but any individual can post

a notice that is of any interest to the Chinese people.

An important feature of the business committed to the

Chong "VVah Gong Shaw is the maintenance of a Joss

Hoiise and the proper use of it by the devotees of idolatry.

For "church" and state go hand in hand with these fel-

lows. Though they gamble on the slightest provocation,

sell their offspring into prostitution, maintain a large

colony of dissoKite women, and practice all manner of

vice, they are strictly devout in their allegiance to the

peculiar forms of belief they profess. Thus the Joss

House must be maintained and kept open for the devo-

tions of all comers.

]Srext in order of importance the Chong "Wah Gong

Shaw is charged with the duty of seeing that the bones

vi all dead Chinamen Avho have been buried six or more

years are sent back to the nearest relatives in the town

from whence they came. To all Chinamen the Flowery

Kingdom is the gateway to Paradise. Through its por-

tals alone can access be had to a happy and peaceful here-

after. No Chinaman will, therefore, leave his native land

unless assured that, should he die while abroad, his bones

will bfe returned for final burial in the sacred soil of the

land of his birth; and thus it becomes a sacred duty with

those residing in any part of the world to see to it that

the remains of any of their fellow countrymen who may

from any cause, natural or otherwise, be overtaken by
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death while with them, are sent home for burial. Other-

wise the poor fellow's spirit is supposed to be doomed to

wander, troubled, anxious and without rest, throughout

the ages of eternity. And herein lies the secret of the

Choiig "VVah Gong Shaw's power over the thovisands of

ignorant and superstitious people who so submissively

yield to its authority. If one of their number should be

convicted before the Chinatown mayor of an ofEense

against any of the laws or regulations of the governing

society, and the mayor should sentence him to a forfeit-

ure of his right to have his remains sent home for burial,

the culprit really believes that he is doomed to be an out-

cast devil in the world of the future.

Another considerable occupation of the Chong Wah
Gong Shaw is the settlement of disputes and accounts

between Chinamen. It is a court of both civil and crim-

inal jurisdiction, and both nisi prius, appellate and final

in its authority. Disputed accounts are laid before the

mayor for adjustment. The mayor, if the matter is of

any importance, summonses the Chong Wah Gong Shaw
to hear the matter. The usual noisy wrangle occurs,

pending which the mayor announces a result to which

all submit, and the "court" adjourns. Nobody ever as-

sumes to question the absolute correctness of the judg-

ment thus rendered, and as there is no appeal from it

''kicking" would be useless. Indeed, should anyone

question the decision or presume to refuse submission to

it, he would simply be served mth a written document,

signed by the mayor, forbidding the return of his bones

to China in case of death, and that settles it at once. No
further resistance is ever offered.

The regulation of fan-tan is another of the functions

of the Chong Wah Gong Shaw. Of this interesting
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game a full account is given in another cliapter. Almost

every Chinaman is a natural gambler, and fan-tan is the

great national game. Hence it is universally played in

Chinatown, and though interdicted by Ameiican laws

and municipal ordinances of this city, it is fully recog-

nized by the law-malcers of Chinatown and duly regu-

lated by them in all its details. It also yields a revenue

to the mayor, which is scrupulously gathered.

From the foregoing something of the general authority

and great power exercised by the Mayor of Chinatown

and the Chong "Wah Gong Shaw may be inferred. It is

wholly unauthorized power, not in any manner recog-

nized by the duly constituted authorities of the city, and

has no legal status under American or any other law.

Yet it is absolute in its sway and cominands the respect

and obedience of every Celestial resident, even though

no regard ever be paid to American laws or the ordi-

nances of the municipality.

It is an infusion of barbarism into the very heart of

this great city which boasts its modern civilization. It

regulates business affairs, religion, gambling, prostitu-

tion, labor and all other interests of these queer people,

and rules them with a tyrant's hand. All complaints of

Chinese people to their Consul in this city, the Chinese

minister at "Washington or even to the Imperial govern-

ment at Pekin are made through this society, which thus

has full recognition by the highest Chinese authority.

The mayor of Chinatown is elected annually in March,

the term lasting but one year. Civil service regulations

are appplied to this office, though not in a competitive

form. But no one is qualified for the office who is not

familiar with Chinese literature; has faith in Joss, is

obedient to the teachings of Confucius; is an adept at
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counting, and is possessed of fluency of speech. By tacit

understanding the mayor is ineligible for a second term,

though there is no law or regulation to that effect. Yet

it remains that in the whole history of this queer organ-

ization no mayor has ever been re-elected, and the lead-

ing Chinamen assert that no one ever will be. This is

probably due to the intense jealousy which is a leading

element in the Chinese character. The salary of the

mayor is $1,000. His office is in the Chong Wah Gong
Shaw's building, otherwise the Joss House, at 16 Mott

Street. He collects all dues and voluntary contributions,

which amount to about $150 a month; the regular in-

come from dues and other sources of the Chong Wah
Gong Shaw, about $325 a month; the rentals of the

Chong Wah Gong Shaw's property, $175 a month, and

the tax on worshippers at the Joss House—50 cents for

each devotional visit—which amounts to about $1,000

a year. Thus the total income of the mayor's office is

between $8,000 and $9,000 a year.

The mayor's office or chamber is in the rear of the top

floor of the building, and is fitted up and furnished in

true Oriental style, the furniture and ornamentation be-

ing all of Celestial design and manufacture.

The municipal officiary of Chinatown is completed

%7ith the sexton or janitor of the temple. Joss House or

Chong Wah Gong Shaw's building at 16 Mott Street.

This is a position of considerable importance and author-

ity, the incumbent being the mayor's right hand man
and executive officer. He serves all papers sent out by
the mayor; collects all money due and not voluntarily

paid in, and has charge of the building. The position is

let annually at public auction, or on proposals, to the

highest bidder, usually yielding about $800. That is.
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the successful bidder pays that amount for the privilege

of discharging the duties of the office. He gets his re-

muneration from fees he is permitted to exact from the

worshippers at the shrine of Joss. These fees are fixed

by the Chong Wah Gong Shaw. Each worshipper is

required to pay fifty cents for offering incense. This is

furnished by the janitor and costs but two or three cents

for the quantity used by the worshipper. Then he is

allowed to exact a fee of twenty-five cents for explaining

the text of the prayer turned out by the praying ma-

chine. The income from these sources easily runs up

into thousands of dollars, making the position lucrative,

notwithstanding the $800 paid for it.

The headquarters of Chinatown, as already noticed, i?

at 16 Mott Street, in the building variously known as the

"Chinatown Temple," the '"Joss House," the Chong Wah
Gong Shaw Building, and derisively called the "China-

to\\Ti City ITall." The basement of this building is

rented to the Fan-tan Syndicate, and is used as head-

quarters, and the game is also played there when the

observation of the city police can be avoided. The first

floor is occupied as a mercantile establishment by the

Quong Ying Lung Company. The second floor is used

as a restaurant, and is one of the largest in Chinatown.

On the third floor is the meeting room of the Mee Shing

Gong Shaw, where also every Sunday afternoon at 5

o'clock a Confucian missionary holds forth, as elsewhere

mentioned, expounding the tenets of that philosophy and

exhorting his hearers to perseverance in the faith. The

rear rooms of this floor are occupied by the Chinese

Laundrymen's Union. The mayor has his office in the

rear apartments of the top or fourth floor. The front

of that floor is devoted to the worship of Joss. The par-
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ticular Joss Lere eusliriued is known as Quan Koug, who

is recognized as the god of Chinatown. More familiarly

he is called Duke Quan. Quan was supposed to be a

man of great strength, like the Hebrew Sampson. Quan

is the surname of a particular Chinese family, yet every

family worships and honors his effigy as here installed,

because, traditionally, he was a man of the greatest phys-

ical development and strength. The worshippers believe

tliat this god is able to bestow upon them a portion of his

great physical powers. It is the only hall of worship in

Chinatown open to the general public.
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CHAPTER III.

CHmATOW^' AS IT IS.

A RUN THR0UGH ITS STREETS AND A PEEP INTO ITS DARK
CORNERS—THE VARIED OCCDPATIONS OF ITS PEOPLE.

EV. OTIS GIBSON", the well-known

OPjJBS
missionary, formerly stationed in

r^^ China but who for the past twenty

*^^ years or more has labored among the

^^^x Chinese of San Francisco, proving
_./^mJ« himself the friend and champion of

the race, tells of the peculiar odors

which characterize Chinese settlements and which is pop-

ularly supposed to be due to their use of opium. But all

Chinamen do not smoke opium any more tnan do all Ger-

mans drink beer, or all Irishmen whisky. Yet the pecu-

liar odor is ever apparent in the immediate vicinity of a
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Chinese residence or a company of those people. Mri

Gibson, who is a good authority on that subject, says:

"All countries have their peculiar smell. The very

dogs of a country distinguish, at a great distance, the

smell of a foreigner from the smell of a native. The

Frenchman smells of garlic; the Irishman smells of

whisky and tobacco; the German smells of sourkraut and

lager; the American smells of corncake and pork and

beans; the Englishman smells of roast beef and 'arf and

'arf. The Chinese smell is a mixture and a puzzle; a

marvel and a wonder; a mystery and a disgust; but nev-

theless a palpable fact. The smell of opium, raw and

cooked and in the process of cooking, mixed with the

smell of cigars and tobacco leaves, wet and dry, dried

fish and vegetables, and a thousand other indescribable

ingredients; all these toned to a certain degree of what

might be called a shippy smell, produce a sensation upon
the olfactory nerves of the average American, which

once experienced will never be forgotten."

This pronounced odor will be apparent to the visitor

even before he comes in sight of Chinatown, and will

prove a sure guide to that locality. It increases in

strength as one approaches, while its offensiveness, if it

possesses that characteristic, decreases with its density

or greater prevalence, until one is finally in the heart of

the locality when it quite ceases to be noticed at all.

Chinatown in ITew York is merely an acquired or ap-

propriated portion of the city. In China the streets are

narrow, without sidewalks, and usually vidthout pave-

ments. The buildings are low, flimsy structures of wood,

commonly frail bamboo covered with matting. But
in New York the streets were opened and improved and
the buildings erected before the advent of the Chinese,
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and are therefore not dissimilar to those in other portions

of the city; Bnt in all other respects the visitor finds

himself in a veritable wonderland when he enters the

locality. He is struck at first with the great number of

Orientals he sees in the streets; their constant moving
about; their indifference as to whether they use the side-

walk or the roadway; the almost entire absence of

females; the incessant jargon with which his ears are

assailed, and the tireless bustle and activity manifested

on every hand.

Attention is next attracted to the universal decoration

and fantastic painting of the buildings. Banners of vari-

ous designs; paper lanterns of every imaginable shape,

size and color; effigies of all manner of repulsive beasts

and reptiles, and signs of indescribable design conveying

suggestions which are intelligible only to the Chinaman,

cover the fronts of the three and four-story buildings,

which are themselves painted in red, green, and yellow,

and profusely ornamented with gilt and tinsel. Every-

thing is glitter and show. Gaudiness prevails on

every hand. Each building rivals its neighbor in its

efforts at display and attractiveness. While this be-

wildering show rivets your attention at first, you will

soon observe that the residents pay no attention what-

ever to it, nor to you either, but jog along in-

tent on their ordinary business or avocations with per-

fect unconcern regarding all else, though continually

pouring out their native language with tireless energy.

Who. they are talking to, or who is doing the talking, is

alike a mystery to you. They do not move along as dc

Americans or Europeans, in couples, side by side, but

string along one after another, carrying on their conver

sation with their companions who may be in front oi
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behind, thougli proximity of companions is not indicated

by any turning of the head or looking toward each other.

It is all a riddle to the uninitiated observer, suggestive

of what must have been the experience when the confu-

sion of tongues occurred at the tower of Babel.

If you are accompanied by one who is capable of trans-

lating to you the many signs that adorn the places of

business you will be struck by the grandiloquent lan-

guage invariably employed. Here for instance is a small

shop filled with various roots and herbs unknown to the

American farmer or druggist, over the door to which is

displayed in Chinese characters the words:

"The Temple of Heavenly Harmonies."

It is merely an apothecary's shop, the stock in trade

being kept for the healing of the sick.

And in this connection the popularity of this word or

idea "harmonies" is as remarkable as its use is general.

The dealer in meats announces his business as:

"A Thousand Harmonies."

The barber even announces "Everlasting Harmonies"

as the product of his tonsorial skill, while the wholesale

merchant deals in "Everlasting Harmony Produce."

The name of the firm or company is rarely, if ever,

given as composed of individuals. Some supposedly

lucky phrase is chosen instead, as in the case of the first

mercantile concern established here under the title of

"Wo Kee," as already noticed. This is not the name of

an individual, but another form of "harmony," as indi-

cated by the word -^a which means harmony.

While the Chinese met in the streets seem to be in

Derpetual motion and driven by their several occupations.
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a different impression is created on entering their places

of business. Visit one of their more pretentious stores

—

a wholesale establishment, if you please. Its cleanliness

and perfect order will strike you. The merchant and

his assistants are perfectly neat and clean in their per-

INTERIOR OF A STORE.

sons and attire. They will also be found polite and well

behaved. They manifest no curiosity at your visit,

though they will receive you with the utmost courtesy

and respect. If you intimate a desire to make purchases

you will not be hurried. On the contrary, if a known
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customer, you will very likely be invited to take a seat,

and refreshments—usTially tea with probably a cracker

or a bit of Chinese pastry; and jjossibly a cigar—will be

offered. There is no semblance of hurry or anxiety to

sell. The conversation runs on the state oi the weather,

the latest war news, the condition of finances or any sim-

ilar general topic. The real business is brought in as an

incident of the call; but then shrewdness and business

sagacity will be manifested, though in a cautious and

diplomatic way.

The motley throng who inhabit these narrow precincts

comprise but a fraction (possibly less than one-fourth)

of the Chinese of the Metropolitan district. Yet all

alike recognize this as their headqiiarters and submit to

the authority emanating from it. The colony which

makes Chinatown proper its permanent dwelling place

is all busily occupied in some pursuit that ministers to

the comfort, pleasure, or passions of the greater number
dependent upon it for those things which are peculiar

to the Chinese race. The following classiiication of the

occupations of these thousands of strange dwellers, iso-

lated in this great city, is perfectly accurate though not

complete

:

Candy makers 3

Apothecaries (Chinese doctors) 50

Doctors (Chinese graduates of American

colleges) 2

Cigar makers 75

Laundrymen (within 30-mile radius) . . . 8,000

Operators on sewing machines 30

Manufacturers of clothes wringers and

laimdry supplies 4
Merchants, traders and clerks 175
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Sign painters 4
Artists ,,; 7

Interpreters 15

Silver and gold smiths 2

Women of respectable families 40
Women—slaves and prostitutes* 3

^
Young female slaves 12

Vegetable pedlers 12

Transient residents, agents, officers of A^a-

rious associations, loafers and outlaws. 150

Highbinders 450
Gamblers 700

Bakers 3

Restaurant keepers and pastry makers. . 45

Farmers and A^egetable growers 75

The Chinese, while exceedingly clannish, are also as

markedly jealous and suspicious of each other. They
prefer to trade and deal with their own people, and for

this purpose will travel many miles ; but when so dealing

will haggle over prices and watch with the closest atten-

tion the measurements, insisting upon full weight or

measure, even to excess, in every instance. Their stand-

ard table of weights has a "candareen" for its unit, which

is one one-hundredth of a tael. The tael equals in weight

one and three-quarters oiinces avoirdupois. The table

runs as follows:

10 Candareens make 1 Mace.

10 Mace make 1 Tael.

16 Taels make ........ 1 Caddy.

100 Caddies make ................ 1 Pecul.

*Note.—There are but few Chinese prostitutes here, but their places
are filled by white women of the most degraded class, hundreds of

whom occupy apartments in Chinatown and minister exclusively to

the passions of the Chinese.
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AVheu a Chinaman goes into a shop to buy auytliiug

lie is not satisfied witli having liis purchase weighed out

to Iiim on American scales, because he wants good, even

overweight. This he thinks he secures when the Chinese

instrument is used, which is a sort of beam scale or steel-

yard. When the customer sees the beam of the scale point-

ing well upward he fancies that he is securing good

weight. But his equally crafty countryman knows what

ho is about. He understands this grasping disposition of

his customer, and has his instrument arranged accord-

ingly. Thus if it purported to mark pounds, when a

pound is purchased, its arrangement would send the long

arm flying upwards when say but 14J ounces of goods

were j)laced on the other end. So he can give even over-

weight, according to his scales, and thus satisfy and

])]ease his customer, while really cheating him out of an

ounce or more of his purchase. It is but another illus-

tration of the truthfulness of the American poet's apt

couplet:

"For ways that are dark and tricks that are vain.

The Heathen Chinee is peculiar."

But for all this the Chinese farmer of Long Island, the

laundryman of Hoboken, the pedler of Harlem or the

house servant of Brooklyn prefers to go to Chinatown

to do his trading, where at the same time he can dispose

of any surplus money he may have to spare, which he

generally leaves behind him in the gambling shops, or

upon the women, and incidentally pay a visit to the Joss

House and offer up a prayer to his departed ancestors.

And so Chinatown is the Mecca of all Chinamen within

reach, and is a hive of industry and money getting.

Whoever has had occasion to Adsit a Chinese store oi'

any pretentions has not failed to notice the bookkeeper.
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cashier or other employe deftly toying with a lot of but-

tons strung on wires in a wooden frame which looks like

the following ilhistration

:

SWANPAX, OR ABACUS.

This is commonly called a Chinese connting board,

probably because it is never seen in use by other than

Chinese. It is called "swanpan" by the Chinese them-

selves, but it is properly an abacus, a mechanical con-

trivance used for performing or assisting in arithmetical

operations. Its use dates very far back in the musty

ages of antiquity, even prior to any records we possess

of the Chinese nation. It was invented before the intro-

duction of iigures. It only came into use in China in the

fourteenth century. The Chinese swanpan pictured above

is a modification of the original abacus. It is divided into

two compartments, the buttons in the upper compart-

ment representing five times the value of those in the

lower section. Unlike Chinese writing, the abacus or

swanpan is read from the left to the right as in the Eng-

lish system. Thus in the illustration the position of the

buttons represents 123,456,789,000,000. One button

pushed up against the middle bar and standing alone
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represents simply the figure 1 . A button pulled down in

the upper section to meet it would make the representa-

tion 6. Xine is represented by four buttons in the lower

section and one above. The (Chinese use this contrivance

for working out addition, division, subtraction and mul-

tiplication, calculating interest and all other mathemat-

ical work. They use it very rapidly.

l<\irther observation of this unique colony may better

be given in the form of descriptions of the various occu-

pations and pursuits which engage the attention and

occupy the time of the earnest, industrious and thrifty

ones, and the callings of the vicious and the dissolute.

For, as among all communities and people of all nation-

alities, the evil goes with the good. Some of the more

important vocations are noticed in chapters by them-

selves; but glimpses at a few of the minor pursuits are

gathered in one chapter. Before entering upon these

industries some glances at the domestic life of this queer

people will be more appropriate.
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CHAPTER IV.

DOMESTIC LIFE.

THE WIFE IS ALWAYS KEPT IN. SECLUSION—HER INFERIOR-

ITY IN ALL THINGS—BIRTH OF A CHILD AND ITS TREAT-

MENT—THE MARRIED PEOPLE OF CHINATOWN—SOME
ARE MARRIED BY PROXY.

HE great Christian "Apostle to the

Gentiles," St. Paul, possibly imbibed

some of his ultra anti-female ideas

from reading the works of Confucius,

whose writings were classical centu-

ries before St. Paul was born. Thus,

when the apostle wrote the injunc-

tion, "Wives submit yourselves to your husbands as unto

the Lord;" and again, "Let your women learn in silence

with all subjection," and "Suffer not a woman to teach

nor usurp authority over the man," he was but carrying

out the Confucian idea of the inferiority of the female

sex. The philosophers of China, from Confucius down,

have all united in assigning the women an' inferior place
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to man, and the great master himself wrote, "Of allpeo'

pie women are the most difficult to manage. If you are

familiar with them they become forward, and if you

keep them at a distance they become discontented."

Hence it is that the Chinaman has no familiar social in-

tercourse with the other sex, but looks upon and treats

her in all respects, as an inferior being. Thus the title

of the Chinese husband—Jeung Foo—simply defines

him as "lord of the house;" and such he is literally and

truly. But it may be remarked that a man who has been

accustomed since his youth to perform every little duty

with a punctilious regard to the ceremonies proper to it,

to regulate every motion of his body by fixed rules, and

to consider every breach of the elaborate etiquette which

surrounds his daily life, as a stain upon his character, is

less likely to be actively cruel and violent than more

ceremonious and warlike people; and Chinese wives

doubtless benefit by the peaceful tendencies of those ob-

servances. Happiness is, after all, a relative term, and

they are, as a rule, happy under conditions which are

fortunately unknown in Europe or America.

The visitor to Chinatown, seeing only men on the

streets and an occasional disreputable looking and acting

white woman, might infer that there is no real domestic

life in that community. But he would be greatly mis-

taken. There are scores of Chinamen living there in

peaceful and contented relations with families of whom
they are proiid and fond. But that pride and fondness

is not manifested m a manner to be comprehended or ap-

preciated by "outside barbarians." In the first place no

virtuous and respectable Chinese woman, whether mar-

ried or single, is ever permitted to show herself in public.

Especially is the wife thus carefully excluded from view.
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except to those of lier own sex; and if she has occasion

to visit another woman every precaution must be taken

to avoid observation. Usually a closed carriage is em-

ployed to convey her, even though the distance be less

than a block away. Should she, by any accident or

design, show herself to any other male than her husband

and sons, if she has any, she is disgraced, and has given

her husband grounds for divorce under Chinese custom

and law. Indeed, she may not show herself to her hus-

band, even, when others are present. The well-bred

Chinaman would consider it scandalous for a "lord" or

husband to even speak to his wife in the presence of his

friends, though guests at his house. So mindful is the

wfe of this necessary seclusion—so habituated to it is

she as a duty—that she herself studies it and is as careful

to avoid being seen as the husband can well be to

hide her.

Yet despite all this the wife is the drudge of the house-

hold unless the family exchequer and the will of the

lord permits of the employment of servants. She is

required to procure the water in which her husband per-

forms his ablutions; brush his hat and other garments;

clean his shoes, and see that he is in all respects in proper
,

condition for his daily duties. But if she happens to

follow him into the hall or passageway to give him an

affectionate parting, and a male visitor should suddenly

appear, she must hide her face lest the neighbors should

call him a dishonored husband. Should she venture to

flirt with or even speak to any other man on earth, or

commit any unfaithful act, she would be liable to be

sold as a common prostitute. She does the family cook-

ing, washing and general housework, and never gets a

holiday. Having no outside friends, other than helpless
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slaves like herself, she iias no one to tell lier troubles and

sorrows to but the family joss. She may contract no

bills whatever, the hushsnd alone doing that, as well as

tending to the marketing, sending home what may be

j'equired to eat, drink or wear. The wife must simply

cai'ry out the orders of her lord without questioning. She

has no voice in the household matters and is not even

permitted to eat her meals with her lord, biit when he

has finished his repast may regale herself on what he may
have left.

This severity of discipline is only relaxed when, by

good fortune, the poor woman becomes the mother of a

son. Then her condition undergoes a radical change,

i^'rom being a slave and a mere drudge, a nobody and of

no account, she is suddenly elevated to a position of

honor and importance. She is honored as the mother

of a male child, and becomes important by reason of the

responsibility thrust upon her of rearing and training

the son and heir. This is a ]JOsition of very great honor,

and henceforth the wife becomes the recipient of defer-

ence and respect, which follows her through the remain-

der of her life. The husband treats her thus because she

is the mother of his son—the greatest blessing that can

come to a Chinaman—while the son reverences her as a

tilial duty, the performance of which is carefully instilled

into him by his teachers throughout his whole course of

edu<!ation. But the woman is still regarded as too sacred

a pei'son for vulgar eyes to gaze ttpon, thotigh she may
now enjoy the society of both husband and sons, and has

a measure of happiness that might well be envied by
many white women.

But while the Chinese woman is thus rigidly secluded

Prom public observation, and is so commonly a mere
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drudge, she is often indeed the pet of her lord, who heaps

upon her every indulgence and pleasure compatible with

Chinese etiquette. He provides her with pretty and at-

tractive clothing and delights in seeing her handsomely
dressed. The wife reciprocates this affectionate liberal-

ity by studying to make her appearance as attractive as

possible. Especially is she careful in the dressing of her

A DOMESTIC SCENE.

hair. In this all Chinese women take peculiar care and

pains. It is put up in various forms, usually in broad,

flat plaits or braids, arranged in every conceivable form

about the head, thickly plastered and stiffened with a

kind of bandoline which holds it in shape for several

days. The sides are adorned with a plentiful assortment

of pins and ornaments. Flowers also are used in profu-

sion when obtainable, or artificial blossoms are substi-

tuted when the real cannot be had. Much taste is shown
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in tlie colors chosen and the arrangement in these elab-

orate coiffures.

The Chinese colony of this city embraces 84 married

couples or families. Of this number the wives in 36

instances are Chinese women, while 48 of them are

white. The white wives may be divided into three

classes: 1—Respectable women regularly and formally

married to Chinamen, and duly recognized as wives by

the Chinese as well as by all others; 2
—
"Women who

were formerly prostitutes, but are now married accord-

ing to Chinese customs to men with whom they live, and

who claim and acknowledge them as wives; and 3—Com-

mon prostitutes living with some particular man as his

common law wife. The last are looked upon more in the

light of mistresses than as wives, thoiigh several of them

have children, though none of them more than two. The

total number of children of these mixed marriages is 47,

of whom 28 are sons and 19 daughters. The families in

which the white wife is counted as of the first class are

chiefly Christian families, with whom the offspring is

looked upon and treated with equal fairness and affec-

tion, whether male or female. The second class vpives

are mainly ignorant and depraved women who treat their

female children very much as do their husbands, being-

careless and indifferent as to whether they are well or

illy treated. Yet possibly in secret they have as much
fondness for them as for their boys, but not much for

either. The third class of white wives have no apprecia-

tion of morality or virtue themselves, and are usually

utterly careless regarding their children, whether boys

or girls.

There are 30 pure Chinese families—that is, families

in which both husband and wife are Chinese. The wi^-es
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in almost every instance have been purchased, as are

nearly all Chinese wives, either here or in China. The

couples have been married after the Chinese fashion

only, but are duly recognized as regularly married peo-

ple; and live together as such. Twenty-one of these fam-

ilies have children, the total number of full blooded Chi-

nese children being 32. Of these, 22 are sons and 10

daughters. In all these cases the daughters are looked

iipon and treated as inferiors, incumbrances, chattels to

be disposed of as soon as the time and fitting opportunity

arrives. The lower order of these Chinese parents are

quite indifferent in disposing of their daughters, whether

they are to be made wives or prostitutes. The better

classes, however, prefer to sell their offspring for wives,

and they generally find no difiiculty in doing so because

of the scarcity of girls of their nationality in this com-

munity who are eligible for wifehood.

When a Chinese male baby is born in Chinatown prac-

tically every one knows it. It is talked of in the Joss

House, in restaurants and on the street corners. The

first morning after the birth of the child the father has-

tens out to receive the congratulations of his cousins and

friends.

On the third day after the child's birth he is washed

for the first time. This is an occasion of great moment,

and the relations and intimate friends are invited to take

part in the ceremony. Each guest is expected to bring

with him an onion and some cash—emblems of keen

wittedness and wealth—which are formally presented to

the child. Water in which scented herbs and leaves

have been fused is used in the ablution, and when the

process is over all present join in offering sacrifices to the

family joss.
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When the baby is a month old the parents give a din-

ner in one of the restaurants, if their residence does not

afford the facilities required. At this time a name is

given the child, its head is shaven and the queue started

to grovsf. When the child receives its name the friends

of the father give an abundance of presents, such as gold

bracelets, silks, etc. After the baby is able to walk he

may be seen in his father's store or on the street, and is

a curiosity, if of no interest, to the customers.

Biit to return to the male offspring. The day and

hour on which he is born are considered as portentious

for the future good or evil of the child as can well be

conceived. Thus we are told that a child born on the

iifth day of a month, and especially on the fifth day of

the fifth month, will either commit suicide in after life,,

or will murder one or the other or both of his parents.

A child born at noon is believed to be a sure inheritor of

wealth and honor, while he who comes into the world

between the hours of nine and eleven will have a hard

lot at first, but great wealth later. The unfortunate one

who comes into existence between three and five o'clock

is doomed to poverty and woe throughout his life. Mr.

Dennys, in his "Folklore of China," tells us that the

day of birth also exerts influence over the fiiture of the

new-born child. Thus we have this rythmical forecast

of the future of children born on the several days of the

week

:

Monday's child is fair of face;

Tuesday's child is full of grace;

Wednesday's child is full of woe;

Thursday's child has far to go

;

Friday's child is loving and giving;

Saturday's child works hard for its living;
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But the child which is Lorn on Sabbath day,

Is blythe, and bonnie and good and gay.

As they have no Sabbath day in China some doubt is

cast upon the authenticity of this entire schedule. But
•among the Chinese it is certain th*t the baby who cries

long will live to be old, while the one whose weeping is

habitually intermittent will have a precarious life at

best. Babies whose cries die out, or the tone of whose

crying is deep, or who open their own eyes, or who con-

stantly move their hands and feet, are doomed by the

physiognomists to early death, while the child who Avalks,

teeths and speaks early has a bad disposition, and will

turn out unlovable.

If the baby is a girl the father makes no demonstra-

tion of joy at its birth; he gives no dinner, and in fact

tries to forget its very existence. She is sold as soon

as possible.

Filial piety is the leading principle in Chinese ethics

and really lies at the base of whatever religion they prac-

tice. Confiicius insisted on it most strenuously, and all

his disciples down to this day inculcate it. "Filial

piety," said Confucius, "consists in obedience according

to propriety; in serving one's parents when alive accord-

ing to propriety; in burying them when dead according

to propriety." The "Book of Kites," which is the uni-

versal law of China, enjoins, that "during the lifetime of

his parents a son should not go abroad, or, if he does,

then only to a fixed place. When at home he should

rise at the first cock-crow, and having washed and dressed

himself carefully, should inquire what the wishes of his

parents are as to the food they would, eat or drink. He
should not enter a room unless invited by His father, nor

retire without permission ; neither should he speak unless
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spoken to." These precepts are strictly -obeyed by all

Chinamen, if not literally to the letter, at least in spirit.

All the foregoing applies mainly to the male offspring.

The female child is considered of no account-—an incum-

brance rather than a blessing. They are commonly sold

at the earliest possible day, as well in America as in

China. The laws of both countries alike forbid this prac-

tice, though under Chinese law it is permitted when

effected with the sanction of the child. But that prohibi-

tion is practically ignored, just as is the law which for-

bids infanticide; yet in China it is a common practice,

more especially among the poorer classes, to put the girl

baby to death as soon as its sex is revealed. This practice

is even defended. "What," they say, "is the good of

rearing daughters ? When they are young they are only

an expense; and when they might be able to earn a

living, they marry and leave us."

It was brought out in a recent case in one of the courts

of this city, by the testimony of a Chinaman who had

been arrested for an assault on a five-year-old girl, that

the mother of the child, Mrs. Annie Lee, a white woman,

the wife of a Chinaman, had sold her daughter to the

Chinaman for $44. This was denied by the mother,

who said she had simply "given the child to the China-

2nan and he was taking good care of her." The Gerry

Society took up the case and had the child turned over

to its care. Mrs. Lee had one girl by a former husband,

a white man named Glackner. This child was the al-

leged victim' of the assault, and is now in St. Ann's

Home. She has another daughter of which her Chinese

husband is the father, which is alleged to have been sold

to a Chinaman as his wife. They live at 43 Mott Street.

Two other children are with the mother.
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There are a number of Chinamen now living in China-

town who are looking forward with more or less impa-

tience to the time when they can return home and claim

the wives already selected for them by their parents, and

to whom they are actually engaged according to the Chi-

nese methods. It being considered a grave breach of

etiquette for young men and maidens to associate to-

gether, the presumption is that the man never sees his

bride until she becomes such by actual marriage. Of

cotirse it does occasionally happen that either by stealth

or chance a pair become acquainted and mutually agree

to an engagement. But whether they have thus asso-

ciated, or whether they are perfect strangers, the first

formal overture must of necessity be made by a "go-

between," who, having received a commission from the

parents of the yoimg man, proceeds to the house of the

lady and makes a formal proposal on behalf of the would-

be bridegroom's parents. If the young lady's father

approves the proposed alliance, the suitor sends the lady

some presents; next the parents exchange documents,

which set forth the hour, day, month and year when the

yoimg people were bom, and the maiden names of their

mothers. The price demanded for the girl, if she is

being sold, as is usually the case, is also agreed upon and

paid over. Astrologers are then called in to consult

about her horoscopes and, should these be favorable, the

engagement is formally entered into.

Thus it happens that these young men of Chinatown,

or the most of them, have never seen their future wives,

and can have no conception of their beauty and attract-

iveness or the reverse, beyond what their parents may

have communicated to them. Still they are eager to

take the fatal plunge. They want to set up house keep-
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ing and provide heirs for the fortunes they are making

in this alien land, and who shall reverence and honor

them when they shall be dead.

But not. all these benedicts are willing to wait the

indefinite time that may transpire before they can con-

sider themselves wealthy enough to return to China and

claim their wives. Meantime their selected wives are

advancing in years and may become tired of waiting; or

their parents may weary of feeding them, as rice is not

any too plentiful in a thickly populated province like

Kwong Tung for instance. Thus it haiDpens that mar-

riages have taken place in China where the lady 'lives,

while the hiisband is still in Chinatown, K ew York. Lee

Yen
,
ghee, ,of 11 Mott Street; Wong Sing Wah, of 18

Mott Street; Yip Mon Hong, of 22 Pell Street; Yong
Po Yum, of 13 Pell Street, and others who might be

named are amone the-married men who have never seen

tlieir wives. They have simply been married by proxy

in order to make sure of the chosen one. In such cases

the negotiations are conducted in China by the respective

p)arents in the usual way; the documents are exchanged,

and the money is paid over to the lady's parents; cards

of engagement are circulated and the engagement is per-

fected in due form. The cousins and friends are invited

to the nuptial feast. . But when the ceremony is to be

performed, in the absence of the bridegroom, a rooster

is substituted. A nice healthy rooster is selected and dec-

orated 'Avith a red silk banner and gold jewelry. The
nearest male relative of the absent groom acts as guard-

ian. He holds the rooster in the performance of the

ceremony, meeting the bride while she is coming to the

bridegroom's house; worshipping the ancestors before

the family joss; bowing to the cousins and friends, and
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whatever else custom requires of the bridegroom, all the

while carefully holding the fowl. When the ceremony
is over the bride takes the rooster and must feed him
whenever she herself eats. If the rooster should die dur-

ing the bridegroom's continued absence he is entitled to

a decent burial, as if he was the real husband. Should
he live until the husband's return the latter will then

kill the bird and he will be served up as meat at dinner.

On such a slender thread does the matrimonial bliss of

many Chinamen hang.

CHAPTEK V.

WITHOUT HOMES.

THE GREAT BODY OF CELESTIAL IMMIGRANTS ARE SINGLE

MEN—HOW THEY LIVE—THE GAUDY RESTAURANTS OF
CHINATOWN—THEIR BILLS OP FARE—SOME COOKERY
RECIPES.

HE large majority of Chinamen who

com* to this country, quite naturally,

are young men, many of them naere

boys. They are starting out in life, and

come here, as do other immigrants, to

make their fortunes. But, unlike

other races, they merely remain here

after accumulating a living competency. Hence they

are mostly unmarried. Of course they have no

homes other than the bachelor quarters they may pro-

vide for themselves in the vicinities where they labor.
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The thousands of laundrymen scattered through the

Metropolis—and these constitute by far the largest

number of our Chinese population—live in their laun-

dries. Usually they have a back room in v?hich

they do their washing, and there also they do their

cooking. Their ironing tables furnish them satis-

factory beds, or else they sleep in rough bunks made

against the wall in the back room. They require but

little cooking, being content with an occasional piece of

pork boiled, or some stewed fowl. Their main staple

is rice, always boiled, and fresh greens of some kind.

When this simple regimen palls their appetite a visit to

Chinatown affords them opportunity for a change by

indulgence in the more elaborate menus provided by the

gaudily decorated restaurants of that locality, wherein

are served all the peculiar viands and much relished

dainties of their native land.

The well-to-do merchant employs a servant who pre-

joares his meals for him in a small back room of his store.

But when he has visitors or essays a dinner of ceremony,

he invariably resorts to the restaurants. The majority

of the dwellers in Chinatown proper provide themselves

with sleeping places only in which they do their eating

much as do the scattered laundrymen, resorting to the

restaurant occasionally. All, however, have the national

craving for good living, which can only be satisfied at

these establishments. And as most of the Chinamen
within a radius of fifty miles visit the great center, if

possible, at least once a week, they indulge in as good a

meal as they can afford when there. Thus the patronage

of the restaurants is ample, and especially so on Sunday,

which is the great congregating day, when the locality
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is fairly thronged with people from all poi'tioiis of the

metropolitan district.

The most gorgeously decorated and illuminated build-

ings in Chinatown are those occupied by these restau-

rants. The more pretentious of them usually occupy

upper floors in three or four story buildings, having bal-

conies across their fronts, the buildings themselves being

gaudily painted in deep green with red and gilt trim-

mings. Chinese lanterns are suspended in reckless pro-

fiision from every available point. The interiors are also

decorated in similar Oriental style. The eating rooms

are kept with scrupulous cleanness, and no unusual dirt

will be found in the kitchens. A recess or alcove ofE the

dining room, furnished with a cot and covered with a

portierre is generally provided for the use of those who
may wish to indulge in a short nap after dinner. The fur-

niture of the dining rooms is not materially different

from that of any other restaurants. Tables are provided

for parties of two, four or more, as required. Ordinary

chairs are used, and the ware has no peculiarity except in

the tea cups, which are provided with two saucers, in one

of which the cup stands and the other is used as a cover.

This arrangement is rendered necessary because of the

peculiar manner in which the tea is served. The dry

leaf is placed in the cup, which is then filled with boiling

Avater and covered. When sufiiciently steeped it is

sipped rather than drank, with neither milk or sugar.

When the first infusion is exhausted the cup is refilled

with boiling water, which, by, leisurely drinking, attains

sufficient strength without addition of more tea. Cut-

lery forms no part of the table fiirniture, the national

chop sticks being supplied instead, though knives and

forks will be furnished if specially called for by "Melli-
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can" or other patrons not accustomed to tlie use of chop

sticks. Meats, when served, are cut and carved into suit-

able mouthful portions before being placed upon the

table. The eatables are brought in in a common recep-

tacle—a deep dish or bowl—^from which each guest at

the table helps himself at pleasure, dipping in his chop

sticks and conveying what is taken directly to his mouth.

Other restaurants of a cheaper character abound, com-

monly occupying basements. They are less lavishly dec-

IN A SECOND-CLASS RESTAURANT.

orated and furnished. Their tables have no linen, but

are otherwise as clean as the average cheap American

restaurant. The viands provided are not so peculiar and

are served with much less pretention. They are patron-

ized by the laboring classes and oiitlaws, and quite

largely by the lower classes of white people who visit
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Chinatown for vicious purposes, dissipation or mere

curiosity.

There are seven restaurants in Chinatown which rank

as first-class places, and four others of the second or lower

class, some of which would more properly be called mere

eating houses. Those of the first-class are the following:

Hon Heong Lau, 11 Mott Street; King Heong Lau, 16

Mott Street; Me Heong... Lau, 14 Mott Street; Way
Heong Lau, 20 Mott Street; Gui Ye Quan, 34 Pell

Street; Mon Li Won, 24 Pell Street, and Kum Sun, 16

Pell Street. The menu and prices charged in these sev-

eral places are substantially the same. They each serve

a variety of dishes classified according to the price

charged as per the following

BILL OF PARE.

Two Dollars per Dish:

—

Yu Chie—(Shark's Fins).

Wong Ye Tao—(Sturgeon Head).

Yen War—(Bird's Nest).

She Kiao—(Air Bladder of Eels).

Sze Kwa Ap—(Deviled Duck). .

Don Bark Gop—(Steamed Squab).

Sut Ye—(Snow Moss).

Shake Ye—(Kock Moss).

Sen Mi—(Angel's Beans).

Hoi Tsam—(Beach de Mare).

Bow Ye—(Holiotis).

Seventy-five Cents per Dish:

—

Por Law Gai Pin—(Fried Chicken, Boneless, with Pine-

apple).

Chow Gai Pin—(Fried Boned Chicken).

Tao Pin—(Fried Pig's Paunches).
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Chow You Ye—(Fried Duck's Web).

Park Gop Song—(Fried Minced Squab).

Chow Loong Har—(Fried Lobster with Vegetable).

Chow Foo Kwar Gai—(Fried Chicken with Balsam

Pears).

Chow Gai Sue Mean—(Fried Noodles with Boneless

Chicken).

Soups—Twenty-five Cents a Dish:

—

Sne Kwa Kiang—(Sponge Squash Soup).

Tso You Kiang—(Mushroom Soup).

Chop Suey Kiang—(Giblets and Pork Fried).

Hoy Shum Kiang—(Beach de Mare Soup).

Too Kwar Kiang—(Balsam Pear and Pork Soup).

Ho She Kiang—(Dried Oyster Soup).

Fifty Cents a Dish :

—

Chow Mean—(Fried Noodles).

Chow Fune—(Fried Rice and Noodles).

Foo Yong Dan—(Ham and Egg Omelet).

Fifteen Cents a Dish :

—

Shen ArjD—fBoiled Duck).

Park Chum Gai—(Plain Boiled Chicken).

Ap Hoy Wan Ton—(Stuffed Noodles and Duck's Leg).

Ap Hoy Mean—(Noodles with Duck's Leg).

Chop Suey—(A Hash of Pork, with Celery, Onions,

Bean Sproiits, etc.).

Chop Shu—(Broiled Loin of Pork).

Yung Dow Foo—(Stuffed Bean Cheese).

Lo Yok—(Pig's Ears, Snout and Paunches Mixed).

Chow Kai Tsoi—(Fried Green Rapes).

An almost endless variety of cheaper dishes are served,

down to a simple bowl of rice for five cents. Then
follows

—
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Miscellaneous, Ten Cents per Order:

—

Li Chee Kon—(Dried Li Cliee ISTuts).

Kon Tan Li Chee—(Preserved Li Chee JS^^uts).

Faraday Young Tao—(Star Fruit from Faraday).

AVong Pe—(A small fruit of the lemon variety).

Kiim Ghet—(Same as above, but larger).

Ching Moi—(Preserved Green Apricots).

Por Law—(Preserved Pineapple).

Sar Lee—(Preserved Pear).

Loong Xgou—(Dragon's Eyes—a fruit similar to Li

Chee).

Shup Kwar—(Preserved Citron).

Gai Xgang Go—(A confection made the shape of a

chicken's neck).

Pastry, Twelve Cents a Plate or Three Cents Each:—

-

Gai Don Go—(Sponge Cake, steamed or baked).

Dow Sar Bow—(Bean Jelly Dumpling).

Tom Yok Bow—(Sweetmeat Dumpling).

Chop Shu Bow—(Roast Pork Dumpling).

Park Sung Go—(Fermented Rice Flour Pudding).

You Char Kwai—(Doughnuts).

Wau Shoo—(Dumpling made of Lobster and Vegeta-

bles).

Dexu Sum—(Minced Pork Dumplings).

Chee Ma Beang—(Cake Flavored with Seaman Seed).

Fook Yok Beang—(Flat Cake Stuffed).

Wan Gaw Go—(A Gummy Cake).

Soo Beang—(Crusted Cake Stuffed).

Ham Chit Soo—(A thin Snap Cake, highly flavored).

Lok Dau Go—(Cake made of Green Bean Flour).

Wines and Liquors, Fifty Cents a Pot; Twenty-five

Cents a Cup:

—

Jfoi Kwai Lo—(White Rose Wine).
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'Ng Kar Pe—(Palm Eoot Wine).

Park ISTor Mi—(White Kice Liquor).

Ching May—(A liquor flavored with fruits).

Sam Pen—(Medical Brandy).

Tea, five cents per ciip.

Of restaurants and eating houses of the second class

there are four, located as follows: Me Lau Goi, 30 Pell

Street; Chay Heong Hen, 13, 17 and 20 Doyers Street.

The bills of fare in these places is far more limited and

the prices lower. The service, as mentioned already, is

vastly inferior and the surroundings anything but desira-

ble. The staple dishes served at these places are usually

ready cooked. The prices charged are five and ten cents,

according' to the demand of the guest.

BILL OF FARE.

Chop Shu—(Roast Pork).

Yok Bang—(Minced Pork).

Chee Kok—(Pig's Feet).

Xgow Park Mum—(Stewed Beef).

Ham Dau—(Salted Eggs).

Lap Chong—(Dry Sausages).

Chay—(Greens).

Loong Ngor Bark—(White Cabbage).

Pan or Arn—(Pice, a Big Bowl).

A bowl of soup is furnished with the foregoing free of

charge.

Wine and liquors fifteen to twenty-five cents a pot.

A hen coop will be found adjacent to every restaurant

kitchen, amply supplied with live chickens, ducks and

pigeons, ready for slaughter and cooking as required.

The regulations of the Board of Health in this regard

do not seem to bother the Chinaman at all. They must

have live birds or none at all; this is the 'Chinaman's idea
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of fitness for eating. If it were not for want of room
they would keep a pig pen next to their chicken coops.

The menus might be extended with undoubted satis-

faction to the Chinese customers by these additions made
from a bill conspicuously displayed as a special attraction

over the door of a restaurant in Canton, China:

Cat's flesh, one basin 10 cents.

Black cat's flesh, one small basin ... 5 cents.

Wine, one bottle 3 cents.

Wine, one small bottle 1^ cents.

Congee, one basin 2 cash.

Ketchup, one basin 3 cash.

Black dog's grease, one tael. ...... 4 cents.

Black cat's eyes, one pair 4 cents.

The price put upon these delicacies are to be com-

mended, even though the viands themselves be not

relished.

The proprietors of the restaurants of Chinatown do not

seem to consider that service is any part of their business.

Their waiters do not wear white aprons, nor are they

ubiquitous and attentive to the wants of guests. They

stand near at hand to receive orders, which are bawled

out to the cook in the kitchen at the further end of the

building, calling for the exercise of no little lung power.

Unless you are familiar with the habit you might fancy

he was calling to his partners to come and flght you.

When served the waiter leaves you.

A word as to the habits and manners of the Chinese'

customers at the table. They are armed \vith a pair of

chop sticks, which seem to be all that is necessary for

them. They scoop the rice from the bowl into their

mouths with the sticks, and use the same sticks to take

up anything they may fancy from the main dishes.
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They are very expert in the use of these awkward uten-

sils, and can pick up anything with them from a chunk

as large as an egg to a particle as small as a pin. All

ceremonial dinners are given at these restaurants. Mer-

phants here entertain their guests, and are frequently

very lavish in their expenditures. At such entertain-

ments, while the same habits of eating prevail, the high-

est courtesy is maintained in social intercourse, and

strict etiqiiette is observed. On Sundays dinner parties

are numerous, and the facilities of the establishments are

fully tested. They also do a good business every day,

but largely with individual patrons. Their average

daily receipts are estimated at $500, $200 of which

comes from white customers, $275 from Chinamen, and

$25 from negroes, who seem to delight in frequenting

the lower class places.

A Chinese cook of the first class employed in these

restaurants is paid $80 a month and his board. But he

must be an adept at his business, trained to it in China,

and thoroughly familiar with all dishes peciiliar to the

nati'^-e land. Cooks of the second class receive $60 a

month. They may have acquired their trade since com-

ing to this country, but must be proficient in it, and per-

fectly familiar with Chinese dishes and condiments.

Other cooks earn from $33 to $40 a month, which is

probably all they are worth. They may never have seen

the inside of a kitchen before coming to America, and

know but little of the preparation of choice Celestial

dishes. But they can fry a piece of pork, boil or stew a

chicken, and prepare table greens, and that is about all

that is required of them in the cheap restaurants.

The supplies iised in these restaurants, other than the

plain meats, fowls and fresh vegetables, are all imported
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from China. The quantity of these imported supplies

used is considerable, and adds no little to the revenue of

the San Francisco Custom House, through which it is

chiefly entered. Every steamship coming from China

brings consignments of edibles for these restaurants.

HOW TO COOK RICE.

Eice is the great staple of Chinese consumption, and

is even more commonly and generally eaten by them
than are potatoes by Americans. Because of its uni-

versal use by them the Chinese have become proficient

in its preparation. An expert Chinaman furnishes the

following directions for its preparation and cooking:

"In the first place," he says, "care and judgment

should always be exercised in the selection of the rice,

that it is not too old and hard. ISTew or soft rice is always

preferable for cooking. Wash it thoroughly in cold

water. It should be washed repeatedly, m fresh water

every time, and until the water remains perfectly clear

after the washing. Tliree or four washings are not any

too many. The amount of water used in cooking should

be sufiicient to cover the rice and rise about an inch

above it in the cooking vessel. Use cold water always

and let it come to the boiling point gTadually over a fire

of but medium intensity. When it begins to boil thor-

oughly remove the vessel to the back part of the stove,

or where it may be kept steaming for about fifteen min-

utes, when it will be sufficiently cooked. This will be

manifested by its being slightly scorched on the bottom.

The vessel used must be provided with a cover which

fits perfectly tight. A thick iron pot is the best. Put

no salt into the rice or water while cooking. If salt is

used while cooking, the grains will swell up in a peculiar
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form and turn black. The allowance of time for cook-

ing the rice should be forty-five minutes—twenty min-

utes for it to come to the boiling point, and twenty-five

minutes for steaming—according to your judgment."

SEE OW SAUCE.

A popular sauce affected by the Chinese is called See

0\v. It is made from beans, star aniseeds and spices, and

exposed to the sun. It is very high flavored, and the

Chinese epicure thinks that it beats any other condiraent

on earth.

CHINESE SAUSAGE.

The sausage affected by the Chinese epicure and man-

ufactured by the Celestial artisans is made of fresh pork

cut in the shape and size of dice, and not chopped, as in

the meat of ordinary sausages. The fat and the lean is

used in equal proportions. They are seasoned with Wah
Yera, a certain variety of mineral salt found only in the

Province of Souchin, China (which costs in Chinatown

about 1 5 cents a pound) ; a compound composed of China

corn brandy and a simple syrup made of rock candy;

spice of mandarin; orange peel; Sou Chin pepper; root

of the nutmeg tree; star aniseeds and cinnamon. They
are colored and finished with bean sauce, stuffed in skins

and dried in the sun, to which they are exposed five days.

They are then kept in a tightly covered jar for at leasl

five days, when they are ready for eating. They are not

fried, but steamed, fifteen minutes being the. usual allow-

ance of time for their cooking. They are quite fre-

quently steamed in the same pot with rice. This sausage

costs 28 cents a pound. Its flavor is very high and last-
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ing. The writer knew a respectable American lady who
married a Chinaman solely to enjoy Chinese sausage

with rice.

CHAPTER VI.

CHmESE LAUNDEYMEN.

THEIK ORGANIZATION AND STRICT UNION REGULATIONS-
PRICES FIXED BY THE UNIONS, AND DISCIPLINE OP
THOSE WHO CUT RATES—WHAT THE LAUNDRIES EARN
AND HOW THEY ARE CONDUCTED.

iF/p <^, S THE laundrymen constitute by far
~

the larger portion o£ the Chinese in

and about the Metropolis, they natur-

ally deserve prominent mention. It

is true that but few of them are

residents of Chinatown proper; but,

though scattered over an area of

about thirty miles in all directions from that cen-

ter, they all recognize that as their headquarters.

To Chinatown they repair weekly, or as often as

possible, for such supplies as they may need, as

well as for social intercourse with their country-

men, or for devotion, pleasure and amusement. To
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Chinatown they also look for regulations to which all

Chinamen in the vicinity are subject. As there are

8,000 laiindrymen in this vicinity they constitute more

than fifty per cent, of the entire Chinese population. It

is obvious, then, that their patronage goes very far to-

ward supporting the various and peculiar enterprises of

the compact central community.

The Chinese washermen recognize, as do all their

countrymen in the vicinity of ISTew York, the authority

of the Mayor of Chinatown and the Chong Wall Gong

Shaw, notwithstanding that they have no voice in the

selection of either. But they have organizations of their

own which have particular oversight of their calling

and in which they do participate as members. They are

the Chop Sing Hong and the Sing Me Hong. These

are merely unions of the meii engaged in the laundry

business. The former embraces those employed in the

Boroughs of Manhattan and The Bronx and Jersey City

only, and the latter those working in the Borough of

Brooklyn and Hoboken.

All laundrj^men throxighout the metropolitan territory

are members of one or the other of these unions or hongs.

Xo Chinaman could carry on his business for a single

day without affiliation with the hong. All alike are eligi-

ble to membership without any ceremony of making ap-

plication or being voted for. All that is required is the

payment of an admission fee of $5 and the subsequent

payment of dues, which are fixed at 25 cents per month
per man working in any one laundry. Both hongs have

their headquarters in Chinatown, and work together in

most perfect harmony.

The Chop Sing TTong, or Xew York Union, has its

headquarters at 23 Mott Street. Its officers, who are
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siipiDosed to be always on duty at headquarters, are a

president, secretary and two collectors. These are

chosen by the votes of the members, and are paid salaries

which are fixed by the hong. The hong fixes the prices

which are to be charged by its members for work. These

SCENE IN A LAUNDRY.

are now, for laundrying shirts, 10 cents; undershrrts and

drawers, 7 cents each; handkerchiefs, 2 cents each; cuffs

and collars, 3 cents each; and so on throughout the en-

tire washable wardrobe. The laundryman, it is under-

stood, must charge these prices as a minimum. He may
charge as much more as he pleases or can get; but if he
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charges a penny less, woe betide him. The prosecutors

of the hong will be after him quickh' and will pursue

him relentlessly. If he is not brought to terms by the

power and influence of the hong itself or its agents he

will be haled before the regular courts of the city, either

in a civil action for alleged debt, a criminal prosecution

for larceny, or some other fictitious offence, for which

abundant evidence will be forthcoming.

The hong also undertakes to protect its members in

the monopoly of the territory assigned them. The
bounds of each man's district are strictly defined, and no

other laundry, conducted by a Chinaman, is permitted

to encroach. When a new laundry is set up in doubtful

or unassigned territory against the wishes of existing

laundries, the hong will send its agents to the intruder

to labor with him. If he is a trespasser on another's ter-

ritory, he will be quickly warned away and made to go.

If he is merely a new comer, making one too many for

the neighborhood, he will be bought off if possible, or, if

he is obdurate, will be driven off by similar methods to

those pursued against the cut rate fellow. If he sells out

to the hong, then the location is registered Iiy street and

number and the hong giiarantees neighboring laundry-

/iien from further interference in that locality. In that

case these neighboring laundries are assessed the amount

it has cost the hong to get the intruder out.

"When a laundryman desires to dispose of his business,

he must first give notice of the fact by placing an an-

nouncement on the bulletin board of his hong, as well as

that of the Chong "Wah Trong Shaw, giving a full de-

scription of the establishment, the name by which it is

known, the number and name of the street where located,

and the name of the borough, city or township and state.
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The piircliaser of a laundry must also in a like manner
publish the facts, with exact locality, the price to be paid

for it, and the terms of payment made or to be made.

The buyer has no right to pay more than 10 per cent, of

the purchase price to bind the bargain; the remaining

90 per cent, must be paid at the headquarters in China-

town in the presence of members of the Chong "Wah

Gong Shaw at the time mentioned in the bulletined no-

tice. This arrangement gives opportunity to all credit-

ors of the retiring laundryman to present their accounts,

to the mayor for settlement. The seller is only allowed

to receive the balance of the money after all his debts so

presented have been paid. The hong will not recognize

any sale or purchase not made in strict accordance with

this regulation.

The Sing Me Hong, or union, of outside laundry-

men is organized on precisely the same principles

and is governed by very similar regulations. Its

headquarters are at 16 Mott Street. Its mem-

bers chiefly do business in Brooklyn and through-

out the Borough of Queens and in Hoboken, IST. J.

Its prices are the same as those of the Hop Sing

Hong. The hong recognizes the laundry, not the

individual, and they cannot be transferred from one to

the other, but must continue to pay the monthly dues of

25 cents to the hong to which they belong.

A Chinese laundry is owned and conducted by one or

two proprietors. The smaller concerns owned by a single

man command business enough merely to keep him at

work, with possibly an occasional rush, which he is able

to dispose of with the voluntary help of his "cousins" or

friends. Where the permanent business exceeds the

ability of a single man to dispose of, two proprietors take
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it, usually contributing equal shares of the capital stock.

Tliey work together, eat together, and sleep together,

and at the end of the year divide the earnings equally.

If the work exceeds the ability of the two proprietors,

worlcmen are hired. The help so employed is paid $8,

$10 or $12 a week, according to the amount of work

required to be done and the ability of the workman to

dispose of it. This ability does not imply mere skill, but

more particularly physical strength, rapidity and endur-

ance. In addition to his wages the workman receives his

board and lodging as well. JSTeither the proprietors nor

their workmen recognize any limit to a day's work.

They work continually until the work in hand is finished.

Quite often they are so employed for twenty-four hours

on a stretch, with no interruption for rest.

An ordinary laundry, owned by two men and employ-

ing no outside help, will earn, as an average, about

$1,000 a year, or say $500 for each proprietor. Such an

establishment will readily sell for $1,400, the purchase

carrying with it all territorial rights.

The washing industry, now so largely followed by

Chinamen in this country, is an entirely new vocation

to them. They know nothing about it when they come

to America, but very qiTickly master the trade under the

tutelage of some "cousin" alreadj'' in the business. But

they have the business thoroughly systematized, and no

man is considered competent to earn wages at it until he

understands it in all its details. These include marking,

checking, booking, making the solutions, washing, boil-

ing, drying, sprinkling, ironing, polishing, bundling and

delivering. The average Chinaman will acquire all this

in about a month, and is then ready for employment or

to set up a laundry on his own account.
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CHAPTEK VII.

PECULIAR ETDUSTEIES.

THE MANY VOCATIONS OF CHINATOWN—THEIR VARIANCE
FROM AMERICAN METHODS AND IDEAS—THE GOOD AND
THE BAD INEXTRICABLY MIXED—THE USEFUL AND THE
SUPERSTITIOUS ALIKE RECOGNIZED AS LEGITIMATE AND
PROPER.

HEEE are many queer, quaint ami

curious callings that engage the atten-

tion of the Chinese, some of them

useful and others quite the reverse.

Some of them have their counterpart

in American industries, but the differ-

ent manner in vs^hich the Chinese

practice them is interesting. Some of the pursuits men-

tioned lielow are deserving of more extended notice than
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the limits of this volume permit. But the mention made

will serve to show the dense superstition and ignorance

which control these strange people.,

MEDICAL PEACTICB AND jMEDICIXES.

The Chinese have their physicians or doctors, but

they are a far different class of professional men from

Americans or Europeans who wear the same title. The

Chinese "doctor" is a graduate of no medical school or

college, for none such exist among the ediicational estab-

lishments of his native land. Nor is he subject to any

examination test as a prerequisite to receiving a diploma.

Indeed, no diploma is issued or required. Any man,

however ignorant, is at liberty to set up as a medical

practitioner in China, and by his success or non-success

he stands or falls. The most prominent are those whose

fathers were doctors before them, and from whom they

have inherited prescriptions of supposed merit. But

there are old women by the hundreds scattered through

the rural districts of America, who are far more capable

of ministering to the needs of the sick than the most emi-

nent Chinese "doctor." The pharmacopoeia of these

women is peculiarly rich in useful roots und herbs of

pronounced medicinal value; whereas, the Chinese "doc-

tor" relies almost wholly on remedies that possess no

particle of virtue.

The "doctors" under this system, and so those of Chi-

natown, are their own apothecaries or pharmacists. A
peep into one of their drug stores will suggest a witch's

cave. There will be seen collections, not merely of dried

herbs, biit fragments of nearly everything in the mineral

and animal kingdom. Fresh tops of stag horns, dried

red spotted lizards, silk worms, moths, tortoise shells, and

a hundred other supposedly infallible tonics of like char-
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acter will be found. If an astringent is needed, here are

tlie bones and teeth of dragons, oyster shells, loadstone,

talc, and gold and silver leaf. For purgatives the patient

will find verdigris, calcareous spar, satechu, pearls, bear's

gall, shavings of rhinoceros horns, turtle shells and a

long list of equally efficacious nostrums at his command.
Elephant's skin and ivory shavings are provided as anti-

dotes to poison. This queer Chinese pharmacopoeia con-

tains not less than 314 remedies taken from the vegeta-

ble kingdom, and 80 from the animal kingdom. All

these remedies, good, bad and indifferent, are sanctioned

by the medical board at Pekin, and are kept in all well

regulated drug stores. Of course the doctor-pharmacist

in Chinatown is obliged to import the most of them him-

self from. China.

American philanthropy has recently come to the relief

of the dwellers in Chinatown by establishing a free clinic

and dispensary, where the sick and afflicted may be

treated in a rational and intelligent manner, by practi-

tioners educated to their profession. It may not be ap-

preciated at the outset, but ultimately these victims of

superstition and ignorance will discover the superiority

of such treatment over the incantations and senseles?

doses of their own illiterate "doctors."

A STRING BAND.

The usual string band of the Chinese is composed of

six pieces. A cracked drum, played with two sticks, is

the leading instrument. It is played by the leader of the

band and serves as a time marker. A long-handled

banjo, with three strings, comes next. Its handle is

about three feet in length, and one and one-quarter

inches in diameter. The drum of the banjo is covered

on either side with the skin of a snake. Its music .con-
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tains two octa^•es. The moon banjo is another of the

instruments. The drum of this banjo resembles a moon,

with a handle the same as an ordinary banjo, but much

shorter. It has four strings, but the strings are set in

pairs; therefore, it gives the same sound as if played

vnth. two strings. Its construction is very simple. If

you wish to make one, or one almost like it, buy a com-

]non American wooden basin, put a thin piece of wood

over the top of the basin, and add the handle to it. It

A OHINESE BAND.

would be a perfect nioon banjo of the Chinese style.

'Next the fiddle. It is the shape of a hammer, has two

strings and a bow of horsehair. In use the bow is to be

kept between the two strings and constantly greased with

rosin. The music of this contrivance covers one and one-

half octaves, and is of a very squeaky nature. The alto

violin is the shape of a wooden mallet. It is played with

two strings and a bow of horsetail, similar to the squeaky

fiddle. Its horsehair is also put between the two strings.
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It ijroduces a very queer sound, called by the Chinese

"make old sow sad." The Chinese miisic is written only

in two keys—C and G. There is no system to conduct

a band by note, as in European music. The player has

to perfect himself in his part by practice and trust to his

memory. Por this reason Chinese music has but few

titles and no variations. They play the music to-day as

they played it hundreds of years ago—the same tunes,

the same instruments and the same manner of playing.

The Chinese people are divided into three classes

—

iirst, second and low. Officials, students and farmers

form the first class. Merchants, fishermen, messengers

and the like compose the second class. Actors, musi-

cians and beggars are classified with the lowest of the

three. Chinese musicians are not classified as profes-

sional men, and their service is not esteemed much above

the ordinary laborer. One Chit is the name of the man-

ager of the band in the picture. He plays the drum.

A JEWELRY STORE.

Up a steep flight of stairs at No. 4 Doyers Street is

the only Chinese jeweler in Chinatown. As you enter

the door your presence is announced to the proprietor by

a bell which hangs to the top of the door and rings when

anyone enters. It is a little bit of a place, not more than

six feet square and is shut off from the rest of the apart-

ment by a partition and wire screen. The space behind

the screen against the wall is lined with all the tools of

the jeweler. The bench at which the jeweler works runs

the entire length of the place, and is littered with old

pipe bowls which he has for repair. At one end is a glass

cabinet which contains ivory bracelets, pipe bowls, ear-

rings, etc. Ching Chang Heo is the proprietor of the

place, and he has been established here for about ten
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years. lie is an engraver and cancer of ivory and turns

out manjj beautiful things from this highlj^ prized sub-

stance. He makes anj^thing in the jewelry line, uses

nothing but 24-carat gold, and does a business of about

$r),000 a year.

A CHINESE STORE.

At 16 Doyers Street is the store of Soy Kee Company,

which will serve as a fair sample of the mercantile estab-

lishments of Chinatown. It is a small place, about 8

feet by 15. It is very clean and the shelves on the foiw

sides are neatly packed with everything that the Chinese

use, from children's toys to the most costly furs. In this

small space there is a stock valued at $10,000, which em-

braces silks, woolens, furs, hats, coats, jewelry, pipes,

crockery, musical instruments, Chinese ornaments,

candy, tinware, lanterns, baskets, and in fact everything

that is used by the Chinese. The business done amoiuits

to a good many thousand dollars a year.

PAINTING AND LITHOGEAPHINn.

At Xo. 1 Doyers Street is the shop of Kai Ivee, Chi-

nese artist, engraver, lithographer and sign painter. This

is a small store about 6x15 feet in dimensions. The
walls are covered with colored pictures cut from the Xew
York papers, and Chinese lithographs. Signs are scat-

tered all about the place, and a lithographing press occu-

pies a good part of the floor space in one corner of the

shop.

Kai Kee was born in Hung Shan, China, and is about

35 years of age. He has been in New York about four

years.. He learned his trade in Hong Kong. He dopa

most of the work required in C^hinatown and for the

laundrymen. He can paint signs as well as any TSTew
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York paiuter, as is evidenced by those seen in Lis place.

ITe also makes wood cnts and is a very busy man.

Kai Kee is fairly well educated, both in English and

Chinese, and is considered by the Americans, as well as

the Chinese, to be a first-class designer and engraver

either of figures, landscapes or trade marks. He is inter-

ested in American as well as Chinese politics, and in half

an hour's talk with him his listener will hear as much
about the politics of the Elowery Kingdom as Li Hung
Chang himself could tell.

A BAKE SHOP.

In the building, 16 Doyers Street, is Hee Jan, Chinese

baker and confectioner, whose place is about 8 feet in

width and 1.5 or 20 feet in depth. Here all kinds of Chi-

nese cakes and pastries are made and sold. Hee Jan

employs two helpers, and supplies all the Chinese restau-

rants and private families in Chinatown. He bakes

everything fresh every day, and his annual income is

about $5,000 a year. Hee Jan was born in Canton,

China, and came here from San Erancisco about ten

years ago.

"MBLLIOAN" BATING HOUSE.

At Xo. 3 Doyers Street is the best American restau-

rant in Chinatown. It is owned and conducted by "VVing.

Sing, and has been established about 13 years. The

place has seating capacity for 28 persons and contains

seven tables. There are employed in the restaurant, be-

side th^ owner, a cook, two kitchenmen, and three wait-

ers, all Chinese. It is frequented by such Chinese as

like "Jlellican" cooking, and by the whites of the neigh-

borhood. It is as clean as any of the restaurants in that
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region of the city, and the bnsiness done amounts to

about $500 a week. The bill of fare is written both in

Chinese and English, and is the same as is found in ordi-

nary restaurants. Everything is serA'cd from ham and

eggs to turkey.

There are two other such restaurants in basements in

Chinatown, one at No. 13 Pell, and the other at Xo. 22

Pell Street, but their combined business does not equal

that of Wing Sing's establishment.

PIG ROASTING.

Pig roasting is a regular trade among the Chinese

because of the fondness of those people for that particu-

lar meat. Xext to rice, pig's meat is probably the most

popu-lar dish of their ordinary diet. Naturally, there-

fore, its preparation for the table becomes a matter of

much concern. Young pigs roasted whole are considered

the acme of prepai'ed meats. Hence the cook who under-

takes its preparation must be an expert in his business.

Pigs used for roasting, according to an authority on Chi-

nese cookery, should weigh about sixty pounds. They

must be fresh killed ai"id dressed with care. The skin

must be thoroughly scraped and cleaned, and the entrails

carefully removed. The entire carcass, including the

head, tail and feet, with the tongue and ears, is used,

each part being supposed to possess a particular relish

which it imparts to the whole. A mixture of bean sauce

and allspice is added for flavoring. AVhile cooking it is

basted with honey mixed with brandy. AA^hen done it

should be well browned and crisp. About two and a half

hours are required for the cooking, and if the above

directions are closely followed, the appearance and fra-

grance of the meat when taken from the oven will be
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enough to tempt the api^etite of the most pronounced
.gastronomist.

PIG ROASTING OVEN.

The Chinese restaurants have a special oven in which

"to roast pigs. It is built of brick, round, and slightly
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coDical in form, 3 feet high and about 4^ feet in diam-

eter at the base, which is fitted as a fire box with a door

for the admission of ftieL The top is open and provided

with a close fitting cover which can be removed for the

placing of the meat within, or to watch and attend it

while cooking. Only a wood fire is permissible for heat-

ing these ovens.

CHINESE PEDLBES.

There are from 25 to 40 Chinamen in this city who
make a business of catering to the wants of their country-

men scattered throughout the metropolitan area, or say

within a radius of thirty miles, taking Chinatown for a

center. There are scattered throughovit this region about

13,000 Chinese—laundrymen, laborers and others—all

having a fondness for the peculiar viands of their native

land. These scattered Chinamen live by themselves in

their several localities away from Chinatown, and ordi-

narily are dependent upon the groceries and meat stores

in their neighborhood for the provisions they require.

To supply their special wants these caterers, or more

properly, pedlers, are called into requisition and find

abundant and profitable business. These pedlers carry

huge wicker baskets upon their shoulders containing

their stock in trade. In these baskets will be found veg-

etables, squashes, fresh fish, fresh pork, condiments and

substantially everything that is found in a Chinese store.

The pedlers carry a burden that would make a mule stag-

ger. Their baskets freqtiently contain 200 and 300

pounds weight of merchandise, with which they travel

miles with apparent ease. They replenish their stock

' every night, and start out on their tours as early as 5.30

A. M. Each one has his well defined territory to cover,

and permits no intrusion. The prices he charges for his
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wares Avill average 10 per cent, less than the merchant
in Chinatown can afford to sell at. For this reason the

regular merchant is his bitter enemy and denounces him
as a "stinging bee." The pedlers, of course, have their

own union, which arranges and assigns the districts for

each and the prices to be charged. The individual pedler

usually lives iliJiis own district, and buys his goods at first

hand. He is not known to nor licensed by the Mayor's
marshal.

AN ACTOR AND HIS FAMILY.

Leung BoAV, the famous female impersonator, when

in San Francisco, attracted at least fifty of the prettiest

belles of Chinatown in that city with his size. But out

of the whole lot he liked Lin He the best. Lin He her-

self was a slave at the time, but she had more sense than

the average slave possesses. She had saved up $800 and

put it away as her own money. She pleaded hard with

Bow to redeem her body from her master. The price
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set upon her was $1,200, and slie wanted Bow to put up

$-1-00 and die would make up the balance. It did not

take Bow long to decide the question. As soon as the

money was paid the pair walked oft', arm in arm, going-

direct to the playhouse on Clay Street. Mrs. Bow found

life lonesome, so she resolved to buy a girl for her com-

fort. The girl was boiight, ]Mrs. Bow pafjdng the price

for her. ilrs. Bow now considers her family comfort-

able. They came to Xew York in 1895. Mr. Bow is

engaged in a playhouse at Xo. 5 Uoyers Street. They

reside in the second basement of the same building, ilrs.

Bow assisting her husband in hitting the pipe. The little'

girl, Annie, helps her father make cigarettes.

FORTUNE TELLING.

"Professor" Leung Ding Shin is a fortune teller, a

distinct and recognized calling among the people of his

race, and one that is well patronized by all classes and

for all purposes. Leung is one of the foremost young

men of Chinatown. Llis office fronts on Mot1> Street,

above the entrance to which flies a flag of Leung's own

designing, on which is displayed in Chinese characters

this legend

:

-o j? t° 1 rotessor Leung,

Kwa Ming Yu Shan.

The interpretation thereof would read: "Professor

Leung, Portune Telling as God's Divine." The heathen,

although they do believe in a supreme being, do not

consider it sinful to take God's name in vain. Many of

them, in their ignorance and superstition, actually be-

lieve that a fortime teller has divine wisdom to foretell

events.

Professor Leung displays in his room his card of prices

for varioiis professional services. The list of services i?
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LEUNG DING SHIN.

about a yard in length. Following are some specimens

from it:

Foretelling fortunes $1.00

Foretelling love 2.50

Foretelling co-partnership 1.50

Foretelling marriage 2.50

Lost and found 1.50

Information to capttire runaway lover. . 3.00

History of one's future life 10.00

And so on through all the phases of human anxiety

and doubt. It is a great business, and Leung gives to it,

apparently, strict attention.
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Lo Pino 4nd Jo Sung.

A CHINESE MONEY LENDER.

Lo Ping, "the loan man," is a merchant of high stand-

ing in Chinatown, a member of the Lee Wah Lung Com-
pany, at 10 Pell Street. He is a lucky fellow—what his

countrymen call ifan I>Jgnang Kai Chuck Tin Chong

—

"a blind chicken bang against a worm." Three years

ago he was but an ordinary laundryman ; now he is coin-

ing money at the northerly end of Pell Street. If he

has no pullback he is destined to become a wealthy man,

and one of the most prominent in Chinatown. He does

a baiiking business for his "cousins." As a rule China-

men do not put much faith in "Mellican" banks, prefer-
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ing to trust their own people. So many of them entrust

their money to Lo Ping, who invests it, in loans to who-

ever wants to borrow and has good security to offer. His

borroAvers are largely men who want to buy laundries.

His rate of interest is 5 per cent, a month to those who
want money for the purchase of a wife. He generally

has money in hand for all comers; all that is necessary

to effect the loan being to go before the Mayor of China-

town and draw up and sign a borrowing contract. Such

contracts are sacred among the Chinese. At the end of

every month he will get his 5 per cent, interest, or if not,

all he has to do is to notify the mayor, who will then

summon the Chong Wah Gong Shaw, bring the parties

before it and give a decision of the case in his presence.

A LOTTERY AGENT.

Jo Sung, "The Plug," as the Chinese call him, whose

picture accompanies that of Lo Ping, is a prosperous

lottery agent at 18 Mott Street. His business is said to

amount to $200 a day, the commission on which at 7 per

cent, brings him in a revenue of $14 a day. He is a very

liberal fellow, giving just as freely as he receives. He
occasionally takes a trip to China, but does not stay

away long. The Pell Street wom^n hang about him in

bunches. They call him "Plum Pudding."

The conjunction of these two personages in one photo-

graph very strikingly illustrates the peculiar moral and

business ideas that prevail in Chinatown. The prosper-

ous banker is hand in hand with the thrifty lottery agent,

and each is alike respected in that strange community.

TWO CHINESE ACROBATS.

Dai Sa Kwong and Dai Sa Loong are the most famous

Chinese acrobats who have ever regaled the denizens of
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Chinatown, where for two seasons previous to their de-

parture for San Francisco, they reigned supreme favor-

ites in the Chinese Opera House, at 5 and 7 Doyers

Street.

The Cliinaman is not much given to levity, yet the

fantastic antics of these two acrobats, who are father and

son, have made all Chinatown expand in a broad grin

while -^^'itnessing their great feats of strength interwoven

with a by-play of native comedy, which has made them

the envied of their fellow professionals.

During the summer season of 1897 they made their

appearance at the larger of the seaside concert halls at

Coney Island, where thousands witnessed their perform-

ance. It was here that a romance, which for a time

threatened to separate the doting father and his son per-

manently, first developed. Dai Sa Loong, who is but

28 years of age, and possesses well developed ideas on

the Americanization of the Chinese, blossomed into a

dude of the first watering place order. And it was here,

too, that he fell the victim for the first time to the wiles

of the "Mellican Gal." Loong's raiment was of the

finest, his neckties of the nattiest and he evinced a fond-

ness for diamond jewelry. All of which made its impres-

sion on the heart and mind of one Miss Laura Jones, her-

self a seaside thespian. Her fancy for Loong soon de-

veloped into a passion more tender and deep, and it was

not long before the cooing of the couple furnished food

for seaside gossips. The love-making was all unknown
to father Kwong, who, when he learned that his son

and heir had taken unto himself another partner, became

furious. Humor reached the old man that Loong and

Laura had been wed and M'ere living together at one of

the summer hotels. He made dire threats of disowning
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his son and disinheriting him of his portion of a $10,000

fortune. Eor a time the yonng man wavered twixt love

and duty. He weighed his affection for his inamorata

against the $10,000 in glistening gold, and finally for-

KWONG AND LOONG.

sook his love to rejoin the solicitous parent and accom-

pany him on a tour to California, M'here they are now

gathering new laurels in "The Home of the First Born."
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CHAPTEE VIII.

TOXSOEIAL AETISTS.

A NECESSARY CALLING AMONG THE CHINESE—UNIVERSAL-

ITY OP HEAD SHAVING—HOAY THE KARBERS WORK—THE
PECULIAR TOOLS THEY USE—PRICES CHARGED.

HE universal custom witli Chinamen of

sliaving tlie liead and wearing a queue

makes the barber's trade a large and

flourishing one. At the present day

e^'ery Chinaman, who is loyal to the

government at Peldn and who has not

discarded the superstitions and tradi-

tions which rule that country, shaves his head, with the ex-

ception of the crown, where the hair is allowed to grow

its full length. This hair is carefully and neatly braided

and allowed to fall down the back, forming what many
irreverent outsiders call the "pig-tail." Great pride is
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taken in having as long and thick a queue as possible,

and when nature has been sparing in her natural growth,
the deficiency is supplemented Iby the insertion of silk

in the plait. One very rarely sees a queue that is all hair.

In the majority of cases more than half of its length is

CHINESE BARBER AT WORK.

merely braided silk, or not infrequently some cheaper

material. Among all classes great value is attached to

this appendage, which is considered a mark of good

standing, and no greater opprobrium can be cast upon a

man than to designate him as !Mo-pien
—

"tailless."

As a general rule the head is shaved about once in

every ten days, though those who are particular as to
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their appearance sliave oftener, while the shiftless ones,

the jDOorer classes and criminals, frequently shave but

once a month.

Besides the barber shops, itinerant barbers find plenty

of patronage in the land of queiies. These latter carry

all the implements of their trade, together "^rith a stool

for the customer to sit upon, suspended at the end of a

bamboo pole slung on the shoulders. They are ready

for business wherever they may chance to meet a cus-

tomer, merely withdrawing to the side of the street to

avoid the pressure and jostling of the passing crowd. Xot

many of these street barbers are met in our Chinatown,

but they are quite numerous in San Francisco, while in

China they are as common as are the regular barber

shops.

In the Xew York Chinatown the barbers occupy small

rooms for shops, situated usually in the basement or

upper floors of buildings. Economic considerations for-

bid their use of the ground floor. There is one of these

shops, typical of all of them, which occupies a room
scarcely ten feet sqiiare, in which, when the Avriter vis-

ited it, he found three barbers at work upon as many
customers seated on stools, while three others stood wait-

ing their turn. Across about half the room, and sus-

pended but barely three feet from the ceiling, was a

platform, or sort of gallery, on which the barbers slept

at night. The height of the room aft'orded merely scant

standing room under this gallery. And this is consid-

ered a "iirst-class" shop. A single average American
working alone in such a contracted space would appre-

hend stifling; yet here were nine men—three of them
working there all day and sleeping there at night, and
six of them required to remain from one to two hours,
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and yet none of them manifested the slightest inconveni-

ence because of the restricted space and fetid atmosphere.

Hot water, with no soap, is used by these Oriental

barbers in their shaving, the operation including not

merely the removal of the stubble on the scalp, but the

down, or more sturdy growth of beard, on the cheeks

and chin, as well as all intruding hair on the neck. But

a Chinaman's beard is not a formidable crop. His face

is usually singularly devoid of hairy growth, while

whiskers are rarely seen. A miistache, if it can be

grown, is only permissable for a man who has arrived at

the age of forty years. On the occasion of the death of

a near relative the hair is allowed to remain unshaven

for a period of one hundred days as a sign of mourning,

and for the whole mourning period—twenty-seven

months—in the case of the death of a parent.

A sketch of the implements used by the barber is

given herewith. The razor has a short blade, shaped

something like a rovmded isosceles triangle, the long side

being the cutting edge. The cleansing of the ears forms

an important part of the operation of sha^'ing, and calls

for the use of other tools, as shown in the cut. The in-

side of the ear is not merely shaved, but it is thoroughly

scraped and the orifice cleansed as well, the operation

finishing with a sweep of a duck's down brush. The

sensation produced by the skillful application of this

brush in the ear is described as quite electrical. The

whole shaving process and dressing of the queue requires

from an hour to an hour and a half. . The Chinatown

barber's fee for his service is usually fifty cents, though

some of them work for less. The merchant and laundry-

men are the most frequent customers. Those employed

in questionable or dishonest pursuits shave less fre-.
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qiiently, considering it unlucky to have a cleanly shaven

head. When a professional gambler has his head freshly

shaven he will not go near the gaming table, remaining

away until the stubble is again manifest.

TAI Too op CHINESE RAZOR

AiE DO OR EAR SCRAPER
-. -.^aLS'J::SS!,

'

,',l''''"''''''''"'''''3E)

GE /NIP OR EAR TON6S

Gt WWT OB. EAR PICKER

GE SO OR EAR BRUSH-
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CHAPTEE IX.

TILLEES OF THE SOIL.

THE "FARMERS" WHO PROVIDE CHINATOWN WITH ITS

PECULIAR VEGETABLES—WHERE THEY WORK AND HOW
THEY LIVE-AN INDUSTRIOUS BODY OF MONGOLIANS.

VEEY tiller of the soil in China is a

farmer, whether he cultivates a large

farm or merely grows garden truck on

half an acre of ground. The distinc-

tion between a farmer and a gardener

seems to be unknown to them. And
so it happens that the Chinamen in

the suburbs of ISTew York who make their living by rais-

ing the peculiar vegetables most affected by the Chinese

palate, as well as the more common kinds in general use,

are called farmers. They are an honest, industrious and

hard-working class, and deserving of all the recompense
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they may get for their toil. They work from the earliest

dawn of daylight until it becomes too dark in the even-

ing to see to work longer.

There are seven "farms," or gardens, under cultivation

by these people on Long Island, each from five to six

acres in extent. The ground so used is leased from the

white owners. The farms are conducted under firm or

company names, as are the mercantile establishments in

Chinatown, each being composed of three or four part-

ners and employing six or seven hands besides. But

partners and hands live and work together, and would

be indistinguishable in American eyes. Of the "farms,"

five are located in the vicinity of Astoria, and one each

at Steinway and Flatbush. They are known as Hen
Shang Ten, Sam Tek Yen, Hai Lee Yen, ]\Ion Lee Yen,

Yow Lee Yen, all at Astoria ; Tai Ping Yen at Flatbush,

and Wong Lee Yen at Steinway. The proprietors and

their employees live together in cabins on their respect-

ive farms.

These farmers dress no differently from the ordinary

Chinese laborer, except that they wear fearful and won-

derful hats, such as a sentimental fancy might term

picturesque. They are made of bamboo, with rims about

three feet in diameter, and are shaped like shallow tin

pans. They serve the double purpose of sunshades and

umbrellas.

These Oriental tillers of the soil disdain American

tools, preferring implements to which they and their

ancestors have been accustomed for thousands of years.

Their principal implement is a long bamboo-handled hoe,

which answers the purpose of a plow, a spade, a rake

and a hoe proper. With it they dig up the ground

at the outset; then pulverize it and mix whatever fertil-
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izers they may use; shape and prepare the beds; plant

the seeds, and, when the crop is growing, cultivate it.

These hardy toilers, like all other followers of a com-

mon pursuit among the Chinese, have their own union.

The union does not have a great deal to say or do, but it

controls the particular industry of its members. It regu-

lates the wages to be paid to employees, the manner of

packing and marketing their product, the prices at which

it may be sold, and so on. Their regulations are few and

simple but none the less binding on all concerned. What-

ever the union says is the law for all their class. If con-

sumers do not fancy the prices it puts upon the fruit of

the soil as raised by its members, so much the worse for

the consumer; he gets no fresh vegetables. The truck

raised by these farmers is mainly taken by the Chinese

pedlers of this city and Brooklyn, who in turn dispose

of it to the merchants and restaurants of Chinatown,

and to the laundrymen in all quarters of the city.

The Chinese farmer requires as much industry on the

part of the soil he cultivates as he puts out himself. He
allows it no idleness or rest, at least during the growing

season, and that he stretches to its utmost possible limit.

No sooner is one crop gathered than another is planted

in its place. In this way three or more crops are pro-

duced from the same plot of ground during a season,

each crop being forced forward by all the arts of the

trade—careful removal of weeds, frequent watering,

sldllful cultivating, and whatever may minister to rapid

growth and development.

The first crop produced is a tender little plant which

looks very much like clover, called Yun Tsoi. It is

highly esteemed by the Chinamen as a soup ingredient.

It only requires about twenty days to produce it ready
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for market. It is, of course, pulled when yet green.

When about five inches above ground it is considered in

condition for use. It is then gathered, tied in bundles

weighing about one pound each, and is ready for market.

The price for it is twelve cents a bundle at wholesale,

and it retails at fifteen cents a bundle. Yun Tsoi usually

makes its appearance in the market about the first of

April.

The second crop from these farms is usually ready

about the 15th of April. It is, in plain English, kale,

but the Chinese produce two varieties of it—Kai Tsoi

and Eok Tsoi. The former is green kale and the latter

white. Both are alike boiled in soup. They require

abovit thirty days' time from planting to attain perfec-

tion. The plant is larger and more bushy than Yun
Tsoi, and is sold cheaper, not being considered such a

luxury. One and a half pounds are put in a bunch. It

sells at six cents a bunch wholesale and eight cents

retail.

German sugar peas are produced about the 20th of

April. This is not a vegetable, as might be supposed,

but an ingredient used in making Chop Suey.

In the latter part of June vegetables proper begin to

come in from these farms. The first to make its appear-

ance is called Sze Kwa (or sponge squash). About the

same time Fu Kwa (or balsam apple) and Chit Kwa
(hairy squash) come also. These several varieties of

squash are used only for soup purposes, the Fu Kwa
being especially esteemed. It has a bitter taste and is

supposed to contain quinine in its composition. It is

sometimes used as a condiment in stewing chicken, mak-

ing pork soup and frying lobsters. The Oriental epicure

counts it of great value in toning up the system. The
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Sze Kwa is only fit to eat when young and tender. Its

average weight is about a pound and a half. When ripe

its form is like the peculiar sponge the Chinese use when

bathing—hence its name. Chit Kwa is picked when it

will weigh a pound and a half; when fully ripe it weighs

from twenty-five to forty pounds. It is used either in

soup or is made into a sweetmeat like citron.

Of course there are other vegetables grown by the

Chinese. Indeed, they produce nearly everything that

is indigenous to the soil, especially such as find favor

with Chinese gastronomists. Especial mention is made
only of those unfamiliar to Americans.
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CHAPTER X.

CHIA'ATOWJS^'S OPEEA HOUSE.

THE ONLY PLEASURE EESOET OF CHINATOWN—SINGULAR-
ITIES OF THE CHINESE DRAMA—THE COMPANY NOW
OCCUPYING THE BOARDS THERE.

HE principal place of amusement in

Chinatown is the theater, or, more,

correctly, "Chinese Opera House."

This is located at 5 Doyers Street. It

is not a very pretentious playhouse,

but is quite characteristic. The main

building is occupied as an American

lodging house, the theater finding its accommodation in

the basement. This is fitted up with a stage or platform

across the rear end, and, like all Chinese theaters, is

innocent of curtains or scenery. The wall back of it is

elaborately painted in high, bright colors, representing;'
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birds, beasts and reptiles. In tbe center is a painted joss.

On either side of tke joss are doors, tbrough one of which

the actors enter, and through the other take their exit

when they have finished their respective parts. The

orchestra is seated on the back part of the stage, imme-

diately in front of the pictured joss. The auditorium is

filled with rough wooden benches, enough to accommo-

date possibly 500 people. At the right of the stage is an

enclosure, or private box, which is usually occupied by

white people and slumming parties. Two other boxes

are located in the corners of the extreme front of the

house.

A peculiar feature of this, and all other Chinese the-

aters, is the sliding scale of prices charged for admission.

The regular prices are twenty-five and fifty cents, and

one dollar for a seat in the private box. Should a be-

lated Chinaman wish to enter an hour after the perform-

ance has begun, the doorkeeper will cut the rate for him

about one-half. Half an hour later he will again dissect

the figure for the benefit of the tardy visitor, who may
then gain admission for ten or fifteen cents.

The Chinese drama has been so often described that it

seems xmnecessary to say anything further regarding it

in this connection. The plays generally represent some

historical train of events, extending through the reign of

a dynasty, or an interesting national epoch. Very little

is left to the imagination of the spectator, and the literal

text of the drama does not develop a plot with anything

like the rapidity and dispatch which characterize our

American or English plays. The Chinese play is em-

phatically a physical delineation of events from begin-

ning to end. The most trivial occurrences of life are

faithfully portrayed, and at times very questionable and
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obscene practices are represented, but not often. Two
or three months are generally consumed before all the

acts of a play are finished.

When one of the characters in the play falls upon the

stage, either from the effect of a blow or a fainting at-

tack, siipermimeraries at once step forward and place

under his head a small block of wood or other substance

for a pillow. A slain person lies in this way until the

end of the scene, when he coolly walks off the stage in

full view of the entire audience. The orchestra keeps

up an infernal and ear-splitting din with gongs, tom-

toms, Chinese guitars, fiddles, triangles and cymbals

throughout the entire dialogue. ITot infrequently the

performers, when not actually engaged in the scene, sit

and lounge about the stage, smoking, munching sugar

cane or sweetmeats, and at times even crossing the stage

while a scene is in progress.

The audience at a Chinese theater never applauds.

Occasionally a half-suppressed murmur of satisfaction is

heard, but no clapping of hands, stamping of feet, whis-

tles or cat-calls are indulged in. The men sit with their

hats on, generally perching on the backs of the benches,

or wander about the house talking with friends and ac-

quaintances in an ordinary tone of voice. Smoking and

eating are constantly in progress in all parts of the house,

and the practice of running in and out is freely indulged.

The costumes of the actors are grotesque, often hide-

ous in the extreme. Occasionally a little dancing diversi-

fies the play, but this is an exercise never indulged in by

the Chinese off the stage. They cannot understand why

people should exhaust themselves in this way when they

can employ actors to do it for them. Moreover, as in

Chinese society there is no intercourse between men and
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women, no opportunity is presented for dancing, unless

it be among "stags," and that sort of thespian indulgence

is not highly appreciated by any people. But while not

much dancing is shown on the Chinese stage, yet they

do sometimes exhibit rare feats in tumbling, turning cart

wheels, feats of juggling, and so on.

Chinese actors are not held in high esteem by their

compatriots, the calling being considered rather the re-

verse of respectable, whatever its emoluments may be,

and these are not always niggardly. "Women are but

rarely seen upon the stage, the female characters being

assumed commonly by men. The "starring" system is

unknown among them.

The Doyers Street Theater is conducted by the Chay

Ding Quay Company, of which Chin You is the man-

ager. It was a highly prosperous enterprise so long as

Sunday performances were given. But since the Park-

hurst period the city police have been more active, and

the theater is closed on that day. As Sunday brings un-

usual throngs to Chinatown, the most of whom are pleas-

ure seekers and would gladly patronize the theater, its

enforced closure on that day is a serious loss to the

proprietors.

The company now performing here is composed ex-

clusively of talent imported direct from China for this

house. The company, including actors, attendants, mu-

sicians, etc., numbers about two score people. The prin-

cipal actor, or leading man, is Lee Sang. He receives a

stipend of $1,500 a year, payable in American gold,

which is considered an exceptionally large salary. In

addition, his board and lodging are furnished him.

From this the salary list runs down rapidly to the lowest,

which is $300 a year and "found," also.
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CHAPTER XI.

CHINESE GAMBLING.

PASSION OF THE CELESTIALS FOR GAMES OF CHANCE-
DESCRIPTIONS OF SOME OF THEIR GAMES—FAN TAN-
LOTTERIES—THE RIDDLE GAME—THEY ARE ALL "OFFI-

CIALLY" RECOGNIZED.

HE Chinese are naturally and constitu-

tionally the most inveterate of gam-

blers. Almost all of them gamble,

and their code of morality places no

embargo on the practice. They only

wonder that the laws of this country

should forbid what they consider so

harmless and proper an amusement. They do not in-

dulge in their games of chance solely for money-

getting purposes, though that may furnish the in-

spiration in many cases, but rather for excitement

and pleasure. And the gaming being perfectly law-
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ful and proper under the laws of their native land,

and they having indulged in it from childhood, they

cannot readily appreciate that it is an unlawful prac-

tice in this country. Of course the older immigrants

and those professional gamblers who own and control

the games know that it is a forbidden practice, and for

that reason surround it with so much secrecy, and sub-

mit to the blackmail levied upon them by the highbind-

ers for "protection" in its indulgence; and sometimes

blind the eyes of an intrusive policeman with liberal

payments for not disturbing them. They can compel

them to pay generously for this "protection" because of

the universal disposition of their countrymen to patronize

the games, which makes the business highly lucrative.

Fan tan is the game most popular and most generally

patronized by these people. An idea of the extent to

which it is played .may be gathered from the fact that

an enumeration recently made showed no less than eighty

places in Chinatown where the game is regularly in op-

eration. Each and all of these places pay the Hip Sing

Tong, or Highbinders' Society, tribute in money for the

privilege of carrying on the game without molestation

or disturbance. This tribute, or "protection money," is

levied according to a fixed scale. Games located in base-

ments or on the ground or main floor, are assessed $15

a week per table. Sixty of these tables are in existence,

besides ten policy shops. This money is collected with

regularity every week by a regular collector whose name,

as well as his occupation and personality, are well kno"ivn.

It is a common belief that some of the money reaches

the hands of the police, though on that point there is no

direct evidence beyond the inference to be gathered from

the fact that the patrolmen do not discover the games
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whicli are so well known to everybody else. A story is

told that one of the proprietors, whose place is at 28 Pell

Street, distrusting the collector, insisted that a former

Mayor of Chinatown, and now representing the Hip

Sing Tong, should come and receive the money, where-

upon the patrolman on the beat, an officer of the Eliza-

beth Street Station, called on the proprietor of the game
and told him he had better pay the regular collector.

This the proprietor persistently refused to do, declaring

he would only pay the police direct or the ex-mayor.

The truthfulness of this story is not vouched for, nor is

the outcome of the alleged controversy known.

"When a fan tan game is to be started ten men usually

club together, each contributing $30. Out of this

money the "joint," or place where the gaxae is to be con-

ducted, is secured and fitted up. The rent will be about

$15 a week, which is invariably required in advance.

Then the table is purchased at a cost of $5. This is

about all the furniture required. Gas is needed; for the

supplying of which the gas company requires a deposit

of $10. "Protection" money must also be paid in ad-

vance, and that is at least $15. The remaining money,

about $240 or $250, is reserved for the bank, or capital

of the game. The "joint" is then ready for business.

The various fan tan games of Chinatown are all sub-

ject to the control of the Pan Tan Hong, or syndicate,

as it would be called in English. This is a voluntary

organization of Chinamen of prominence and influence

who undertake the regulation of the game in general;

adjust disputes between warring "joints;" fix the number

of games to be allowed, and exercise general supervision

over that particular form of gambling. The open char-

acter of the game, and its entire reputability and lawful-
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ness, in Chinese estimation, is manifested by tlie stand-

ing of tliis Fan Tan Hong or syndicate. It has its head-

quarters in the building of the Chong Wah Gong Shaw,

or Chinatown's City Hall, and conducts its business as

openly and with as much show of right and authority as

does the Chong Wah Gong Shaw itself, or any of the

several trade organizations.

Every fan tan game employs one lookout man, one

dealer and one banker. The duties of these several offi-

cials are obvious from their titles. The paraphernalia of

the game consists of the "Board," a plain, square piece of

zinc or tin, ten or twelve inches square, the sides being

numbered I, II, III, IV. This is laid on one end of a

common table about which the players gather, the dealer

sitting in front of the board. A short stick, about the

size of a chop stick, but twice the length, with which the

dealer manipulates the "cash," or pieces with which the

game is played; a number of "cash"—small circular brass

pieces with a square hole in the center (one or two hun-

dred of these are used)—and a "cover"—a round brass

vessel sufficiently large to cover the "cash" used—consti-

tute the outfit.

On the opposite page is given a cut illustrating the
manner of playing the game, and the paraphernalia

employed.
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FAN-TAN PLAYERS AND UTENSILS.

The game being ready, the dealer takes a handful of

the "cash" from the box in which they are kept and care-

lessly lays them in front of him, placing the cover over

them, so that they may not be counted or estimated. The
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bets are then made, each bettor placing upon the board

the amount of money he purposes to bet. The dealer

then proceeds to separate from the common pile with his

stick four pieces of "cash" at a time, the game turning

on the last draw, whether it be an odd or even number

of pieces. This, however, has its modifications, as

whether it will be one, two, three or four pieces. And,

again, betting may be made on one number as against

the other three, or two numbers against two, and so on.

Whatever number of pieces remain for the last draAV,

that number wins.

In playing, the money bet is placed upon the board.

The location in which it is placed determines the bet. If

a player places one dollar on the corner of the board

formed by the intersection of the two sides III and IV,

he is betting against mimbers I and II. If he loses, his

loss is one dollar. If he wins he receives ninety-three

cents, the remaining seven cents being "Soi" or water.

Seven per cent, of all winnings are retained by the bank

to defray the expenses and for profit, and is known as

Soi.

If the player places one dollar squarely on the side

marked I, he plays that number against the other three.

If he loses, he only loses his one dollar; but if he wins,

which he does if only one piece remains for the last draw,

he wins $3.00 less seven per cent., or $2.79 net.

When one dollar is placed on a number, "Chang

How," then the bet is only against the opposite number,

as I against III or II against IV. The number on which

the money is placed is the winning number for the bet-

tor, and the opposite number is his loser. It is an even

bet, but he can only win should his chosen number come

out, or lose should the opposite number appear. If
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neither himiber comes, then the bet is off and the player

may withdraw his stakes.

The banker takes in all the money that is lost to the

house and pays the winning of the bettors.

The lookout watches the board for any carelessness or

mist-akes in placing bets; that no bettor takes up money
not belonging to him, and that the transactions are all

correct.

The usiial limit of the game is five cents as a mini-

mum bet and $500 for the highest. The average betas

$1, though hundreds of more impecunious ones bet half

a dollar, a quarter or even a nickel, if that is all they caii'

command. As many may play as can find place around

the table, and the room is quite frequently crowded with

eager onlookers, who, perhaps, have no money with

which to play.

When the fear of the police was not so great as it is

now it was the custom to have a man stationed at the

street door to call out to the crowds in the street and to

passers, Moi Han La! which meant "The game is now

open; come in and play!" IsTow, on the contrary, a

watchman is placed at the door to keep out white people,

unless vouched for, and also to give notice of the ap-

proach of the police. But this is a mere pretence, as the

police very rarely trouble the games, though their loca-

tion and notoriety are known through Chinatown.

CHINESE LOTTBEY.

Lottery is another form of gambling affected by the

Chinese, though not by any means to the extent of fan

tan. The Chinese lottery is very different from the lot-

tery of the white people. It has no great capital; offers

no grand prize, nor in fact any prizes at all. It is more
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like the policy so Avell known among the negroes and the

lower classes of white people in this country. It is con-

ducted by three persons—the conductor, or manager, a

secretary and an assistant secretary. The conductor

manages the drawings; the secretary receives the money
and records the bets; the assistant secretary has charge

of the drawing board, and marks out with brush and red

ink the winning numbers. This "drawing board" is

merely a placard bearing 80 Chinese characters, arranged

in columns of four characters each, duplicates of which

on small sheets are furnished to the players as tickets.

^ ^^
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Then a lot is drawn to determine wMch pot shall be

opened. If pot or lot three is thus selected, the pot or

lot so chosen becomes the one from which the drawing

is to be made. The manager then proceeds to draw out

the wadded characters from the pot so indicated. These

he opens as drawn, calling out as he does so the names of

the inscribed character or letter. This is then stuck on

the drawing board in the place from which it was orig-

inally torn. The assistant marks out the winning num-

bers with red ink.

The methods of playing lottery are various, but the

simplest is that the player selects any ten numbers from

the eighty, either all in one column, in a row or other-

wise, as he pleases. If five of the selected letters come

out among the twenty drawn by the manager, the one

who selected the ten wins double the money he may have

wagered. If he has selected six of the drawn letters he

wins $20 for one; if seven, $200 for one; if eight, $1,000

for one; if nine, $2,000 for one; if ten or all the drawn

letters, the winning would be $4,000 for each dollar in-

vested. But no such luck has ever been experienced by

any player. Indeed, rarely does a player hit even five

of the letters. If any number less than five have been

selected the player wins nothing, but loses his invest-

ment, which may have been five cents or five dollars.

The Chinese lottery players are ten times more super-

stitious than the American players. They rely unhes-

itatingly upon their dreams. For instance, if one dreams

about a dead man he will select a letter for the lottery

drawing which will indicate death. If he dreams about

girls in bed he will select a whole row of letters contain-

ing the one letter beariag the character "girls." There

are many Chinamen who have lived in Chinatown for
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years and liave never done any work, but wlio place their

faitli wholly on dreams and Joss.

The lotteries of Chinatown, like everything else, have

a union. They are all under one common supervision,

charge one uniform price for their tickets, pay the same

commissions to agents. Each has a capital of $3,000.

There are nine of these concerns as follows:

Wing Chung Tai, 10 Mott Street.

Chong Chin Wing, 11 Mott Street.

Hang Chung Tai, 18 Mott Street.

Lin Tai, 17 Mott Street.

Sam Toy, 30 Mott Street.

Yuen Lee, 18 Mott Street.

Foo Kwai Chin, 32 Mott Street.

Wing Yuen Tai, 14 Mott Street.

Lee Ching Chung, 16 Mott Street.

Each lottery has two drawings a day, one at 3.30 P. M.
and the other at 9.30 at night. They give employment

to about 150 agents, who go around selling the tickets

and collecting the bettings, which they turn in to the

company employing them. For their part of the work

they receive 10 per cent, of the money they collect. But

no agent is allowed to collect a commission unless he

belongs to the Lottery Agents' Union, the fee for admis-

sion to which is $5, or $25 for a life membership. This

union extends help to its members when in distress, or

when they get into trouble with the police or the lottery

managers.

These lotteries, however fairly conducted, are a gigan-

tic swindle, the chances of winning at them being less

than in any other game of chance. By careful calcula-

tion the game gives the managers 65 per cent of the

chances, while the player has but 35 per cent. Some of
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the poor infatuated players are laundrymen who work
hard six days in a week and then squander their earnings

on these lopsided lotteries. The man is not known who
ever made a respectable winning at any of them, while

their victims are numbered by the thousands.

THE RIDDLE GAME, OR TSZ FA.

Anotner form of gambling among the Chinese is that

known as the riddle game, riddle policy, or transforma-

tion of characters. In this game there are thirty-six

chances. Usually the outline figure of a person is drawn

and the different parts of the body are marked, every

mark representing a chance of the game. A few hours

prior to the drawing the dealer gives out a verse some-

thing like this:

"The bright light shines over the shadow valley."

Then the persons wishing to play gather and guess as

to the meaning of the verse. The letters in the chance

always bear the meaning. They stand either for bird,

fish, spider, wild cat, tiger, money, strong man, dead

body, pretty woman, old maid, etc.

The dealer pastes the letter on a piece of cloth, rolls

it up and hangs it on the wall, which means that "the

game is hung up." A player may guess any one of the

thirty-six chances, and having bet from one to fifty cents,

his winning is thirty for one.

He might, for instance, construe the meaning of "shin-

ing light" to be a "pretty woman," and if the letter shows

this to be a correct guess he wins. The percentage to the

house, or dealer, is twenty per cent. The agents for thia

game have a union known as the Tsz Fa Chong, or

Union, which translated means Kiddle Game Union. On

all money that the agents play for their principals they
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are allowed 10 per cent., and if they win they get 10

per cent, more from the person for whom they play, l^o-

body is allowed this commission except those who belong

to the Tsz Fa Chong.

There are six games of riddle going on in Chinatown

and each has two drawings a day, one at 3.30 o'clock in

the afternoon and the other at 9.30 o'clock in the even-

ing, the same as the lotteries. There are twenty-five

members of the Tsz Fa Chong. These riddle games do

an aggregate business of abo^it $700 a day.

The game is played by the Chinese and the white

strumpets of the district as well. It is no uncommon
thing to hear one of the white women say she dreamed

of a spider, or a pretty woman, etc., the night before,

and was going to play riddle on the dream.

There are still other games of chance played in China-

town, but the foregoing are the ones most largely pat-

ronized. Their patronage shows how general is the gam-

ing habit among these people.
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CHxiPTEE XII.

PEOSTITUTIO:sr.

TRAFFIC IN CHINESE WOMEN—THE DENS OF INFAMY OF
CHINATOWN—THE DEPTH OF DEGRADATION-CHIEFLY
LOW WHITE WOMEN—THE LOW GUI GOW.

EMALE virtue is a rarity among the

WM/M^Bn^ Chinese except among the higher

IBm ^^^ classes. The female offspring of the

^^H jipVY middle and lower classes is considered

in (

'

' ^ an inferior being, upon whom par-

'

*( _y ental affection is wasted. She is val-

ued only at the price she will bring

either as a wife or mistress. Her chastity is not consid-

ered for a moment. Thus Chinamen have quite natur-

ally come to consider prostitution a quite proper sphere

for their surplus women.

Only a small-footed woman, one whose feet have been

kept from their natural growth by tight bandaging from
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early childhood, is esteemed virtuous. Such, are care-

fully reared in the concealment of home until disposed

of by their parents to become the wives of the sons of

respectable families. All big, or natural-footed women,

are looked upon with suspicion. JSTot all of these are

common prostitutes, but the demand for women for vile

purposes is supplied from this source. These woinen are

sold as early in life as customers can be found for them,

either to become wives, mistresses or worse. The only

value their parents place upon them is their worth as

chattels for any purpose. Hundreds of these women
have been brought to America and are held in dens of

infamy by those who have purchased them. The high-

binders find the traific in this class of chattels a lucrative

occupation.

Happily but few Chinese women have as yet been

brought to New York, the prostitutes of our Chinatown

being chieily degraded white women, attracted thither

originally by a passion for opium smoking. These mis-

erable creatures the highbinders levy tribute upon, in

default of a license to buy and sell them outright, as they

do the Chinese women. But the actual slave trade—the

importation and sale of Chinese girls right here in the

heart of this great city—has already obtained a foothold,

and will doubtless grow apace unless resolutely put down
by the philanthropy of which we boast so largely. The
highbinders are eager for the development of the traffic,

and have made some promising beginnings in it. In the

spring of 1889, a highbinder bought a girl at Victoria,

B. C, for the sum of $1,800. After she was paid for he

named her Yen Moy. He brought her to New Yorli

with the understanding that she was to become a "Lo

Xi," meaning a woman of shame, for the term of two
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BIG AND SMALL FOOTED WOMEN.
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years and six months, after which time she should be

free from her owner. Bnt when the two years and six

months had expired, and three .months grace had also

passed, she was still a slave, because she could still be

made profitable to her master. Being free, her earnings

became her own; but her master compelled her to give

him money to play fan tan and whatever more he needed

to pose as a member of Chinatown's Four Hundred. One
day his slave awoke to her position and related her tale

of woe to Messrs. Huie Kin, Wong Chin Fee, Sue Chung
Chew and Joseph M. Singleton, who reported the case

to the Gerry Society. This was in the fall of 1891. Miss

Yen Moy was rescued from her worse than prison, a

room on the top floor of 11 Mott Street. She was finally

placed in the hands of Miss Campbell, a Presbyterian

missionary, who resided at Xo. 282 Fulton Street, Brook-

lyn, where she lived and learned to say the Lord's Prayer,

and was afterwards married to Jung Sing, a laundryman.

Female slaves, lot Xo. 2, were also imported from Vic-

toria, B. C, by a young highbinder named Chu Xgai.

The lot consisted of two attractive looking girls named
Lin Fung and Song Fung. Lin means "Lilly;" Fung
means "Peacock." When the two words are put to-

gether, Lin Fung, they mean "As pretty as a peacock

and as sweet as a pond lilly." Song Fung means "Twice

as pretty as a peacock." The price paid for these girls

was $2,000 eacli. The term of contract was two years.

The price might have been less than advertised. As a

matter of fact business of this kind is made more profit-

able by putting the cost of a new girl up to an immense

figure to make sure of catching the attention of wealthy

customers. That everything might go well with the en-

terprising dealer they all boarded the Canadian Pacific
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train for New York. When they reached Malone, IT. Y.,

they passed the Custom House without the slightest

trouble. Finally they reached this city and the girls

were placed at 17 Mott Street, where Miss Lin Fung

made her permanent residence. She quickly became the

reigning beauty of Chinatown. Chinamen are not slow

to note female attractions when they see them. Miss Lin

Fung made money fast and handed it over to Chu Ngai

just as quickly.

But Miss Song Fung soon found life a burden, for

Chu Ngai expected to get as much money from her as he

did from Lin Fung. She realized she was in a slave

prison. She cried hard to Joss for deliverance, but Joss

did not hear her prayer. Her eyes began to lose their

lustre from weeping. Chu ISTgai could see that his

"goods" began to show impairment. He planned to sell

her before she got worse. South Clark Street, Chicago,

was the place Chu ISTgai picked out as a market for her.

So he went to Chicago to negotiate the sale and get his

bargain money. When he returned to ITew York he

foimd Miss Song Fimg still Aveeping for her woes. Chu
Ngai told her that he was willing to take her back to

Victoria and let her go where she pleased. Song Fung
packed up her things to follow Chu Ngai the next day,

thinking that she was going back to where she came

from. But the following day, when the train reached

Chicago, Chu ISTgai told her that he had some friends in

that city where they could go and have a wash. The

woman was more than willing to follow him. But when
Chu ]S5"gai's friend, Wong Se's room was reached, Chu
ISTgai told Song Fung to stay and hit the pipe while he

would go down stairs and talk with a friend. He did

go down stairs to talk with a friend and got the money
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for Ms "goods," too. The $1,800 was counted out and

handed over to him, and then he immediately took the

train back to New York. Meantime Song Fung was

waiting in the room up stairs and thinking all the time

that her master was a long time coming back for her.

When night came no Chu Ngai showed up. Poor Song

Fung began her weeping anew. When her new master

saw that his slave was well secured he told her the truth,

that he was her new master, and the successor of her con-

tract. When Song Fung heard_the truth of the transac-

tion she wept bitterly. Finally she lost her sight. The

Chinamen in Chicago now call her Mang ISTgen For,

meaning "Blind Woman."
When Chu ISTgai came back to New York with the

price of Song Fung it did not take him long to gamble

his money away. When he found himself in need of

more money he planned to sell his other slave, Lin Fung.

But some good Chinaman informed Lin Fung of her

master's intentions, and she gathered herself up as soon

as possible and stole away from her prison at No. 17 Mott

Street, and, finding her way to the Presbyterian Mission,

No. 14 University Place, secured shelter and protection.

She is still living with Mrs. Huie Kin, who has taught

her how to read her a, b, c's and say the Lord's Prayer.

Besides these ventures, eight young slaves, aged re-

spectively 8, 9, 10 and 11 years, have been brought to

Chinatown. This lot of slaves was bought in China and

brought into New York by different Chinese families for

domestic use as house and body servants. The prices

paid for them were from $75 to $90 Mexican currency,

equivalent to $38 and $45 American gold. They live

at Nos. 15, 21 and 43 Mott Street, and are often seen

walking through Chinatown with baskets and tin pails.
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Tliey carry food from the store or restaurants to their

homes. As a rule merchants do not allow their daugh-

ters to carry baskets, or even to walk through the public

streets. These girls are taught by their masters and mis-

tresses to fancy all sorts of dreadful things that they

allege the Christian people practice. They teach them

to understand that it is wicked for girls to know how to

read and write, and that the Christian people baptize per-

sons with a deadly solution, or hypnotize them. This

fantasy is planted in the minds of the young slaves just

as American children are taught Mother G-oose rhymes.

They are not allowed to attend public school; they are

not allowed to speak to Christian Chinamen; they are

not allowed to know any domestic affairs; and only eat

the scraps left by the masters. When they attain the

age of 14 or 15 their masters will sell them to the Mott

Street merchants for concubines for $800 or $1,000

apiece.

Female slave trade of this nature in New York's China-

town is becoming to be regarded as one of the most profit-

able investments. Whenever these children receive an

order from their mistress their duty is to obey to the very

letter. Otherwise they would be punished with a severe

whipping. The poor things dare not tell their situation

to anyone in the world. Indeed, they have no friends in

whom to confide. ISTor do they know that any wrong is

being done them. They can only cry in secret when
their pains are severe, or they suffer from hunger. And
all this in the great city of ISTew York; which sends relief

to the suffering in Ireland, India and Cuba by the ship-

load.

Eut the passions of the thousands of Chinese in 'New

York are ministered to, as already remarked, by a vast
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horde of the lowest, the most degraded, most ignorant

and vile white women this great metropolis can produce.

These women have abandoned themselves wholly to the

Chinese, dwelling in Chinatown, adopting its mode of

life, eating its food, and drinking its vile liquors in the

worst of white resorts, enjoying its body as well as soul-

destroying opium pipe, and conforming in all things,

save only in dress, to its manners and customs. Al-

though not slaves like the similar grade of Chinese

women, they can be anything else than happy. The

highbinder has succeeded in getting them under his con-

trol, and compels them to pay him a considerable share

of their miserable earnings. The blood money is wrung

from them through menace of violence or prosecution.

They are made submissive through threats of being

turned over to the police and sent to Blackwell's Island.

They are stuffed continually with stories of the political

power of their persecutors as well as of their ability to

secure sworn evidence of any charge they may choose

to make against them, even to murder. Thus they yield

to the demands made upon them through their fears.

And when their payments do not satisfy the greed- and

rapacity of their highbinder masters they are subjected

to kicks, cuffs and blows until they willingly give up

their last penny aiid have to go hungry themselves. And
all this goes on regularly and continually within call of

Christian churches and within sound of Christian mis-

sionary establishments.

But all Chinese women, as already stated, are not pros-

titutes. They all have a money value, and are purchased

with money. The wife is purchased no less than the

mistress, and is alike subject to the will of her husband

in all things. He may even sell her to another, if he so
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pleases, without offending any Chinese law or code of

propriety. It is estimated that there are now thirty-five

Chinese women residing in Chinatown besides the girls

already spoken of. But three of these women are public

prostitutes. The rest are held either as the wives or mis-

tresses of their owners. These women are seldom seen,

except by their owners or husbands, for Chinese usage

is strict in forbidding them to go upon the streets under

any circumstances. If for some special reason one is per-

mitted to visit another's home, she must be taken in a

carriage, even though her destination be only a block

away.

In Chinatown the people are reticent regarding their

women and girls, but the present belle of Mott Street is

a handsome girl of fifteen, recently purchased by a New
York Chinaman from a member of the Chinese Legation

at Washington. The girl is at No. 19 Mott Street, and

it is reported that $1,200 was paid for her.

At a neighboring house is a pretty girl of sixteen who,

as Chinatown rumor has it, is held for $1,000, as she is

very beautiful and attractive. But the usual price for a

girl is $700 or $800. They are generally disposed of

when fifteen or sixteen years old.

The police, while not doubting the existence of the

evil, at least in some degree, look upon the difficulty of

getting proof as the principal object in the way of stop-

ping it. "If a Chinaman says a girl is his daughter or

niece, how are we to prove it?" said Chief McCuUagh.
"And how can we legally prove, whatever our belief may
be, that the girl was first bought in San Francisco or

China, or that she is actually held for sale here?"

Chinamen are very jealous, and the rules for the gov-

erment of their women are very strict. They respect
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women of their own race much more than they do those

of white blood, and look upon the Caucasian denizens of

their district with contempt. To a certain extent these

women are required to conform to the Chinese custom

of remaining in doors. They may not appear upon the

streets openly, especially in the day time ; while at night

the necessities of their vile calling keeps them in their

rooms. Hence the necessity entailed upon them of hav-

ing on hand messengers to do their bidding, which calls

into service a corps of otherwise idle and worthless boys

and young men, known in the vocabulary of Chinatown

as Low Gui Gow. Low Gui means a common woman,

and Gow a dog. Thus the phrase means "The common

woman's dog." Its application is servant, boy or attend-

ant. Thus a Low Gui Gow is merely an attendant ^^pon

a common woman. There are about fifty of these Low
Gui Gow in Chinatown—white, black and yellow. They

live on the street and hang around !Nos. 11, 17 and 18

]\Iott Street and the corner of Pell and Doyers Streets,

near which their patrons have their residences. Thirty

white boys, fifteen negroes and five Chinese are so em-

ployed regularly. These boys, of course, make their liv-

ing off the women. They have their own peculiar way
of conducting their business and "running things," as

they term it. They have Chinatown divided up into dis-

tricts. Each boy is entitled to wait upon so many women
who are duly assigned to him. When a woman wants

beer all she has to do is to go to the window and shout

for her particular attendant. If her Lov/ Gui Gow is

not at his post when called the others signal quickly for

him. The signal passes all through Chinatown, and in

a liiintite the boy wanted appears. At very late hoiirs

these Low Gui Gow stand around the places where
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GEORGE PAPE, CHIEF OP THE LOW GUI GOW.
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"Hop" (or opiixm) is sold, waiting for women from other

parts of the city who may come to buy the drug. The

boys procure it for them and receive tips for the service,

the tip running from 5 to 25 cents. The most profitable

part of the Low Gui Gow's business is showing strange

Chinamen where "pretty Mellican girls" live. For such

service the fee is from a quarter to a half dollar.

The picture here presented is that of George Pape,

the chief of the Low Gui Gow in Chinatown. He was

born in Philadelphia of negro parents and came to 'New

York in 1891. He does not know when he was born,

but says he thinks he is about 22 years of age. He is

known to the girls whom he serves as Sam, and his com-

panions of Pell Street call him "Yellow." As will be

seen from the picture Sam is not a very prepossessing-

young man, but, in the vernacular of Chuck Connors,

"He gets there just the same."

In addition to being chief of the Low Gui Gow, Sam
acts as waiter at night in the Chinese restaurant at 16

Pell Street, and receives a salary of from $-1 to $5, ac-

cording as the proprietor feels on pay day.

Sam has never done any other work than that of a Low
Gui Gow, and before coming to ISTew York performed

the same offices foj- the girls in the Chinese quarter on

Eace Street, Philadelphia. He has never been to school

and can neither read nor write. The particular territory

over which he has the exclusive right to reign includes

11 JVIott Street, 11 and 19 Pell and 6 Doyers Streets,

in which there are forty prostittites. He says he

has to keep a sharp lookout all the time in order that his

territory may not be encroached upon by the others of
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liis class, and also for the police who chase him and the

rest of the fraternity out of the district.

Sam says the Low Gui Goav are always fighting among
themselves, claiming that their business is being appro-

priated by each other. For getting a girl a pint of beer

he receives five cents, and for buying twenty-five cents

worth of opium he receives ten cents. He does a good

"business," although he is not growing rich. He is, as

before stated, the chief of the band and is typical of the

class.
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CHAPTER XIII.

HIP SING TONCr.

ORGANIZATION OF THE VILLAINS OP CHINATOWN—PROFES-
SIONAL BLACKMAILERS, DEALERS IN FEMALE SLAVES-

AND PROTECTORS OF CRIME.

^^^^ HE ''higlibinder" is an American desig-

^^^^'^ nation applied to a class of Chinese

^^?i^^ ,^ immigrants whose business is crime

JP^'<a^r<('1j ^^<i violence. It must be remem-

bered that Chinese civilization is rad-

ically different from American or

Christian civilization. The code of

morals of the two nations is widely different. To illus-

trate, the murder of a female child is not looked upon

as a serious crime in China, nor as criminal at all by the

middle and lower classes of the Chinese. In America
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human slavery was abolished thirty odd years ago; but

to-day the women of China are bought and sold as freely

and as commonly as are cattle among us. The marriage

tie in China is a very slender and weak chain, sundered

on the slightest pretence and with no material ceremony.

Here marriage is considered a binding alliance, lasting

through life unless set aside by legal formality and for

serious cause. So the Chinese come to us impregnated

with the ideas of morality and social relations that obtain

in their native land and instilled into them in their early

education. It is not to be wondered at, then, that they

recognize in their communities a class of men who live

and fatten on what we call crime. The Chinese high-

binder is otherwise what we call a "thug." He is a far

worse character than our "plug-ugly," "brigand" or other

lawless villain. But still he is permitted to roam at large

and practice his unholy vocation among the Chinese

without a protest from them. Indeed, he is openly rec-

ognized, and his profession, though possibly not consid-

ered quite as respectable as the mercantile or mechanical

pursuits, is looked upon as perfectly regular and legit-

imate. JSTo man was ever punished in China for merely

cutting the throat of his female offspring, and why
should he be here? If women were not openly sold in

China, how would Chinamen get wives? Therefore, why
may they not be sold here ? Were it not for blackmailing

in China, how would the mandarins and other officials

live and thrive? Hence, why make a fuss about black-

mailing in America? Here you have the Chinese logic

of the situation. Hence, you will find highbinders

openly practicing their calling in Chinatown and in every

Chinese community in America.

Here in jSTew York's Chinatown the highbinders are
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formally organized under the society name of Hip Sing-

Tong. The organization is fully recognized by the

Mayor of Chinatown and by the Chong Wall Gong

Shaw. Indeed, ''it is ihily incorporated under the laws

of the State of Kew York;" but that is merely a bluff,

and is based on misrepresentation and fraud. It has no

excuse for existence that would be entertained for one

miniite by an American court. Its business is simply to

]:rotect its members in blackmailing, in levying tribute

upon the vile women of Chinatown, in buying and sell-

ing women for the purpose of prostitution, and in the

commission of all manner of crimes that may be neces-

sary in the prosecution of its nefarious calling, and re-

quire its protecting care. It furnishes, for a price, per-

jiu'ed testimony to acquit any ajiprehended criminal, or

to convict any persecuted tradesman. It guards the por-

tals of the Chinese gambler's den for pay, and, when

necessary, assumes to blind the eyes of American police-

men to the vices of Chinatown. Indeed, it is broadly

asserted that through its agency Police Headquarters has

more than once been influenced to withhold its hand

from crushing the iniquities which prevail in Chinatown.

AVhy should it not be recognized and well paid for such

services as these, especially as they are not repugnant to

the Chinese standard of morality and virtue ?

The Hi]i Sing Tong diti'ers in no res]iect from its sister

society of San Francisco, which is called Hip Tee Tong,

or translated, "The Temple of United .Tustice." Thus

does crime seek to hide itself under a virtuous name, or

thus does the morality of the Orient designate the most

odious and hated of villains. Thus the more devilish the

business the more sanctimonious the name it assumes as

a cloak. Both in San Francisco and here it is a secret,
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oatli-boiuid body, the betrayal of tlie mysteries of wliich

renders the betrayer liable to death on sight and «'itliout

benefit of clergy, or any form of trial or conviction. It

costs the enormous sum of two dollars to become a mem-
ber of this delectable society of professional ctitthroats

and blood-snckers. Any who wish to join may make
application at headquarters, Xo. 34 Bayard Street.

I'he fan tan industry in Chinatown, of which more

extended mention is made in another chapter, is carried

on under the protection of the Hip Sing Tong, which ex-

acts heavy tribute from it for its fostering and shield-

ing care. Probably the I'an Tan Syndicate would be

forced to pay e\eii heavier tribute should the Hip Sing

Tong swing around and assume an attitude of hostility

to it. It makes but little difference to these fellows

which side of an}' cause they espouse so long as they

make money out of it. To illustrate the character of the

nien, or fiends, composing the villainoiis organization,

a prominent member and leader was accused some years

ago of robbing and murdering a peaceable laundrvman.

The police were satisfied of his guilt, but his thug com-

panions managed to spirit away the witnesses who would

htave proved his guilt, and thus he escaped conviction.

Soon after he was arrested at jSTewark, X. J., for robbery.

He was tried, convicted and sentenced to seven years'

imprisonment. His criminal friends managed to enlist

influential sympathy in his behalf, and he was pardoned

after serving but eighteen months of his term. He is

now practicing his trade of crime amouff the Chinamen

of New York's Chinatown, and is naturally a shiuirig
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light of the Hip Sing Tong. What his associates and

conapanions must be can be readily inferred.

The Hip Sing Tong has about 450 members, every

one of whom is an expert in crime, as understood in this

country, and fully eligible to a residence in state's prison

or a seat in the chair of electrocution. Yet, as already

remarked, they are not looked upon as criminals by the

Chinese whose moral ethics differ so widely from those

of "Western civilization. They go and come among their

countrymen with entire freedom, though well known

and their nefariotis business thoroughly understood.

The highbinder dresses well and carries himself with a

great show of importance, though sometimes with rather

too much swagger. He usually carries his hands in his

pockets to convey the impression that he is quite pre-

pared to draw his weapon—yes, and use it, too—on the

slightest provocation. The highbinders are organized in

every principal city in this coimtry, though under vary-

ing names in the different localities. A bond of union

exists between them, and members transfer from one to

the other as, for any cause, they have occasion to change

their residence from one city to another. It is estimated

that there are about 3,000 of the guild in the United

States at the present time.

In the prosecution of his calling the highbinder is cold-

blooded, pitiless and cruel. Human sympathy is as for-

eign to his composition as can well be conceived. He is

ever ready for emergencies, and has no hesitation at shed-

ding blood, or even committing murder, when he fancies

that it is required. Tactfully he seeks to avoid trouble

with the more respectable members of the Chinese col-

ony, his victims being those usually engaged in piirsuits

generally known to be unlawfiil under the laws of the
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land. The gambling estaljlislinients and tlie houses of

prostitution are his most ready fields of operation.

Here he can levy his blackmail with but little ques-

tioning, and enforce his demands at the point of his ever-

ready pistol, or, if more quiet is desirable, overcome

resistance with a hatchet or "fighting-bar," whichever

may be most convenient. His fighting when plying his

trade among those whom he blackmails endangers no

lives but those already beyond the pale. But when the

villains fall out among themselves, as they occasionally

do, and hostilities are begun on sight as usual, non-

participants are quite as liable to be shot as are those

engaged in the shooting. The wretches, crazed by their

anger and intense hatred of each other, are then utterly

reckless of consequences. They send their bullets flying

with careless aim and promiscuous results. They have

learned the use of the pistol only in recent years and

since coming to America, and are not therefore expert

with it. Indeed, they even know very little, technically,

about it. When a Chinaman buys a pair of boots he

selects the largest he can find, because he gets more

leather for his money. So in buying a pistol, only those

of the largest size suit him; but after size he requires

quality, and selects the best. Is'o cheap affair can be sold

to a highbinder.

A Colt 6-shooter of 44 or 45 caliber divides with the

Smith & "Wesson, the Kemington and the IMerwin and

Hulbert his esteem, but all must shoot the cartridge ordi-

narily used in rifles. As a rule the double action pistols

are preferred, for the reason that highbinder shootings

are always hiirriedly done, so that police interference

may be avoided and the fighters get under cover in the
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labyrinths of Chinatown. The weapons are never bought

directly by the men who will use them.

Several gun stores are located almost within the limits

of Chinatown. On the Ijowery there is a curious "de-

partment store" which is partly given up to hardware

and firearms. It is a tumble-down shop, presided over

by a weazoned old man who remains .strictly neutral be-

tween the warring highbinders. They can all buy pistols

from him, and pawn them at his place when the imme-

diate occasion for their use has passed.

The arms are rarely purchased until a man has been

doomed to death or a fight has been decided on. Then

some respectable looking Chinaman, perhaps a merchant,

visits a gimshop and with the iitmost care selects one or

more revolvers of the largest size. The pistols are crit-

ically examined as to "pull," certainty of action in the cyl-

inders, and the length of the point on the hammer which

strikes the primer and discharges the shell. Xearly all

of tliose purchased have long barrrels, Y-^- inches, and are

arms intended for army and navy use and to be carried

in holsters. But the highbinder has no use for a holster.

When he takes up the pistol it is to kill some man within

a few minutes and mayhap on sight, so he must have his

weapon where it can be gripped and put into action in-

stantly. The pecidiar dress of the Chinese especially

favors the murderous highbinder in concealing the

weapon and yet ha-^dng it under control. The long, fiow-

ing sleeves of the outer garment worn on the street by all

Chinamen serve a double purpose for the murderous

outlaw.

Often the assassin detailed to kill some fancied enemy
or opponent straps his revolver to his forearm by a rub-

ber band or other fastening, from which the weapon can
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be instantly disengaged. The pistol lies along the inner

portion of the arm where it can be carried without ob-

servation. Tf one of the Chinatown detectives chances

on purpose to brush against the highbinder in passing,

nothing, is felt of the weapon that is ready for use as soon

as the man marked for death appears.

^Vt other times, when waiting around for a street fight

to begin, or when walking from the Tong house to some

battle ground, the pistol is carried in the waistband of the

trousers where it can be quickly reached by lifting the

blouse. In cold weather it sometimes becomes necessary

under the highbinder code to put a man to death, and

then the assassin may take his 6-shooter in his hand and

conceal it by turning down his sleeves.

Tliat way of carrying the pistol is considered equally

as desirable with the manner also affected in the cold

season, when the assassin covers the hands by hiding

them in his sleeves, as ladies use a muff. One hand holds

the weapon, and when the victim can be stolen upon, the

pistol is merely pushed against the cloth and fired

through it. Xo one sees the pistol and it is easy for the

murderer to escaj^e in the excitement which always fol-

lows a gunfire in Chinatown.

Searching a Chinaman is a matter quite different from

going through a man in American dress. Anywhere

from five to twelve garments covering the body must be

examined, to make sure that no deftly concealed pocket

holds a weapon. Sometimes beneath a half a dozen

blouses a coat of mail or an armor of quilted paper is

found, either being impervious to bullets.

If the desperate ilongols were expert marksmen there

might be less objection to their pistol practice on each
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other, but they are notoriously erratic shots. A few

years ago certain shooting galleries were frequented by

Chinese, but when a white man one day killed one of

them instead of aiming at the regular target the Chinese

patronage ceased. Althoiigh quite indifferent to death,

the Chinese have not yet learned to handle firearms prop-

erly. When they hold the pistol at arm's length they

nearly always turn the face away at the instant of firing.

A highbinder who can remain complacent among the

reports of a thousand big firecrackers shrinks from look-

ing through the sights of his pistol until the lead has been

sent on its mission of death.

Sometimes the murderers grasp the pistol with both

hands, and by using the double action discharge four or

five shots in half that number of seconds. A rest across

the foreai-m is a favorite position and one of the most

effective, since it permits of something like steady aim,

although it is said that the highbinder never keeps his

eyes open when the pistol is discharged.

JSTo remedy at law has been effective in preventing

resort to arms by the highbinders. Heavy fines as well

as imprisonment have been imposed for carrying con-

cealed weapons, and within twenty-four hours a dozen

highbinders were fighting witli pistols on the street. The

rule made by the police officials operates to lessen the

danger to pedestrians about Chinatown, because any Chi-

nese arrested at the scene of a shooting will be compelled

to defend himself in court as a principal and pay attor-

ney's fee. Heretofore there has been an agreement

among the fraternity to settle their grievances otitside of

courts, but the new law will make siich procedure un-

necessary, since nothing can be saved by so doing.

The initiation of new members as highbinders is verv
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INITIATING A HIGHBINDER.
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impressive and trying, and is a ceremony that is held

sacred. Only a few privileged Americans have ever wit-

nessed it, and one of these, in describing it to the writer,

declared it really impressive. The neophyte, as well as

all the officials, are dressed in their richest silken robes.

The candidate for admission bows before the great joss,

which is in the upper room of the society headquarters,

and then kneels. A great two-handed Chinese sword,

flaming with jewels like Excalibur, is held directly across

his throat; another, bnt smaller sword, is pressed against

the nape of his neck. In this position, more critical than

the men who play the role of Damocles, the neophyte

repeats in a chant the solemn ritual of the society, with

the oath that binds him to renounce all earthly ties and

pledge his undivided devotion to the work of the organ-

ization. This oath is held unusually sacred by the super-

stitious Chinese, for the society sees to it that anyone

who breaks it does not encumber the earth many moons.

Lesser infractions of orders or discipline are punished by

flogging, the culprit being bound over a curious wooden

instrument which looks like a hobby horse, and the blows

are administered with a thick .bamboo club.

These men^are not criminals because of mere love of

crime, any more than a man is a surgeon becaiise of a

fondness for inflicting pain. It is their chosen profes-

sion, and they practice it for the money they may make
from it. Thej' are shrewd enough to understand that

many of the pursuits of their countrymen, esteemed in-

nocent by them, are unlawful in this country, and may
only be carried on surreptitiously. This affords these

cold-blooded professional scoundrels their opportunity.

Every gambling game of any kind is compelled to pay

them tribute under pain of exposure to the police. Every
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inmate of a house of shame must in lilce manner pay, lest

the evidence be produced to send her to Blackwell's

Island. Every opium joint must contribute a liberal

share of its receipts, lest its doors be forced open by the

giTardians of the law, who are as carefully kept away
from the submissive places. For the rest, if a quarrel

occtirs between two men, one of whom is able and willing

to pay to have the other put out of the waj^, the high-

binder is ready to undertake the job. Or if anybody has

falleii under the disfavor of the law this enterprising free-

booter will, for a suitable "fee," provide the evidence to

secure his acquittal. Again, when a neighbor has made
himself personally obnoxious, the ever-ready highbinder

will secure his conviction of any crime that may be

trumped up against him in order to secure his removal

from the place. In fact, for pay, the highbinder is ready

to perpetrate any villainy, from perjury up to mxirder,

and his oath-boimd fellows, under pain of death, must

protect him should he fall in the meshes of the law in the

practice of his unholy vocation. Talk of the Italian

Matia! There has never existed such another organiza-

tion of desperadoes and villains as the Chinese high-

binders; and these maintain their organization and ply

their trade more or less openly in every city of the-

United States which maintains any considerable colony

of Chinese.
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CHAPTER XIV.

OTHEK CliljSFESE SOCIETIES.

FONDNESS FOE ORGANIZATIONS ILLUSTRATED—SOME
TYPICAL MINOR ASSOCIATIONS.

HE Chinese are groat believers in or-

ganization. Everjr trade and calling

in Chinatown, as already seen, has its

organization or union. They also

maintain societies for purely social

purposes. It would be impossible to

notice all these various societies. Sev-

eral of the more prominent have already been referred

to. Others of any considerable importance may be

briefly mentioned.

The Leii Ye Tong Society is perhaps the most conspic-

uous of the social or fraternal bodies. This is commonly
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known as the Chinese Free Masons, though beyond its

secretness it has no likeness to the Masonic Order of the

Western World. It is also known as the rebellion party,

possibly because of its origin in China during the great

Taiping Rebellion. However that may be, the Len Ye
Tong is said to have not less than 4,000 members in ISTew

York alone. Its rooms and headquarters are at No. 12

Pell Street. It has a temple or place of worship of its

-own in which Quan Grong, the god of strength, is in-

stalled, before whom none but members of the society

are allowed to make their devotions. Tom Lee, the for-

mer Mayor of Chinatown, has been the leading man in

ISTew York of this mysterious organization for the past

fifteen years.

The On Leon Society is a social organization which

confines its membership to the higher class of Chinese

residents. It is bitterly opposed to the Hip Sing Tong,

or Highbinders' Society, and seeks to encourage and pro-

mote good order and becoming respect to the laws of the

land and city which gives the Chinamen hospitality and

protection. Most of the merchants of Chinatown are

members of this meritorious organization. Tom Lee is

at the head of it.

The Sue Yep Kong Sha'w is an organization of those

hailing from the four southern districts of the Province

of Kwong Tong. Its purposes are to guard the interests

of its members in social and political affairs, as well as in

business matters. To this end it exercises some legis-

lative and executi^-e authority, making and enforcing

rules and regulations for the conduct of its members.

Limited in this respect by the nativity of its members,

it exercises similar power to that of the Chong Wah
Gong Shaw, though it recognizes and submits to the
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superior authority of tlie latter. Thus its members are

required to patronize only those coming from the same

districts in China as themselves. The society also

charges itself with the duty of recovering the bones of

its deceased members and returning them to their native

land.

Loong Kon Gong Shaw, another of the many asso-

ciations or societies in Chinatown, is a development of

pride of family. China preserves in its form of govern-

ment much of the old patriarchial system of the ancient

Hebrews. This, with the worship of ancestors, as taught

by Confucius, naturally strengthens the family tie among
these people and promotes family pride. The Four

Brotherhood, which the title of this particular so-

ciety means, when put into plain English, is an out-

growth of this sentiment. The tradition is that

some twelve hundred years ago there were four Chi-

nese patriarchs, named respectively Lati, Kwan, Chang -

and Chew, who lamented the gradual decrease of

their progeny and feared the ultimate extinguishment of

their family names. They therefore bound themselves

each to the other with a solemn oath to form one sacred

tribe or family, as the twelve tribes of Israel were com-

bined in the Hebrew nation. Hence the foundation of

this society which has maintained its existence to this

day, and embodies the descendants of the original Chi-

nese patriarchs named.

The branch maintained in Chinatown is therefore but

a subordinate, or possibly, a merely local organization,

of those dwelling here, but tracing their common lineage

back to the patriarchs mentioned. It has its head-

quarters at 22 Pell Street, where, besides a meeting

room, parlor and offices, it maintains a shrine devoted to
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the worship of the particular divinity of the combined

families. The rooms are decorated in Oriental style,

with considerable pretentions to beauty and attractive-

ness. Every male who bears either of the surnames of

the traditional originators of the clan is eligible to mem-
bership. It is estimated that there are about 2,000 of

them in the states on the Atlantic coast.
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CHAPTER XV.

THE OPIUM VICE.

ITS INTRODUCTION AND SPREAD IN NEW YORK—CHINAMEN
NOT THE ONLY USERS OF OPIUM, NOR CHINATOWN THE
ONLY LOCALITY WHERE IT IS USED—WHAT THE DRUG IS.

ITS USE AND EFFECTS.

/HEIST England forced her Indian prod-

uct of opinm on China against the

earnest and energetic protest of the

government of China, she committed

a crime against humanity, morality

and the well-being of the human race

which can never be atoned for. The

Chinese race took naturally to the drug, and developed

the several manners of its use as a minister to idleness,

vice, moral degradation, physical and mental prostration,

and final death. Its victims throughout the middle king-

dom are numbered by the millions, while the impairment
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of the national vigor and strength in consequence of its

very common use is beyond estimation.

The Chinese brought the vile drug and its habitual use

with them to the United States. The people of America
are quick imitators of the fashions and follies of others,

and are as abject slaves to habit as any other class of peo-

ple on earth. They quickly noted the illusive pleasures

to be derived from opium smoking and opium eating

and submitted themselves to the tutelage of the Celestial

immigrants in its use. The drug is now accomplishing

its deadly work in consequence as well among the white

population of the land as among the yerjo\T-skinned

newcomers.

When the Chinese, in 1875, began migrating in

numbers from the Pacific coast to this city they brought

with them their opium pots well filled, and the parapher-

nalia for its use. But while they settled in an isolated

locality by themselves, the noxious fiimes of their opium

pipes pervaded the entire city and rapidly won devotees

to its use. And so it happens'that to-day we are debarred

from pointing a finger at Chinatown and saying : "There

that degrading, disgusting and soul-destroying habit of

opium smoking is indulged; therefore, we must drive the

Chinese out." Opium is smoked to-day in all quarters of

the city and by all classes of the commiinity alike.

The number of "hop fiends," as opium smokers are

called, is far greater in ISTew York than people have any

idea of, and seems to be growing rapidly. It's a disease.

"When it gets hold of anybody it seems next to impossi-

ble to make it let go. There are thousands of our people

who use the drug in one form or another, and the station

hoxises and asylums are full of those who have been

pulled down by it. Whisky is bad enough, but as to its
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effects compared to those of opium, all

liquors amount to nothing, because the use of the drug

is easily kept secret until the victim of the habit is prac-

tically beyond all advice or help. There is no cure. A
certain uptown druggist could, if he would, tell startling

tales concerning the use of this terrible drug—tales that

would cause the most profound amazement and anxiety.

The "joints" of Chinatown are but evidence of the last

stages of the disease—the lowest roitnds of the ladder of

human disgrace.

The working and mechanic class is probably less tinc-

tured with the disease than any other. Why it is so may
be a question not easily answered, but opium users are not

found in great numbers among skilled mechanics. It

may be that men and women who fashion things simul-

taneously with brain and hand have less craving for opi-

ates. It is the active brain worker and the restless idler

—two extremes—who are most prone to fall before the

deadly poppy plant. The disease assails men and women
alike—the women are the most tmfortunate, because

harder to detect. Respectable people, who would con-

sider it vulgar to drink in public, and a lasting disgrace

to get drunk on liquor anywhere, will go around under

the influence of opium all day and retire drunk from its

use every night. Happily this is not as yet general, but

there are a great many such—so many that nearly every-

one knows somebody so affected.

Frequently the habit is the outgrowth of illness—ac-

quired innocently and accidently. If you would look

over the prescription book of any drug store you would
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be astonislied to see how widely opium is used by physi-

cians; and the same is true of patent medicines of all

kinds. Opium has its legitimate uses, and confined to

those uses is a precious boon to mankind; but beyond this

it is a subtle fiend, more deadly because insidious, steal-

ing away brains, honor and life. Better have the yellow

fever than the opium habit.

Opium eating, so called, and the one most commonly

adopted in European countries, is the simplest method of

using the drug. There solid opium is eaten and lau-

danum is drank. In some cases, bodily suffering, the

pain of neuralgia or rheumatism, a troublesome cough,

distress due to hunger, diarrhoea, etc., furnish the excuse

for the first employment of the drug, its use being often

continued after the suffering has passed away. In other

cases, sleeplessness or mental trouble induces sufferers to

fly for relief to this potent narcotic. Sometimes mere

•curiosity causes a person to make a trial of the drug.

If the special purpose for its use be accomplished it is

only too likely that recourse to the drug will be had as

the remedy whenever there is the slightest recurrence of

the pretext for its use.

Opium is obtained from the milky juice of the poppy

plant, which is grown in Persia, India, China and, to a

small extent, in Egypt. A portion of that produced in

India is consumed at home, and the rest, which is a very

large quantity, is exported to China and other countries.

"With the increase of opium cultivation in China its con-

sumption in British India, Burmah and America is also

increasing. The vice of opium smoking, which is more

injurious than opium eating, has of late been spreading

to an alarming extent. Isow opium can be found in al-

most all towns and cities, and upwards of five hundred
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thousand acres of the best land in India are devoted to

its cultivation. In order to encourage and stimulate its

production advances of money are made by the govern-

ment to the growers, as the crop progresses, without in-

terest, and finally the entire crop is purchased by and

taken into the government factories at Patna and

Ghazipur (both towns of the Bengal presidency). The

raw opium is prepared there for use, and especially

adapted to the Chinese market. The annual average

production is 12,000,000 pounds, which is consumed in

India, China, Burmah and America. The government

of India, in fact, is the sole manufacturer and wholesale

ti'ader in this baneful drug.

It is hardly necessary to enlarge on the deadly proper-

ties of the drug. The reader should simply bear in mind

that a dose of a few grains is sufficient to kill a strongly

built, full-grown man; or a dose of one, or even half a

grain, once a day for six months continually, is enough

to deprive him of his physical, moral and mental strength

and activity, and to degrade him to the level of a beast.

A very robust youth is reduced to a mere skeleton after

only a few months' use of this powerfiil poison, and made
incapable of earning even his own livelihood. He conse-

quently falls on the charity of his relatives, and failing

that, takes to stealing and other crimes. The opitim eater

or smoker is invariably a pilferer, even if he has money
enough of his own to buy the supply he wants. The
miseries of the victim are not so painful to us as those

of his relations and friends. When the head of a family,

or in other Avords, the breadwinner of a household con-

sisting of wife, helpless children and old and infirm par-

ents, gives himself up to smoking Chandu (compound

opiiun), his home becomes a horrible place, an actual and
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visible hell on earth. Starvation, want and misery al-

ways reign there. However hard-hearted a man may be,

he cannot refrain from shedding tears on hearing the pit-

eous cries and seeing the wretched condition of those

innocent children, who invariably snrroiind their equally

needy mother and ask for food in a weakened and most

piteous voice.

The opium eater, as a rule, does not sleep at night, ex-

cept during the latter part, and consequently spends the

greater part of the day in dozing, and the rest in indulg-

ing his appetite for the drug. His time is spent in idle-

ness, and his money, if he has any, in buying, opium and

making Chandu. He is the most filthy creature on earth,

and unfit altogether for any human society.

In addition to all these, opium makes him most

licentious. In fact there is hardly any defect or weak-

ness which is not habitual with him. Religious sen-

timent is deadened in him, and religion and morality

become matters of ridicule to him. In case of poverty

the wretched victim, in order to secure a pipe, is driven

to the perpetration of crimes of heinous and horrible

kinds, which can be better imagined than described.

Time, wealth, energy, self-control, self-respect, honesty,

truthfulness, and everything that is honorable in a man,

are all sacrificed by him to it. The only thing to be said

in his favor is that no one ever heard of one being caught

red-handed in a murder, as is the case with many a drunk-

ard and blangee (eater of Indian hemp). But this is due

more to his natural cowardice and bodily weakness than

to any other cause. He is invariably a coward, utterly

unable to defend himself, his wife or his helpless chil-

dren. Young men and women will sacrifice their last
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piece of wearing apparel and all earthly belongings, as

well as their relatives' articles of value, to obtain the nec-

essary drug. "Wives will secretly empty their husbands'

purses; sons will rob their mothers; fathers will permit

their offspring to starve, all to obtain indulgence in the

use of this horrible stuff.

There are nine different forms of indulgence in opium,

namely: smoking, gum eating, opium ashes eating,

opium pill eating, prepared opium eating, laudanum

drinking, morphine eating, the use of morphine solution,

and the hypodermic injection of opium.

In 1840 about 20,000 pounds of opium were con-

sumed in the United States; in 1880 the consumption

had increased to 533,450 pounds. In 1868 there were

about 90,000 opium eaters in the country; now they

number over 500,000. More women than men are ad-

dicted to the eating of opium. The vice is one so easily

acquired, so easily practiced in private, and so difficult of

detection, that it presents peculiar temptations and is

very insidious. The relief from pain that it gives, and

the peculiar exaltation of spirits, easily lead the victim

to believe that the use of it is beneficial. Opium and

Chloral are to-day the most deadly foes of women.

There are about twenty or more places in Chinatown

in which opium is sold in twenty-five and fifty-cent por-

tions, ^^'hich means about 10 to 16 "fun" (a fun is one

candareen). The gum, which is bought from wholesale

druggists, is spread out thin in a baking pan and baked

slowly over a mild fire until almost crisp. It is then dis-

solved in water over night and strained through a piece

of fine flannel. Then it is again boiled over a slow fire

until the liqiiid becomes of the consistency of molasses.

This is known as ISTo. 1 opium. It is not the best ISTo. 1.
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The best Xo. 1 conies from Hong Kong, and is sold in

cans on which the government collects a dxity of $5 to $6,

and costs about $8 for one-half pound. This is known as

Fook Yuen, or "Foimtain of Happiness," and Li Yuen,

or "Fountain of Beaiity."

Besides the Fook Ytxen and Li Yuen brands, there are

four other brands sold in Chinatown, namely: Ti Yuen,

Ti Sin, Wing Chong and Quan Kai. These last-named

brands come from British Columbia and their quality is

about equal. No duty is ever paid on the last-named

brands. They are smuggled into the United States by

French women, who are employed for the purpose by the

Chinese. The manufacturer in Victoria, B. C, makes

a shipment to Montreal and then the women take the

stuff and carry it over the border to some city or town,

such as Burlington, where they leave it until they have

sufficient to ship to Xew York City. The woman who

smuggles the drug gets a commission.
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CHAPTEE XVI.

OPIUM SMOKIXG.

"HITTING THE PIPE"—THE VICE AS PRACTICED IN CHINA-

TOWN—HOW THE DRUG IS SMOKED, AND THE PLACES
WHERE THE HABIT HAY BE INDULGED—THE "LAY OUT"
DESCRIBED.

IN T HAS already been said tliat the

^y ( ) opium liabit is indulged quite largely

^\ \^^ tliroughout tlie city—tlie vice is by

,-. v>v fJ no means confined to tbe narrow lim-

its of Cliinatown. Still, as China-

town is responsible for the introduc-

tion of the awful practice into this

community, and as it is more openly, and perhaps more

systematically, carried on there, and particularly as it is

a prominent feature of daily life in Chinatown, we nat-

urally look there for its practical illustration.

The places where opium smoking is provided for and

may be indulged, for a price, by all comers, like liquor-
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drinking in a saloon, are called "joints." There are a

great many of these "joints" scattered throughout China-

town, the most of them hidden in obscure places, and all

more or less surrounded with mystery, out of deference

to or fear of the police. Tor it must be remembered that

such places are not countenanced by the law of the land

or that of the city. A description of one of these places

will serve as a description for all. To gain an entrance

to it you will have to go along a narrow, unlighted, dingy

alley to a barricaded door. Upon the signal given by

your guide, the door will be open leading through a Chi-

nese wood yard, up a narrow, rickety stairs, along a nar-

row, creaky porch, to the second flight of stairs leading

down to door Xo. 2. On gaining an entrance there by

signal you will find yourself in a dimly lighted under-

ground room where from fifteen to twenty people:—Chi-

namen and white women—will be found "hitting the

pipe." Others may be seen sitting at tables gambling

away the few pennies they may have.

The place is dark, gloomy and filthy. Along the sides

of the apartment are ranged a number of slightly raised

platforms, which serve as bunks for the smokers. They

are without furniture, save a block of wood, which serves

as a head rest or pillow. The paraphernalia or "lay out"

for smoking is brought to the bunk on order, by the pro-

prietor or attendant. This "lay out" consists of the fol-

lowing essential articles:

The Yen Tsiang (opium pipe), Ow (opium bowl), Ten

Hock (a thin wire used for dipping out the opium and

holding it over the light while cooking). Yen Hop (a

box containing the opium), Yen Dong (opium lamp),

Kiao Tsien (scissors), Sui Pow (a sponge to wipe off the

bowl of the pipe when soiled), Dao (a cleaning knife).
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Yen tau Kar (a box or bureau used for setting the bowl

on), Yen Shee Hop (a box for keeping the ashes in).

For all this you make payment and are then at liberty

to proceed with your smoking, and when satisfied or over-

come, sleep and dream as long as you please or can sur-

vive in the close, fetid atmosphere of the room.

The person who smokes opium always does so reclin-

ing, usiially stretched across the hard wooden bimk,

which is simply carpeted with straw matting, a small

stool or a beveled block of wood serving as a pillow.

Resting on his left side, the smoker takes up a little of the

treacle-like mass upon the steel needle (yen hock), and,

holding it about the flame of a lamp, watches it bubble

and swell to six or seven times its usual size. In doing

so it loses its inky hue and becomes a bright, golden

brown color, giving out a pleasant creamy odor, much
admired by old smokers. Poor opium does not yield so

pleasant an odor, and is liable to drop from the needle

into the flame of the lamp, and rarely gives so handsome

a color, the yellow being here and there streaked with

black. This process is known as "cooking" the "hop" or

opium. Having brought it to a proper consistency, the

operator, with a rapid, twirling motion of the flngers

holding the long needle, rolls the mass upon the smooth

surface of the bowl, submitting it occasionally to the

flame, and now and then catching it on the edge of the

bowl and pulling it out into strings in order to cook it

through and more thoroughly. This is called "chying"

the mass or pill.

Rolling it again iipon the surface of the bowl until the

opium is formed into a small pea-sized mass, with the

needle as a center, the needle is thrtist into the small hole

in the center of the bowl, thus levelling off the bottom
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of the pea. Then, grasping the stem of the pipe near the

bowl in the left hand, the bowl is held across the flame

of the lamp to warm it; the bottom of the opium mass

or pill is also warmed, and by again thrusting the needle

into the small aperture in the center of the bowl and

quickly withdrawing it, the mass, with a hole in its center

communicating with the hole in the bowl, is firmly fas-

tened tipon the surface.

Inclining the body slightly forward, the smoker tips

the pipe bowl across the lamp until the opium is just

above the flame, when it commences to sizz and bubble.

With the lips firmly compressed against the ivory mouth-

piece, the devotee inhales strongly and steadily, the

smoke of the burning drug passing into his lungs. This

smoke, which is returned through the mouth and nose,

is heavy and white, and has a not unpleasant, fruity odor.

Having finished this pill or polus, which requires but

one long or a few short inspirations, the smoker cools the

bowl of the pipe with a damp sponge, and repeats the

operation of cooking, rolling and smoking as often as is

necessary to obtain the desired effect. Smokers are clas-

sified as "long draw" and "short draw" men, or as "hop

fiends" or "pleasure smokers," according as they consume

the mass in one long or a few short inspirations. The

"long draw" is unquestionably the most injurious. "Hop
fiends" are habitues and "pleasure smokers" novices.

The habitue, after smoking his allowance, which va-

ries from seventy-five grains to two ounces, feels a pleas-

ant sense of exhilaration that merges into a condition of

dreamy wakefulness. It is a state in which the devotee

finds himself perfectly happy and contented. The

squalid surroundings of the opium den, the harrassing

cares and trials of life are banished, and an indescribable
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sense of complete satisfaction takes possession of him.

This waking dream, this silken garment of the imagina-

tion, will take its shape and coloring from the most cher-i

ished and brilliant strands that run through the web and

woof of his life's story. It hides the unpleasant condi-

tions of every-day life, and gives birth to a pleasant

bubble, the brilliant play of the colors and misty outline

of which are born of the pipe alone. As the smoker's

hopes, ambitions, aspirations are, so will be the figures

and incidents of his opium dolce far niente.

After frequent indulgence the habitue finds that the

pleasant things that at first always came at the pipe's

bidding now fail to appear, and, disgusted with the pleas-

ureless practice, he tosses aside the pipe in disgust, only

to find that at a certain hour the following day he must

smoke agaiu; not drawn to it by any fascination, but

driven to it by the horrible sufferings that follow close

upon the heels of any attempt to abandon it.

The opium pipe, the origin and antiquity of which are

unknown, though it is supposed to have first come from >

Arabia, consists of two parts, a stem and a bowl. The

stem is usuaEy of bamboo, one joint and a quarter, or

twenty-four inches ra length, and four inches in circum-

ference. "When new it is of a straw color, but with long

smoking becomes black and glossy. It may be of ivory,

;

orange, or briar wood, or sugar cane, and is occasionally

made of lemon rind, cut, dried and polished. The lemon

stem gives a peculiarly pleasant taste and odor to the

smoke.

At about the junction of the middle third, or just back

of the joint, a place is hollowed out of the side of the

stem and communicates with its longitudinal perforation.

About this hollow there fits closely a shield of metal,
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usually brass, that rises in a rim about tbe hole. Into

this is fitted the bowl. On either side of the stem is fit-

ted a button of ivory. These stems may be plain, or

ornamented with silver and gold, and variously carved.

The bowl may be bell-shaped, oval or hexagonal. It is

usually of hard, red clay and hollow. On its under sur-

face is a neck or flange by which it is fitted into the stem.

To make it fit tightly this is wrapped with strips of soft

linen.

The upper surface of the bowl is either flat or sloping

downward and upward. In its center is an opening

about sufficient to admit an ordinary darning needle.

The whole pipe is called yen tsieng, or opium pistol.

The Chinese opium smokers prize old pipes very

highly, and they are sometimes handed down from father

to son as precious legacies. After an old pipe has been

buried with the remains of a dead smoker, and when the

smoker's bones are disinterred for any purpose, the old

pipe is recovered and carefully kept by the existing head

of the family. The oldest son only is entitled to use the

pipe of his deceased father. There are pipes now in use

in Chinatown which are claimed to be upwards of 50

years old. There are also two establishments for repair-

ing pipes, a line of business which is said to yield at least

$5,000 a year.

There are many Chinamen in Chinatown who make

a living buying Yen Shee, or opium ashes. They collect

these ashes from all available sources. This refuse is

dissolved in water, when it is subjected to a process by

which whatever of the original drug may be retained in

it is recovered and manufactured over. This is known as

No. 2 opium. It is then mixed with No. 1 and becomes

what is called Yen She Kow, or "lialf and half," and is
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sold at a reduced price to the lower class of "joints"' and
to those smokers who cannot command the price of the

pure drug. Fortunes, or what are esteemed such among
the Chinese, have been made from this Imsiness.

CHAPTER XYII.

IX AX OPIUM DEX.

SCENES AND OBSERVATIONS WITHIN A JOINT IN CHINA-

TOWN AS BELATED BY A VISITOR—THE AVERAGE OF THE
DENS OF VICE IN THAT LOCALITY.

has no relief.

CLEAR conception of the awful degra-

dation, immorality, beastliness and

total depravity produced by submis-

sion to the opium habit can hardly be

obtained from any mere words. Per-

sonal observation only can disclose the

utter blackness of the picture which

The following description of scenes

within an opium joint in Chinatown is furnished by one
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who made his visit solely for purposes of observation and

study, and to gain a clearer and more intelligent view

of the wretched place and its features, and of the mis-

erable wretches who patronize it, than can otherwise be

obtained.

"The hands of a clock prominently displayed in the win-

dow of a Chatham Square jewelry store point to 2 o'clock

in the morning. The boulevard of the East Side is

thronged with pedestrians. Night brings them over here

when the rest of the city is asleep, recalling the old

adage, 'One-half of this great city knows nothing about

the other half.' Within half a dozen doors from the

shop where the clock hangs is Pell Street, a narrow, dark,

gruesome thoroughfare. This portion of the Chinese

quarter is given over to the occupancy of loose women
and men who are, if anything, on a lower scale, morally,

than their wretched consorts. The houses are old and

dilapitated, veritable rookeries, swarming in the daytime

with Mongol-American children who give place, as night

draws near, to the frowsy-haired and foul-mouthed

women who make the dark halls a rendezvous. No. 10

is a house much like the rest, with possibly the exception

that an air of quiet pervades it in the daytime. Visitors

are few, occasionally a man or woman better dressed than

those of the neighborhood. They come from the Tender-

loin, and in the early part of the night are frequenters of

the Empire, the Bijou on Sixth Avenue, the Hay-

market, and similar places. They climb up the steps

leading from the cellar and hurry away. These steps

lead down to a little square bit of standing room, built

about with boards nailed firm and strong, as if an attack

was expected. Little pencils of light sift through cracks

made by inequalities in the timber, and from a knothole
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in the door a single red eye in the forehead of a very

watchful demon confronts you. If you would enter:

knock, wait, and presently you will hear the rattle of a

chain, the shifting of a bolt and the door is opened by an

attendant who peers out into the gloom, bringing with

him a smell, pungent and heavy. If he knows you, or

concludes that you look all right, the chain is loosened

and you enter the opium 'joint.' Near the door is an

apartment very much like a booth at a country fair; or

like an enclosure in Central Park, where the sacred bull

or some other animal is kept to be stared at. In the

booth is a platform which takes up nearly all the avail-

able space. It is two feet from the floor, and is covered

with Chinese matting. In the center is a square black wal-

nut tray holding a variety of articles familiar to the opium

smoker. They are the 'lay out.' By the tray is the pipe

itself. This particular pipe is a good one and brought

on here from San Francisco by Mo Hing. It is used

only by the Celestial proprietor. A piece of bamboo

about fifteen inches long, so soaked by repeated smokings

that it looks like ebony, is the stem. Two-thirds of the

distance from the ivory mouthpiece is the bowl, made of

red clay and marked around the sides with Chinese char-

acters. The top of the bowl is flat, but in the center is a

pin hole over which the cooked pill is placed. This par-

ticular pipe is worth $50. The value increases with age.

A Chinaman is smoking. He is Sing, the proprietor.

His lips are fixed against the mouthpiece and he draws

steadily. While the smoke is ejected through his nostrils

the pill makes a crackling noise as it turns over the flame

and as it is gradually drawn into the little hole.

"Pass between the folds of a calico curtain to the joint

proper and this is what you will see. It is a room about
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thirty feet long by about twelve wide. Beginning at a

point about tbree feet from the floor are several separate

and distinct strata of smoke which rise and fall like the

bosom of the sea disturbed by a swell. The pungent

odor which greeted you at the door is intensified a hun-

dredfold, and is heavy and sensuous. A score of little

lamps dot the place here and there, and are burning

bravely, as if they were trying to light up the surround-

ings. Their attempt at illumination is a failure. They
were. not intended to illuminate, hence their failure in

that regard. Vice loves gloom and goes hand in hand

with darkness. Here is vice of the vilest kind—imported

vice. On either side of the room there is a row of board

bunks, as habitues say, erected about two feet from the

floor and covered like the platform in the outer room

with matting and dotted with wooden head rests or little

wads of straw covered with green gingham, which serve

as pillows. This is the hour for the fiends, and there is

little unoccupied space on the bunks.

"A party of four is the usual company with one lay

out' and one pipe. Two lie, one on either side of the tray

and use the head rests. The other two lie on their com-

panions, so that no space is wasted. One acts as cook and

the pipe goes around in turn between choice bits of con-

versation and morsels of gossip. 'Hop fiends' do not

stand on ceremony nor among them is regard paid to

personal appearance while in the joint. There is a knock

at the door and a party of newcomers is announced. A
handsome girl of about 18 years and her 'man' among
them, enter and exchange greetings with the doorkeeper.

" 'Hello, Pete ! How is graft?'

" 'A lay out, Sing,' she says to the Chinaman, 'and

hurry up; I've got the yen-yen terrible.' Yen-yen is Chi-
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SCENE IN A CHINATOWN "JOINT.''
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nese for habit—a craving for the pipe. She must smoke

to relieve that terrible pain. To stop that tiresome yawn-

ing and to bury that feeling of intense depression. The

calico curtain is brushed aside and they enter the joint

proper. The man is recognized. He is a green-goods

man and a successful one, and he receives the attentions

paid him with befitting dignity.

" 'Hello, Harry; how did you hit them lately?'

" 'Oh, fairish. Seen McITally?'

" 'Nope ! He ain't been here since last night. I heard

he went to Philly to right up the guys there.'

"'Ah!'

"Leisurely, and as if she was alone in her own room,

the girl begins to disrobe. It is warm in the joint and

she carelessly removes her cloak, hat, dress, corsets and

shoes.

" 'Move up a little, can't yer,' she ejaculates impa-

tiently. And when a spot is cleared she lies down while

the attendant, Chu, brings in tray and pipe, for which

he receives fifty cents. The opium for the common
smoker does not come in the hop-toy. A black lump
about the size of a silver quarter is stuck on a playing

card. The card upon which Nell's dope is placed hap-

pens to be the nine of clubs.

" 'Oh, the nine of clubs! Well, well!' and she laughs

heartily. 'I'm going on a journey across water.'

"Harry's coat is off and he is preparing to lie down.
" 'Well, you make me tired. Yer worse than an old

hag, with all yer signs and things. Cook the hop and

don't be cracking so much.' And obediently she begins.

With a delicate touch she dips the point of the yen hock

into the black, shiny, sticky mass, and after a few twists

brings it forth with a roiind lump about half the size of
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a pea on the very tip. Nell has been smoking for five

years and she can cook like a Chink (Chinaman). As
the little lump is held over the flame it begins to simmer
and cook, and turns a rich golden color, as it gradually
puffs and grows to five times the original size. Tiny
jets of smoke spurt forth here and there, as presently

she begins to roll it down on the smooth surface of the

pipe with marvelous dexterity.

" 'Been here long?' asks Harry of his nearest neighbor.
" 'Yes', since the day before yesterday. But I'm going

out to-morrow to get down to graft.' (Graft means
stealing of some kind.)

"iSTell is heating the pill again, and as it simmers she

works it back and forth on the edge of the bowl to get

all the poisonous juice out of it.

" 'Yer take a year with that pill,' growls Harry.

'What do yer want to chi it for?' (The kneading process

is known by the Chinese word 'Chi.')

"With a quick jerk the pill, rapidly hardening, is re-

moved from the pipe and the rolling goes on until it

assumes the shape of a high silk hat without the brim.

Then the space about the little pin hole is heated, the

bare point of the yen hock is stuck in the aperture and

the pill made fast. The steel is withdrawn and it is ready

to smoke.

" 'The cook has the first pill,' says Nell, and the has

her way. With her lips pressed against the big ivory

mouthpiece she draws long and steadily, jiist as Sing, the

Chinaman, did in the other room, and a coil of heavy,

aromatic smoke goes up to strengthen the cloud-like wave

near the ceiling.

"'Sing 'Marguerite,' Imogene, will you?' asks ISTell of

the other woman, as she takes another little black lump
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from the nine of clubs, and as she rolls it the singer

begins softly, and the buzz of conversation is lessened,

for Imogene is a professional and can sing 'proper.'

"And thus an hour passes and one is glad to pass out

into the fresh air again. But I wanted to have a really

novel experience, so I went back there and became one

of the 'fiends' for a few hours. Imogene was still sing-

ing 'Marguerite,' and as she sang she kept cooking over

the little lamp. She was a fine looking girl. Her hair

black and glossy, her eyes brilliant, the pupils apparently

dilated. She had not been working for two weeks and

remarked

:

" 'Ever since my last engagement I have lived right

down here in this cellar, eating only when absolutely

necessary and sleeping away the few hours of early dawn,

when the tide in the joint was at its lowest ebb.'

"Two weeks may seem a long time to live down there

in the smoke and smell of a crowded room vphere the

Celestial owners cook their meals, but I found a girl over

in one of the corner bunks who said she had not seen a

ray of daylight for six weeks. She came in with $118

in her pocketbook and she was 'going up against the

pipe,' according to the cant term of the joint, for all she

was worth.

"Imogene's song has ceased and she is humming a

snatch of a Bowery ballad. Four persons enter. They
are girls, women, or whatever you please to call them.

One was addressed as Italian Rosie, another was known
as Dutch Bertha. Two of them are not new to the place,

and they salute the doorkeeper with

:

" 'Hello, Pete, how are things? Lottie down here

to-night?'

" 'ISTope,' responds Pete.
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" 'It's only Berth; she's going up against it to-night,

ain't you, Berth?' and Berth nods her head violently once

or twice, as if she was afraid to say anything. There is

a difference between her and the rest, but the barrier

between them will be broken down as soon as the fascina-

tion of the pipe and the pungent smell and the company
of congenial companions come upon her. Thenceforth

she will look forward only to the time when she can go

to the joint. She will forget her other shame in this new
one, and will look upon money as representing so many
'shells of dope.' She seems a willing victim, for she has

heard from her companions of the pleasures, real or al-

leged, which follow a smoke.
" 'I say, Kosie,' said Bertha, pausing in the act of re-

moving the last stains of opium from the middle spot of

a three of diamonds, 'there's Mamie and Dutch Kose

and they've got a new girl. I suppose she is thinking now
that she'll go to sleep and be in heaven as soon as she

hits it.'

" 'Ah, forget it. They all make me tired,' replies

Rose. She is a languid looking blonde woman, and one

of the worst victims who smoke. And as she reclines on

the shoulder of a one-armed man the light of the lamp

shows great dark rings beneath her eyes, and her cheeks

sunken. She first smoked ten years ago, and now the

one-armed man has all he can do to keep her supplied

with the dope. He is a well-known counterfeiter and

all-around crook, and is popular because his sister can go

into any big department store and lift a bolt of cloth

into her capacious pocket without being detected by the

house man. He is in the business himself, but is not very
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successful on big jobs, because he is handicapped by the

loss of his arm.
" 'Well/ returns Bertha, meditatively, as she finishes

cooking the last pill and sticks it on the bowl with a deft

motion, 'that's just the same way I walked in here four

years ago. Only it wasn't a woman brought me here, it

was that Spanish Joe, the Peter Guy, and I wish I'd

never seen him. I'll smoke this pill considering it is the

last, and considering also that I haven't got the price of

another shell.'

"She smokes as slowly as she can, without running the

risk of burning the pill, and when the last golden fleck

of the drug has disappeared into the little hole which has

taken in hundreds of dollars and given out nothing but

smoke, she lays the pipe down and continues

:

" 'When I was first brought up against this thing' (and

she lays her hand carelessly on the bamboo stem) 'I

thought that as soon as I took a couple of puffs I would

be dead to the world. I thought hitting the pipe was a

terrible thing. But Spanish Joe, and everybody else, for

that matter, said it wouldn't hurt a baby, and I went

at it.'

" 'But a good many think,' interrupted Rose, 'that it

will make you unconscious as soon as you hit it.'

" 'So they do. And that's the idea that I had. When
Spanish Joe cooked the first pill for me I was afraid as

death. But they all got around me and said: 'Go ahead,

Bertha; it won't hurt you,' and it didn't hurt me at all.

The smoke wasn't half so bad or strong as cigarette

smoke, and it didn't choke me when I swallowed a little

bit. I smoked for three hours that night, and I was so

sick I thought I would die. I was so dizzy that I fell on

the floor right in between the bunks here. They poured
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water over me and everything else they could think of.

The first thing I remember was when I opened my eyes

and found my face all wet. Of course if I had kept quiet

while smoking, instead of getting up and running around

between each pill, I'd have been all right. And then I

smoked a whole lot for the first time; in fact, too much.

I didn't see anything so nice aboiit it. I liked the smell

when I was smoking. Smells something like peanuts

roasting.'

" Tes, a little bit.'

" 'I got in the way of coming down here because all

the rest of the people came down here. And every night

after the show—I was working in Miner's then— I used

to put for the joint and stick away into the morning.

That was when I had the company habit and liked to

come here just for a chance to talk Avith the boys. Ah

!

but when I learned to cook; my, wasn't I proud? I

wanted to be cooking all the time, just for the sake of

cooking. Well, it didn't take me long to get the habit

after that. Then the yen-yen came and I used to have

to smoke to keep from getting sick. ISTow I suppose I'm

up against it for good.'

" 'Well, what's the difference anyhow?' said Bertha.

'You can't die but once, and you might as well die in

front of a shell of dope as any other way. Hide your

face up, Kose, here comes the ward guy with a crowd. I

don't want to be stared at, for my part.'

"The ward man just enters with a slumming party.

Eour well-dressed men and one woman, chaperoned by

the officer. This is not at all an unustial event, and

hardly a day or night passes without the advent of one

or two of these parties. When the sightseers had left,

Bertha's load of hop proved too much for her and she fell
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asleep, while the vigilant and economical lookout, Pete,

came clattering in and took away the pipe and tray. It

Avas almost dawn now, and the buzz of conversation had

gradually died away, and the little fairy lamps had been

extinguished one by one, while there remained only one

or two here and there, flickering away like philanthropic

fire-flies trying to penetrate the darkness—darkness of

the cellar which so charitably threw a mantle of gloom

over the debauchees and hid from view the too scantily

clad women who were, for the time being, happily un-

conscious of their wretchedness."
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A HOP FIEND'S DEEAM.

A hop fiend went on a weary stroll,

In search of a friend who a pill could roll.

He had not smoked for a whole long day

—

He was "barred" from the joints—for he could not pay.

He strolled along with a yen-yen bad,

Till he found a guy who some money had;

He touched him quick and off he flew

To "cop" the hop from the Chink's bamboo.

He smoked, and smoked, and smoked away,

And thought of the riches he'd have some day.

He thought of his friends and roasted all;

For a fiend who won't roast, is no fiend at all.
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lie finally into a sweet dream, fell,

And dreamed of everything—all but Hell.

He dreamed sweet dreams of tintold wealth,

And of all the dough he could cop by stealth.

He dreamed of diamonds and riches rare,

And of all the suckers he could ensnare.

He was worth a million in nickels and dimes,

And counted them over a thousand times.

He owned houses and lots, cattle and sheep,

And a million ships that sailed on the deep.

Ho was king of the world, whom all obeyed,

And was in the most gorgeous garb arrayed.

He had a thousand wives, so pretty and rare.

All dressed in the finest, with golden hair.

He'd a billion servants, who stood at his call

—

For Aladdin's palace wasn't in it at all.

He kept on dreaming, until he awoke.

Only to find he had run out of dope.

"Yen Shee Gow.^
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CHAI'TEE XVIII.

A TEisTDERLOm JOINT.

WHERE "MELLICAN" MEN AND WOMEN PRACTICE THE VICE

-MORE PRETENTIOUS APARTMENTS, BUT THE SAME
WRETCHEDNESS—GAMBLERS AND THIEVES, WOMEN AND
BOYS MIXED TOGETHER LIKE BAIT IN A BOX.

AVIJSTG seen the vice of opium smok-

j ing in the depths of Chinatown, where

it is indulged by the Chinese and their

miserahie victims of the lowest strata

of white society, it will be interesting

and instructive to take a look into an

uptown joint, from which Chinamen

are excluded, and where only the white graduates of their

horrible teachings are permitted to enter and pursue

their downward way. For this purpose one of the most
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pretentious of the many scattered througliout the city is

selected.

A house on West Forty-sixth Street, near Seventh

Avenue, enjoys the distinction of having been at one

time the most luxuriously furnished joint, not only in

New York, but in the United States. In the first place,

it was not a mere flat, like some of the better classes of

opium dives that exist in the city, nor was it a mere room

over a stable as are some others. It was like none of

these, but occupied the entire house, from garret to base-

ment, and was in a respectable street, having the further

advantage of being practically next door to a very much
frequented part of Broadway.

Harry A. Hamburger and "Sammy" Goldstein, alias

Wood, were the proprietors. Hamburger himself was

the McAllister of opium society. He did not himself

indulge in the seductive drug from the sale of which he

got his income. He merely contributed his genial pres-

ence to those who gave him their money for the privilege

of transforming themselves into wallowing brutes and

chattering idiots in his house.

There was nothing in particular to attract your atten-

tion to the house as you approached it in the shade of

night. Perhaps the bright light in the basement glass

door, while all the rest of the house was wrapped in

gloom, was a little unusual and suspicious. Yet it would

hardly have aroused curiosity in the ordinary belated

pedestrian. The shutters of the house, particularly those

of the front parlor windows, were always fast closed, and

behind them and the windows heavy curtains fell. Not
a ray of daylight straggled into the rooms, and not a ray
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of the dim gas and lamp light within escaped to the street.

All was very dark, solemn and silent.

Your guide knew the way. You merely pressed the

electric button at the door and he did the rest. There

Avas first the clamor of the distant muffled hell, and then

footsteps were heard clumping down a flight of stairs. It

was not a pleasant face that presented itself at the win-

dow and looked at you with keen, suspicious eyes. It was

not the face of a man you would clasp to your bosom

with hooks of steel. To dispose of this branch of the

subject at the outset, it may be said, not to put too fine

a point to it, that the face of the chief philanthropist, as

well as that of any one of his more attractive assistant

philanthropists, would send a chill of horror through the

forecastle of an Algerian pirate.

When the formalities of inspection had been gone

through with, and you had for an instant exposed your

back to the blood-freezing bandit at the door without

having a knife plunged into your vitals, you had only

to follow him up a narrow flight oi stairs to the first floor

of the house, and there you were.

It was a very simply constructed house. There was

a front and back parlor, and between these two rooms

was a narrow strip of a room, a sort of long, closet-like

recess, about six feet wide. In this recess, and to the

right as you passed from the back parlor into the front,

was a handsome upright piano. Double doors, which

had been taken from the hinges, faced each other open-

ing from the recess, and so formed an unobstructed pas-

sageway between the two parlors. The piano fitted

snugly in the recess, and was flush with the sides of the

doors to each room, so that the player, as he sat on his
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stool, was in the passageway between the front and back

parlors.

Double doors once opened from the front parlor intu

the hallway at the side, but they were closed up, and in

the parlor were covered by a heavy portierre which

wholly concealed them. Portierres were a great feature

of adornment of the two rooms. They covered every

door and hung from every conceivable place from which

a person, with a passion for portierres, might hang them.

Large and heavily framed pictures, steel engravings of

not a bad order, adorned the walls in both rooms, and the

windows of the front and rear parlors were covered with

lace curtains, surmounted by lambrequins.

The furniture of the rooms was very simple—there

wasn't any. ISTot a chair or table was to be seen. In

place of them, and scattered along the floor of both

rooms, were strips of straw matting dyed a deep scarlet.

Between the matting and the thick carpet which covered

the floor, well stuffed mattresses were comfortably

placed. At intervals along the walls and on the matting

were placed hard, carpet covered ottomans, which were

used for head rests.

All of this, it is to be understood, you are very far

from taking in at the first glance. As you entered the

room, coming from the lighted hallway, you could only

see, by the light of the tiny lamps and from jets turned

down low, the dim outlines of things like shadows in the

gloom. As your eyes became accustomed to the dark-

ness, the huddled lumps on the matting took human
form with ghastly white faces, which seemed almost phosr

phorescent in the faint glow of the opium lamps which

fell upon them. Yes, there they were, men and women,

and hollow-eyed, cadaverous wrecks of mere boys, tan-
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SCENE IN A WEST FORTY-SIXTH STREET "JOINT."
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gled together in mixed groups about each lamp—out-

stretched, outdrawn, ghastly faces resting on their arms

in the deep drugged opium sleep. The stench of cigar-

ettes filled the rooms, and with it came the pungent odor

of the sizzling oijium as it spluttered over the lamps,

while the smoker drew its poisonous inhalations from the

pipe stem deep down into his lungs.

The floor in both rooms was so thickly strewn with

men and women that yiiu could with difficulty make your

way through the tangled feet and legs. Wallowing is

the predominant posture of the opium smoker. A couch

of any kind seems to be beyond his ambition. Just let

him get prone on the floor, and there let him grovel on

one common level of sodden debaiicliery with the best

—

if there be any—and the worst of his fellow wretches.

That is all he wants—that is his paradise.

Among the customers at the West Forty-sixth Street

joint were both men and women whose faces were well

known to the public. For the accommodation of such

as these, and for other parties of half a dozen or more

who wished a certain privacy, there were two rooms

rather luxuriously furnished on the second floor of the

house. Both these rooms and the two parlors on the first

floor were nearly always filled. The more cautious class

of smokers, particularly the women, came in the daytime

and early evening, the women wearing long veils very

often.

The midnight and the early hours past midnight were

generally chosen by the regular element. Bunco steerers

and the more prosperous grade of fallen women, very

often expensively and not untastefiilly dressed, were

among these. Here and there, out of the gloom of the

darkness that pervaded the place, diamonds flashed in the
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dim light of the little lamps on the floor. A very popu-

lar resort with the green-goods brand of swindlers was

this place, and it was said that Jim McNally, now in

State's Prison in Illinois, who is an eminent member of

that fraternity, was backing the place with his cash.

The scene was pretty nearly the same every night, and

every night the customers were pretty nearly the same.

On one particular night there was a low murmur of con-

versation floating above the heads of the incumbent

groups, which, however, was not unusual. You could

hear what was said if you wished, but one circle seldom

heeded another. !N^ow and then a cracked, bedrugged

voice raised a quavering song, in which others joined in

an irregular, mumbling way, as if trying to appear

happy. Then some one attacked the piano, and some one

who really could sing joined in. That sweet old song

beginning, "These words no Shakespeare wrote, these

lines no Byron penned," which was such a favorite with

the late unfortunate Prince of Austria, was sung with

plaintive earnestness by a forlorn creature in purple and

fine linen, whose face was a ghastly, waxy hue, and

whose eyes had the glistening feverish lustre of the con-

sumptive. But the song did not meet with general

approval.

"JSTow, how's a man to keep his load on with all that

caterwauling going on?" came in a querulous growl from

a great mass of blubber and sensual selfishness which

was having a good bestial wallow all by itself near the

middle of the room. It was Joe Blake, alias "Papa Joe,"

a jewelry fakir and green-goods man.

"Yes," chimed in another voice, "and a two-dollar-and-

a-half load at that."

Then there was a dull croaking sound all over the
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room whicli took the place which laughter occupies out

in the free air.

In the meantime a man over on another stretch of

matting was telling between pipes all about how he

got cured of the opium smoking habit at the Keeley

Institute.

"It's a wonderful thing," he said, "wonderful. Keeley

made a million and a quarter of dollars out of it in one

year," and then the cured one hit another pipe.

In the meantime one of the domestic brigands was

wandering about among the groups distributing his cards

with dabs of opium on them, for which he charged fifty

cents each. He distributed drinks, too; but when crit-

icized for awkwardness, he said, with resonant pride:

"I ain't barkeeper, see! Cheese; let go!"

Thus the intercourse went on until dawn came, pale

and grey out of the East.

"Be careful of the steps," said little Sheeny Sammy,
an attendant, as he let his visitors out of the front door.

It was not that he was sentimental about it, but it made
a bad mess for a man to break his neck on the steps of

an opium joint.
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THE LAY OF A LOTUS ExiTEE.

Oh, wicked little dope pill,

You sphere of poppy dcugh

—

Tho' sin too oft indulged in

—

I fonder of you grow.

Thou dear, diverting hop pill,

That makes all care forgot;

"Without you what would life be?

A drear and tasteless lot.

The Tenderloin girls all love you,

You are their heart's delight;

The sight of you brings sunshine;

Your absence—darkest night.

A DEVOTEE.
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CHAPTEK XIX.

TOBACCO SMOKHSrO.

THE CHINESE ARE INVETERATE SMOKERS OP THE WEED—
THE QUEER PIPES THEY USE—THEY SMOKE BUT LITTLE

AT A TIME, BUT OFTEN.

HE Chinese are inveterate smokers,

though not all, by any means, are

opium smokers. "With the really bet-

ter class the opium habit is considered

quite as revolting and injurious as it

is by white people. And, indeed, it

is questionable if any of the Orientals

give themselves up so absolutely to the infliience of

the drug as do those white people who indulge in

its use. A Chinaman who smokes it at all seems,

as a rule, to be satisfied with an occasional mod-
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SMOKIXG A WATER PIPE.
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erate indulgence, rarely allowing it to become au

overpowering or masterful passion with liim, as with so

many of his Western imitators.

But nearly all Chinamen smoke tobacco, and smoke it

excessively. Sometimes they indulge in the luxury of a

cigar, but more commonly the pipe is their choice. Their

pipes are of peculiar form, which leads the uninitiated

to suppose them to be opium pipes. But opium is never

smoked by Chinamen or others when standing or en-

gaged in business or work. It can only be smoked while

being held in a blaze of fire. The little-bowled, long-

stemmed pipes so often seen in use by these people are

merely their more popular form of tobacco pipes known

as a Souey-kun. The bamboo stem is long and quite

large, usually tipped with an ivory mouthpiece. The

bowl is quite small, seeming to be infinitesimal in pro-

portion. It holds but a small pinch of fine cut tobacco,

barely sufficient for two or three good whiffs. That suf-

fices the industrious man, though he wants his whiffs

often.

The more leisurely Chinaman indulges in what he

terms a "water smoke"—that is, in smoking through

water. For this form of smoking they have several

kinds of pipes, as the Sheuy-Yen-Tong, which is a large,

slightly curved bamboo contrivance, which is filled with

water, the pipe bowl being adjusted near the lower end.

There is no mouthpiece to this pipe, its large aperture

being pressed against the lips, when, by a strong inhala-

tion, the smoke is drawn from the pipe proper, through

the water into the mouth. Another style is called Sheuy-

Yen-Tai, and is quite an elaborate affair made of Ger-

man silver. The water is contained in a small reservoir

of any desired shape. Attached to this is the pipe bowl
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cunions tobacco pipes.
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for the tobacco. The stem of silver is attached to the

upper part of the water hox or reservoir and is bent at

its upper end.

In any of these forms John enjoys his smoke hugely,

though he can only indulge in his water smoke when at

leisure. But in any form the amount of tobacco smoked

at one time is very small; though the frequency of his

indulgence makes up for the less amount consumed at

one time.
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CHAPTEK XX.

JOHN BEFOEE THE CAMEEA.

HIS SUSPICIOUS NATURE DISPLAYED—STRIKING A BARGAIN

—HUMOROUS INCIDENTS ILLUSTRATIVE OF HIS CHAR-

ACTER—BUT HE PAYS THE PRICE AT LAST.

,,„„ (T . T WILL be found an agreeable change

I"^'f^

^ to turn from tbe vices witb which

in^ "Wr Chinatown is associated to some of

"Km yfP the more amusing features of Chinese

life. Mr. William A. JEttling, a well-

known photographer, who has done

much work for these funny people,

contributes an interesting and amusing sketch of the

Chinaman's antics in having his picture taken. And
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first as to the suspicion he manifests on entering a

gallery.

''When a Chinaman thinks of having his picture

taken," said Mr. Ettling, "he drops only casually into the

photographer's while out on his regTilar errands of mar-

keting, bearing a huge bamboo basket on his arm, and a

faded umbrella over his shoulder. John cautiously opens

the door, and I hear him stealthily creeping up the stairs,

till I see his wily eyes peeping around a corner of the

hall. After finding out that I have observed him, he

comes out of the ants room, leaving in the middle of the

floor his various belongings, and turning around on his

clumsy feet, once, twice, three times, until his eyes have

taken in the entire length, breadth and depth of the

studio. It is a comical sight as I see him amble from

chair to chair and from one door to another, looking high

and low as if he expected to be suddenly surprised by

some Tincanny spectacle. Hiding his arms within the

mysterious recesses of his curious coat, he examines

everything, glancing under the table, behind chairs, to-

ward the door of my dark room and stands there tip-toed,

as if apprehending the vision of a chamber of horrors.

"Up to this time not a word of recognition has passed

between my visitor and myself, as the wise photographer

knows if he approaches John at this stage he will surely

scare him off the premises, for he is very suspicious as

well as superstitious.

"Being assured of his safety, the Celestial is ready for

business, and in that the national characteristic of squeez-

ing down the price of everything desired will be observed.

But first he makes a very deliberate tour of inspection,

examining every picture exposed to view. At last he

breaks the suspense by beckoning to me and pointing to
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a picture hanging on the wall, which he pulls out of its

position and reverses to see its back as well as the face.

'How muchee costee dlat?' he suddenly shouts out.

"On being informed that the price is $10 he drops the

frame and ejaculates wildly: 'Too muchee! Too muchee!

You chargee too muchee money!'

"And thence he goes to another and says less hope-

fully: 'How muchee costee dlat one?' I tell him six dol-

lars. And he goes the entire circuit of the gallery,

winding up at the show case where he looks long and

wondcringly.

"John has plenty of time at his disposal, if I haven't

at mine, and it takes patience to make a sale to him.

Finally he asks of cabinets: 'Ho^v muchee you chargee?'

'Three dollars, John,' I tell him. 'Tlee dollars! Tlee

dollars! Too muchee money. I give you two dollar,'

he says. I say: ']^o, John, I charge you three dollars.'

John, apparently despondent, edges away from the case

to the outer room, where he hastily scrambles up his

basket and the numerous parcels with which he is usually

burdened, and, without i!urther adieu, steals away, and

TQy time and pains are wasted, you will say. But not so;

for about three days afterwards in he comes again, this

time with more resolute step and more determined in

purpose, and ambles right up to my album and says:

'H'low, Charlie; how muchee you chargee?' He thinks

that by this time I have forgotten my former price list,

and when I say three dollars he looks quite surprised. I

notice him fumbling with a paper bag which he carries

with him on this occasion. It contains his black silk cap.

His head looks freshly shaven, his face oily and his

long black hair neatly braided into his racial appendage.

"John asks: 'You makee good?' and I assure him I
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make everything good. There is no hesitation this time,

for he immediately adjusts Us cap and puts on a delecta-

ble grin, and by this time I understand he is ready to be

photographed.

"I write down his name, Ling Sing, phonetically, as

he supposes I know how to keep memoranda as well as

he does with Mellican man's laundry. He gives no ad-

dress, and rarely, indeed, is he willing to pay anything

as a deposit on his pictures. John asks me to write the

date for him to call for them, as the Chinese do not ex-

pect to see proofs, as they have no idea of the process of

photography."

ISFow they proceed to the operating room where the

Chinaman selects the accessories of the picture and gives

his instructions regarding the disposition of them.

"I pose him carefully and then retire behind the cam-

era box," continues the narrator, "after bidding him keep

his eyes fastened on a certain object which I point out

to him. But John don't intend to be fooled by me in

this way. He has come to have his picture taken, and his

idea of it is that unless he looks right into the opening

of the lens he will not be photographed. It is amusing

to see him rolling his eyes in a frantic effort to look at

the lens, while his position holds him very strained and

uncomfortable.

"After making several vain attempts to take him un-

awares, I finally call out to him, 'Ho-kin-quoy,' which he

understands in Chinese to mean 'Look here.' He is very

startled at my command of his native tongue, and imme-

diately I get him in the required position. Only now
I observe that he has dropped his jaw so that his large

white teeth are very prominent, a notion he has that he
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looks pleasant this way. Again resorting to Chinese I

say, 'Hop-ma-go-gow,' which directs him to close his

mouth. I make the exposure which, being instantaneous,

perplexes John, who had resigned himself to sit patiently

for several hours. It takes some persuasion to make him

believe I am done."
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CHAPTEK XXT.

SUNDKY OBSEEVATIONS.

BUSINESS INTEGRITY OP THE CHINESE—OFFICIAL TESTI-

MONY REGARDING THEM—LESS CRIME IN CHINATOWN
NOW THAN WHEN IT WAS NOT ONE QUARTER SO POP-

ULOUS-CHINESE OATHS—MANNER OP ADMINISTERING

THEM.

K O M the foregoing kaleidoscopic

5 sketches it might be supposed that

all Chinamen are worthless charac-

ters, given over to licentiousness and

vice, and utterly undeserving of any

respect or confidence. But that would

be an entirely mistaken and unjust

It must always be kept in mind that stand-

ards of morality vary. Throughout the Orient, in China

no more than in other countries, women are held in abso-

lute subjection to the men, and are esteemed inferior

judgment.
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beings, and their purchase and sale is recognized as law-

fuL Xor is China the only nation which gives official

protection to gambling. It is no more lawless for the

Chinaman to risk his money at fan-tan than for the

American or European tourist to invest in the chance of

rouge et noir at Monaco. Let us be just to our Mongol-

ian immigrants. There may be, and undoubtedly are,

many bad, vicious men among them, and the moral

standard of all of them is quite below our boasted civiliza-

tion and the teachings of the Christian religion. But the

majority of them, despite their strange notions of life

and its pleasures, are quiet, peaceable, industrious, sober

and strictly honest men. The average Chinaman's word

is as good as his bond, and often much better than his

oath. Besides being truthful, he is trustworthy. He
pay his debts—must do so whether or no. The rules of

Chinatown—and of all Chinatowns in the United States

as well—make this compulsory upon them. Thus they

are rooted and grounded in the fundamental principle

of business integrity, which covers a multitude of sins.

And this principle, so thoroughly instilled into them

from their youth up, naturally produces the fruit of hon-

esty in all their dealings. It would be pronoimced abso-

lutely unjust to judge the Anglo-Saxon race by the crim-

inals who occupy their jails and penitentiaries. Equally

would it be unfair to denounce all Chinamen as culprits

because there are some very bad men among them. The

deeds of these criminal ones are rehearsed in our news-

papers, and attract public attention and remark, while

the quiet, monotonous life of the orderly, industrious ma-

jority passes unnoticed. Thus the impression is apt to

obtain that the Chinese, as a race, are vicious and law-

less. The injustice of this is readily shown, and by the
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most competent authority—the police who are appointed

to look after them.

Patrolman Michael Ivehoe is one of the best known
figures in K'ew York's Chinatown. There isn't an inhab-

itant in that queer little section whom he does not know.

He has been a member of the Metropolitan police force

for the last seventeen years, and since his appointment

has been attached to the Elizabeth Street Station con-

tinuously, excepting the first six months of his time,

•\vhen he served for three months in the Eighth Precinct

under the late Captain Charles McDonald, better known
as "Lightning Charley," and three months under Cap-

tain Robert O. Webb of the Seventh Precinct, now re-

tired. Thus he has had a long and intimate acquaintance

with Chinatown and the Chinese.

Mr. Kehoe was born in Liberty, Sullivan County,

K". Y., March 17, 1860, and was appointed as a patrol-

man in 18S1. Pie is a model policeman. He has partici-

pated in many raids in Chinatown, particularly those

made by Inspector Nicholas Brooks, who was then cap-

tain, and who made more raids than any other cai^tain

who has occupied the position of commander of that pre-

cinct. In one of his famous raids more than one hundred

prisoners were taken..

Kehoe has also served under Captain Berkholtz, now
re tired; Ex-Chief John McCullagh, the late Alexander

Wartz, Eobert Young, .leremiah Petty, and Sergeant

Eeilly, who was Acting Captain for a time, and Captain

Dean, who is the present commander of the precinct.

Mr. Kehoe remembers when there were only Amer-
ican business and manufacturing houses on both sides of

Pell Street, which is now practically occupied by Chi-

nese in its entirety. The most serious trouble he has had
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PATROLMAN MICHAEL KEHOE.
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with tlie Chinese, was on one occasion when a play was

given in the Chinese Opera House which reflected on

the Chin family, to which the Chins decided to put a

stop. They visited the theater in a body, turned out the

gas, broke chairs, using the legs of the same as clubs,

and continued rioting until the police appeared on the

scene. Kehoe arrested the chief offenders and on his evi-

dence they were convicted. He says there is less crime

in Chinatown now than there was ten years ago when

there were not a quarter so many Chinamen here, and

points to the fact that he has only had to arrest two Chi-

namen within the last six months, and they were only

drunk and disorderly cases.

What more need be said in that regard? There are

many people who assume to discredit the testimony that

may be given in a court by a Chinese witness. This

sentiment is an outgrowth of the inconsiderate raid of

the 'San Francisco sand lots upon all Chinamen indis-

criminately.

Time and again have counsel asked in the courts of

this city that Mongolian witnesses be sworn according to

the custom of their country. The request has always

caused amusement. The average Chinaman certainly

has no regard for the oath taken on the Bible, as he has

no more respect for the sacred scriptiires than for a spell-

ing book. Hence, unless the Chinese method of swear-

ing is adopted, he tisiially testifies just as he pleases, with

a childlike and bland disregard for the solemnity of the

oath. He may tell the truth, just the same, but the oath

has nothing to do with it. The Chinese ritual in swear-

ing is very simple. 'When the witness is called a sharp

loiife is given him. He grasps it in his right hand and

with his left holds a live chicken. Then he cuts oflf the
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chicken's head. Next he takes the oath written on pa-

per in his own language, which he bums with incense,

and then he is ready. He must tell all he knows about

the matter at issue, and must make no mental reserva-

tions and must be perfectly impartial. If he does all

this he understands that he and his family will be for-

ever blessed. If he commits perjury he believes he will

be devoured by tigers, drowned, and suffer untold agony
and pain.

By this method of swearing the witnesses justice will

be made sure in any case in which a Chinaman is con-

nected; when sworn in any other manner he would have

no hesitation in disregarding the truth.

There are other forms of oaths among the Chinese, in

one of which the complaint in the case and all the par-

ticulars pertaining to it are brought into the Joss House,

and then the witness kneels before Joss and, placing his

hand on the god's head, says:

"If the statement I am about to make in this case is

untrue I am to be punished with every description of

torment and agony and die a devil without a head, with

no earth in which to bury my body, and these things are

to be followed on my generations to come."

Another form in which the same punishments are

asked to be visited upon the head of the witness if he

swears falsely, is practically the same as the one just re-

cited, with the exception that instead of placing his hand

on Joss' head, the witness breaks a piece of new china

and spills a basin of water on the earth.

The Chinese regard these oaths as eacred and second

to none but the cutting off of the chicken's head.
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CHAPTER XXII.

THE CHIN'ESE XEW YEAE.

THE GREAT FESTIVAL OP THE YEAE—THE TIME FOR SET-

TLING AOCOD-NTS AND BEGINNING ANEW—OBSBRYASCE
OP THE OCCASIOX—ITS COXTINUAXCE TWENTY DAYS.

HE Chinese New Year is a season not

merely of festivity among tlie Chi-

nese, but of business importance. It

is not, as with Western nations, a

iixed date, but varies as do the Chris-

tian festivals of Easter and the days

dependent upon it. The Chinese

divide their year into tweh'e months, but their months
contain but twenty-nine and thirty days each. The first

month is called T'sou, meaning the north corner. Their

year begins with the third month of the solar year. An
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intercalary month is introduced about once in every

thirty months, which causes a variance in the first day

of the year. ISTew Year's day ranges from the middle of

our January to the latter part of February, but whenever

it occurs it is the occasion for national rejoicing, individ-

ual merry-making and social pleasures. In China all

public offices are closed for a period of thirty days, and

in like manner the doors of warehouses and shops are

shut against customers.

A day or two before the close of the old year a thanks-

giving service is held in each household, before the shrine

of the tutelary deity, in acknowledgment of the safety

and comfort enjoyed during the past year; and, among
traders of all kinds, extreme anxiety is manifested to col-

lect outstanding debts, and to provide money for the

smns that may be owing. To be a defaulter on New
Year's day is to lose credit and reputation, and, rather

than begin the new year under such ill-omened circum-

stances, shopkeepers often offer their stocks in trade at

prices far below cost to realize the necessary money.

The last night of the year is devoted to cleaning up and

preparing for the morrow.

The Chinese in this country, owing to the circum-

• stances by which they are surrounded, and the business

methods that prevail here, are compelled to modify their

observance of this festival, which they do by curtailing

its duration to about ten days. But in other respects they

conform pretty rigidly to the customs of their native

land. Indeed, in some respects they go further. Thus

in Chinatown the matter of debt paying on that occasion

is made compulsory, and is enforced by all the power

the government of the community is able to exert. This

is probably due to the fact that the dwellers here are
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mere birds of passage, coming from all quarters of the

great Lome empire, whose business relations here are

considered at best but temporary. Thev are not there-

fore entitled to the consideration they might expect at

home and among their own family connections and

friends. Therefore the screws are put on rigidly, and

everybody is required to make full settlement and begin

the new year with a clean account book.

Before daybreak on Kew Year's morning the mem-
bers of each household offer sacrifices, with many genu-

flections and prayers, to Leaven and earth, and to their

tutelary gods. After eacli service firecrackers are ex-

ploded in the streets, making the vicinity resemble a

dozen old-fashioned Fourth of Julys, boiled down into

one. After the tutelary gods have been honored, the

deceased ancestors of the household, and after them the

living elders of the family receive homage from the kins-

folk. After these sacrifices and ceremonies Lave been

duly performed tLe male members of tlie Louse go out

to pay complimentary visits to tlieir friends. A more
tlian usual cordiality is required of acquaintances wlien

meeting in tLe street, and an invariable law of custom

makes it obligatory for everyone to appear in Lis best

attire.

TLe fundamental idea compelling this observance of

tLe 'Sew Year, is tLat witL tLe new year a fresL lease of

life begins. TLe accounts of all the tlioughts, words and

,
deeds of tLe past Las to be closed, and a new era breaks

witL the dawn. TLe idea pervades tLe entire race, from

tLe Lead to tLe lowest member. TLus on tlie occasion of

a new Emperor Lis reign counts only from tLe first day

of tLe year following tLe decease of Lis predecessor, and

on eacL succeeding Xew Year's day Le is re-entLroned,
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amid a display of royal insignia and tlie strains of music.

He then prostrates himself before heaven and earth, and

receives the congratulations of his ministers and the

members of his household, as on the occasion of his first

accession to the throne. So also the very boys in the

street shout "IMai saou!"
—

"I will sell my idle ways,"

implying a beginning of a life of industry and xise-

fulness.

The entire first week of the new year, both in China

and in Chinatown, is spent in paying visits, exchanging

presents and feasting, and the streets aj^e thronged with

servants carrying sweetmeats and cakes from house to

house. From superiors to inferiors presents of a more

substantial value pass, and considerable sums of money

are bestowed by the wealthy on their servants and de-

pendants. Beggars reap a rich harvest at the houses of

the rich.

While these festivals are extended in China over a

period of twenty days, here they last but about a week,

our Oriental immigrants having imbibed so much of

Western sense as to comprehend that life is not for mere

merry-making and pleasure. At the end of the week's

indulgence business activity is resumed, under new con-

tracts and with fresh accounts.

According to an ancient tradition current in the north-

ern provinces of China, JSTew Year's day is called the

fowl's day; the second, the dog's day; the third, the pig's

day; the fourth, the sheep's day; the fifth, the cow's day;

the sixth, the horse's day; the seventh, man's day. Dur-

ing the first six days the flesh of all these animals to

whom the days are dedicated are forbidden as food, and

as a consequence feasters at Xew Year's time have to
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content themselves with such viands as vegetables, fish

and sweetmeats.

Well-to-do Chinamen have their reception rooms

handsomely decorated at New Year's time. On the wall

facing the entrance will be hung a painting representing

"Good Luck," implying Sam Kup Tai-
—"Long life,

riches and high office to you." Inscriptions in old style

handwriting adorn the walls, with proverbs of the great

ones of antiquity, many of them made up to suit the time

and place, such as Tong wah fan hop—"Peace between

China and America;" or Tong sing sai chow—"The East

and West are in harmony."
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CHAPTER XXni.

CHINESE CITIZENSHIP.

CAN A CHINAMAN BECOME AN AMERICAN CITIZEN?—THE
QUESTION OFTEN ASKED, BUT NOT UNDERSTOOD—NAT-
URALIZATION OP THE MONGOLIANS.

ANY usually well informed people dis-

play a great deal of ignorance of tlie

political status of tlie Mongolian resi-

dents of the United States. Are they,

or can they become citizens? The
doubt on this point is, perhaps, excus-

able because of the fourteenth amend-

ment of the Federal Constitution adopted soon after the

war period, which defines citizenship in the following

manner:

"All persons born or naturalized in the United States
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and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the

United States and of the state wherein they reside."

Under this provision a Chinaman bom in the United

States of Chinese parents, is a citizen, and the United

States Supreme Court so held in a decision recently ren-

dered. The case that gave occasion for that decision

very clearly defines the status of the Chinaman born in

the United States.

Wong Kim Ark was born in San Francisco in 1873,

and at the age of 17 went to China with his parents.

After a brief stay he returned to the United States, and

was permitted to enter on the sole ground that he was a

native born citizen of the United States. In 1894 he

again visited China, and returning in 1895 admission

was denied him on the sole ground that he was not a

citizen of the United States. He was released from cus-

tody and permitted to remain by the Federal Court, be-

fore which it was asserted and admitted that Wong Kim
Ark had not, either by himself or his parents acting for

him, ever renounced his allegiance to the United States,

and that he had never done anything to exclude him

therefrom. From this judgment the United States ap-

pealed, the result being the decision just rendered by the

highest tribunal in the land, affirming the actual and

complete citizenship of all persons born in this country

regardless of their color or the nationality of their

parents. This decision is, however, subject to the limita-

tions of the Constitution itself, which expressly excepts

"Indians not taxed." All other native born persons are

citizens.

In rendering this important decision the court says

:

"The opening sentence of the Fourteenth Amendment
is throughout affirmative and declaratory, intended to
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allay doubts and settle controversies whicli have arisen,

and not to impose any new restrictions upon citizenship.

It affirms the ancient and fundamental rule of citizen-

ship of birth within the territory, in the allegiance and

under protection of this country. The amendment in clear

words and by manifest intent includes the children born

within the territory of the United States, of all other

persons of whatever race or color domiciled within the

United States. To hold that the Fourteenth Amend-
ment excludes from citizenship the children bom in the

United States of citizens or subjects of other countries,

would be to deny citizenship to thousands of persons of

English, Scotch, Irish, German or other European par-

entage who have always been considered and treated as

citizens of the United States."

But may a foreign born person become a citizen by

the process of naturalization? That is an entirely differ-

ent question. Citizenship through naturalization is con-

fined by the terms of the Constitution to three classes of

persons: 1—Eree white aliens; 2—Aliens of African

descent; 3—Persons of African descent, bond or free.

Tet despite these limitations other classes of aliens are

daily being naturalized by the courts, and thousands of

Chinamen have been so naturalized. The word "white"

employed in the above first class of eligibles is commonly

supposed to mean Caucasian. That has been held even

by the Eederal Court, which ruled that "A Mongolian is

not a Caucasian, and therefore not a white person." It

might be added that neither is an Arab, a Hindoo, a

Malay or an Egyptian. Yet persons of these national-

ities are daily naturalized. Even those already citizens

at times require naturalization papers for business rea-

sons. Major General George G. Meade, who led the
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Army of the Potomac during the closing year of the

war, though of foreign birth, was made a citizen by vir-

tue of a general law of Congress conferring citizenship

upon all soldiers and sailors of the Union Army and

Navy, was not permitted to become administrator of an

estate until he produced naturalization papers, thus com-

pelling him to go before a coxirt, make application and

go through the regular form of naturalization. It thua

appears that the process of naturalization implies some-

thing more than merely making a citizen of a person.

And that explains the action of the courts in naturaliz-

ing other than "white" people or those of African

descent. Such naturalized persons become citizens seem-

ingly of a restricted character. They may hold prop-

erty and transact business the same as any other class of

citizens, but they may not vote or hold office. "Pome-

roy's Municipal Law" says: "The right of citizenship

must not be confounded with the right of suffrage, and

of taking part in the administration of the government."

And that seems to be the status of naturalized Chinamen.

Under the decision of the Supreme Court above re-

ferred to Chinamen born in the United States, though

their parents may have been subjects of the Emperor of

China, are fully equipped American citizens, endowed
with the same right to go and come, vote and hold office,

as well as to transact business as any native born white

person.
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CHAPTEE XXIV.

THROUGH CLOSED DOORS.

ORIGIN OF THE HOSTILITY TO CHINESE IMMIGRATION-
EFFORTS OF CONGRESS TO DEBAR CHINESE LABORERS
FROM THE COUNTRY—HOW THE LAW IS EVADED.

HE rapid influx of Chinese into the

United States during the decade from

1876 to 1885, and the location of so

many of them in California, where

they threatened to monopolize vari-

ous forms of unskilled labor, engen-

dered a strong opposition to their

admittance at all. This sentiment had its rise on the

Pacific coast, and quickly spread among the laboring

white people of that section of the country. It became

so earnest that it was not placated by the efforts to retard
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tlieir coming, but a labor leader of San Francisco,

Dennis Kearney, launched the slogan, "The Chinese

must go," which spread like wildfire. To this agitation

on the western shores of the country is due, in a large

measure, the restrictive legislation of Congress regard-

ing the introduction of Chinese laborers into the United

States. There has never been, nor is there now, any
" ' serious opposition to the coming and going of Chinese

merchants, professional men and students, but in 1892

Congress passed an act forbidding the immigration of

Chinese laborers. This law required all the Chinese then

in the country to be registered by the Collector of Inter-

nal Revenue, their certificates of registration to serve as

passes for them at the Custom Houses on the borders.

The aim of this law was to identify the then residents

and permit them, if they so desired, to revisit their native

land and return here, and to keep out all newcomers of

the proscribed class, who would necessarily be without

certificates of registration. Strangely enough that class

of the Mongolians then here and officially designated as

laborers, practically refused to comply with the provi-

sions of this law, while those of greater wealth and social

distinction complied with it cheerfully. This circum-

stance led Congress to amend the law at its next session,

by compelling all Chinamen who had not up to that time

secured their registration certificates to do so within six

months from the date of the passage of the act or suffer

deportation. They were instructed to make application

for these certificates to the officers in charge of the Inter-

nal Revenue Districts in which they resided, and fur-

nish photographs to be attached to the certificates in

duplicate. Under this law merchants and students were

allowed to travel between this country and their native
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China, or other countries, upon the mere prima facie proof

of their standing as such. With the laborer, however, it

is different. In the first place, under its provisions, if he

leaves the country he is not allowed to return at all unless

he can prove to the satisfaction of the Collector of Cus-

toms of the city wherein he resides that he leaves behind

him a wife and children, or both, $1,000 actual debt, or

that there is some blood relative dependent upon him
Even after proving either one or all three of these condi-.'f

tions, he must give up his registration certificate at the

place of departure from the United States boundaries,

taking therefor a receipt. His visit to his native land is

really no more than a leave of absence for a time limit

of one year from date of departure. It is only upon pro-

ducing to the satisfaction of the United States represent-

ative at the city of his leave-taking the very best reasons

for his remaining away longer than the original period

granted, that the time will be extended, and then only

upon his report being vised by the Chinese Consul, may
his vacation be extended for another year. Should he

fail to return to his original point of departure within

the United States, and there deliver up the receipt for

his registration papers, he will not be allowed to re-enter

the land of the free. Should he be but one day late be-

yond the second year limit his certificate is confiscated

and admission is refused him.

So thorough and complete are the descriptions of the

registeree contained in the certificate that the authorities

claim there is not one chance in a hundred of a lost or

mislaid certificate being used fraudulently in smuggling

another Chinaman across the border line. Each is sup-

posed to be a record, in addition to the photographic

counterfeit of the Chinaman himself, of his height, age,

*>:
'"!
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general characteristics of person and manner, color of

hair and eyes, scars, deformities, etc., making, therefore,

the smuggling of contraband Chinamen into this coun-

try, excepting as freight, or by means of impenetrable

disguises, possible only with the connivance or collusion

of some of the Customs service.

Still this law, rigorous and well-guarded as it seems

to be, is continually evaded by the wily Chinaman. The

certificates of registration are made to answer for new-

comers who have been carefully coached for the ordeal

they must pass through at the Custom House; or they

represent themselves as merchants, students or other

members of the privileged classes; sometimes they are

conducted around the Custom Houses on the Canadian

border, and in other ways are smuggled into this coun-

try. On the opposite page is a picture of a China-

man now residing in Chinatown, himself a registered

"laborer." His name is Jung Lee, and as a background

to his picture will be seen a portion of his certificate of

registration, the illustration serving to show how the

photograph and certificate are put together.
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\-inc3 that he was at that time lawful^ eii

^:?t 'tf said Chinese -. 52*^^ ^L

JUNG LEE—A REGISTERED LABORER.
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There is a moderately prosperous Chinaman now resid-

ing in Chinatown, whose principal business for several

years past has been smuggling his countrymen into the

United States. He has made quite a fortune for a China-

man by his success in this questionable industry. His

subjects arrive in Canada without any difficulty. They

then travel to some appointed rendezvous on the nprth-

erly bank of the St. Lawrence River, where he meets

them and carefully prepares them for the dash across

the river, usually accompanying and guiding them. In

some cases, when practicable, the newcomer is trained to

take the character of a student en route for Yale or some

other American college, and the necessary papers are pro-

vided for him to establish his identity, when he is

enabled to advance openly and meet the Customs officials

boldly. In other cases the subject is trained to represent

himself as a member of some mercantile firm, the name
and location of which is carefully impressed upon his

mind, so that he may answer all questions without hesita-

tion. In these and other ways thousands of these people

are annually brought into the country, despite the rigors

of the law forbidding them admittance.
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CHAPTER XXV.

CHINESE WORSHIP.

THE RELIGIONS OF THE ORIENT—CONFUCIANISM, BUDDHISM
AND TAOUISM—THE WORSHIP OF JOSS A FRAUD, NOT A

FORM OF RELIGION—SOME OF ITS REPULSIVE FEATURES.

HE Chinese comiqg to America bring

their so-called religion with them.

But it is a mistake to call their super-

stitious idol worship and pretended

forms of devotion religion. They

have no religion—good, bad or indif-

ferent. They are simply heathens—
barbarians. Religion, as defined by the best lexicograph-

ers, includes the belief in the being and perfections of

God or a Supreme Being, in the revelation of his will

to man, in man's obligations to obey his commands, and

also in the true godliness or piety of life with the prac-
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tice of all moral duties. More strictly, it is said to be a

belief binding the spiritual nature of man to a super-

natural being on whom he is conscious that he is depend-

ent; also the practice that springs out of the recognition

of such relations, including the personal life and experi-

ence, the doctrine, the duties and rites founded on it.

More generally and more comprehensively, while it

means any system of faith and worship, it implies essen-

tially a belief in a superior power or powers governing

the world, and the worship of such power or powers, and

the practice in life of what, by those authorities, are pro-

nounced virtues. ITone of this is manifest in the so-

called religion these people bring with them. The
Chinese as a race are almost universally followers of Con-

fucius, who is not even deified by them. He was simply

a great philosopher, who inculcated in his writings cer-

tain principles of morality and living, mainly of a high

order of merit; and while these people accept his teach-

ings, magnifying his code cf moral ethics, they do not

even pretend to obey them or to practice the virtues he

taught.

While claiming Confucius as their great philosopher

and prophet, a large body of the Chinese at the same time

claim to be' Buddhists. Buddha was more of a religious

teacher than was Confucius. He lived in India about

2,000 years ago, and was himself a Brahman. He taught

a form of faith which might be termed a modification of

Brahmanism, though based on the same view of human
existence, and the same philosophy of things in general

that prevail among the Brahmans.

He might have been called a reformer. He wrote

nothing himself, his teachings being altogether oral. But

within a hundred years after his death his disciples re-
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duced to writing what he had taught them. From these

writings the essential features of the system are gathered.

It accepts, without questioning, and in its most exag-

gerated form, the doctrine of the transmigration of souls,

which lies at the root of so much that is strange in the

Eastern character.

According to Buddhist belief, when a man dies he is

immediately born again, or appears in a new shape, and

the same shape may, according to his merit or demerit,

be any of the innumerable order of beings composing

the Buddhist universe, from a clog to a divinity. If his

demerit would be sufficiently punished by a degraded

earthly existence—in the form, for instance, of a woman
or a slave; of a persecuted or disgusting animal; of a

plant, or even a piece of inorganic matter—he will be

born in some one of the 136 Buddhist hells situated in

the interior of the earth. These places of punishment

have a regular gradation in the intensity of the suffer-

ing and in the length of time the sufferer lives, the least

term of life being 10,000,000 years; the longer terms

being almost beyond the power of notation to expre*.

A meritorious life, on the other hand, secures the next

birth either in an exalted and happy position on earth,

or as a blessed spirit or even divinity in one of the many
heavens in which the least duration of life is about

10,000,000,000 years. But however long the life,

whether of misery or bliss, it has an end, and at its close

the individual must be born again, and may again be

either happy or miserable, either a god or, it may be,

the vilest animate object.

This system, it will be observed, recognizes a superior

power, and also a future state of reward and punishment

for deeds done in the body, which implies virtues to be
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practiced in order to gain rewards, and vices to be

shunned to avoid tlie punishments.

Other Chinese who are not Buddhists claim to be

Taouists. Laou-Tsze was a celebrated philosopher of

China, the founder of a system of philosophy, accepted

as a religious belief by a sect known as "Taou," or the

sect of reason. Taouism dates from about 600 years

before Christ. Its doctrines differ from those of Con-

fucius and Buddha and, indeed, in their purity have a

higher scope. The object of Confucius was the prac-

tical government of man through a code of morals. That

of Laou-Tsze the rendering of man immortal through

the contemplation of God, the repression of the passions,

and the perfect tranquility of the soul. Hence his doc-

trine was that silence and the void produced the Taou,

the "Logos" of reason by which movement was produced.

And from these two sprang all beings which contained

in themselves the dual principle of male and female.

Sxich, in brief outline, are the forms of belief supposed

to be held by the Mongolians in their native land. But

the ignorance of those who come to America disqualifies

them from giving the distinction between the two, nor

do they practice any of the virtues inculcated by either.

Gambling, licentiousness, drunkenness (whether produced

by the excessive use of drugs or liquors), the degradation

of one's offspring—none of these practices are made vir-

tues under any form of religious belief, but are vices,

and so denounced by Confucius, Buddha and Laou-Tsze

alike.

But as these vices are common among all the China-

men who come here, full justification is afforded for the

assertion that they come without any religion. E^either

Confucianism, Taouism nor Buddhism (as practiced by
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IN THE JOSS HOUSE.
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these Orientals) maintain temples or houses of worship^

nor priests, ministers, or other ecclesiastical servants.

Yet they have each assumed a sort of religious character

throughout the Chinese Empire, and their adherents

bring such religious notions with them to this country.

Yet, strange to say, as already remarked, even the most

cultured and educated Chinese in America betray abject

ignorance regarding these philosophies, the distinctions

between them, or the difference in their inception from

forms of religion.

Thus it is that the American people look upon the

so-called Joss House of every Chinatown as a house of

worship under one or the other of those forms of belief.

It is no such thing. It is an innovation, rather—a fraud.

And, by the way, it is as well to note here as elsewhere,

that the name or title, "Joss," is not Chinese, but a

pigeon-English word invented to signify the image wor-

shipped, or possibly it is a corruption of the Portugese

"deos"—God.

The Chinese, having forgotten the high moral princi-

ples inculcated by Confucius, and not comprehending

the transcendentalism of either Buddha or Laou-Tsze,.

their accepted and avowed religious teachers, have set

up a religion of their own, differing from either, having

only ignorance and superstition for its base, and im-

morality for its sheet anchor. This monctrosity or trav-

esty on religion recognizes "gods many and lords many."'

The image is in itself the god, not a mere representation

of him. Though a divinity he is not a supreme being. It

is perfectly competent and usiial for any colony or com-

pany of Chinamen to set up any divinity they please,

only it must be some departed being endowed with some

particular claim to merit and virtue from the Chinese
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standpoint. Thus "Chinese Gordon," the soldier of for-

tune, originally of the British Army, then a leader of the

government forces in China in the suppression of the

Tai-ping Rebellion, and later a victim of Mahdist vio-

lence in Egypt, is now a "joss" in Chinatown.

Other josses represent departed Chinamen of al-

leged standing, or mythological persons of antiquity

endowed with some particular virtue, or vice, for the

code of these strange people recognizes but little distinc-

tion between the two elements. Monsters conspicuous

in legend only for their depravity or the general vicious-

ness of their lives, are deified as unquestionably as

the purest characters in Chinese history. When a god

is required to serve the purposes of any particular trade,

profession or vocation, one is readily found in the musty

annals of the Mongolian race, is hewed out of a block

of wood, or fabricated from other materials by clever

workmen, and is set up in a convenient place to receive

the worship of those in need of his services.

Another point illustrating the absence of any religious

element among these people is that, though they claim

these images to be gods and make their prayers to and

offer incense before them, they do not pray for forgive-

ness of sins, for help to lead better lives or for a happy

future existence, but solely for material prosperity in the

present life and for aid in immediately impending enter-

prises. The gambler prays for luck; the merchant for

success in business; the highbinder for assistance in

crimes; the young man for aid in securing a wife; the

farmer for a good crop ; the prostitute for abundant pat-

ronage; and so on through the whole range of hu-

man wants, whether good or bad. If a Chinaman

wants to secure a fortune by a lottery drawing he
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appeals to joss to help him. Another is encum-

bered with female offspring, and he calls upon joss

to aid in disposing of them. One has committed a

serious crime, and asks for deliverance from its conse-

quences. This one has a quarrel on his hands, and prays

for aid in killing his enemy. And all these are equally

devout and alike representatives of the "religion" of

China.

That religion has no Sunday or holy day. With its

adherents one day is as good as another, and joss is ever

ready to receive the prayers and offerings of his worship-

pers. There is no sacredness about his dwelling place;

he sits as comfortably in one place as in another, and

smiles as benignantly amid clouds of opium smoke, the

rivalries of a commercial rendezvous, the orgies of a vile

resort where human passions have full sway, or under

the gaze of a company of mere idle and curious sight-

seers, i^or is he at all proud and consequential. He
requires no priestly intercessor between his motley wor-

shippers and himself, nor does he call for the services of

ministers or preachers to exalt his virtues and bring men
to his feet. He is ever ready—for a suitable considera-

tion—to give immediate audience to whoever wishes to

approach his awful presence and proffer petitions,

whether they are highborn or lowly, educated or ignor-

ant, saints or sinners. The redhanded murderer catches

his ear as readily as does the innocent victim of violence

and wrong.

Joss usually sits enthroned upon a platform or dais

surrounded with more or less gaudy hangings and drap-

ings, according to the ability of those under whose pat-

ronage he may be to provide them. Essentials of his

outfit are a basin filled with sand for holding the bum-
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ing sticks of incense, and a prayer box. The latter is a

cylindrical vessel of wood, perhaps twelve inches in

height and six inches in diameter. It is filled with

wooden strips slightly longer than the box itself, having

an oval-shaped end. These strips are about an eighth of

an inch thick, and from a half to three-quarters of an

inch in width. They are all inscribed with Chinese char-

acters which form ready-made prayers for the use of the

worshippers. There is a human attendant, though hav-

ing no priestly character or office. His business is to keep

the place in order and to supply the customers with the

essentials for their worship. These consist of half a

dozen sticks of highly perfumed punk to serve as incfinse,

two red candles, and sundry strips of paper. The whole

outfit, at wholesale prices, could not cost to exceed four

cents, but is sold to the worshipper for fifty cents. It

must be purchased on the spot and at the established

price, or that particlur joss will decline to be interviewed.

The mode of worship is interesting, but can be best

comprehended by watching the movements of the wor-

shipper. Here, for instance, comes a laundryman who

has faith in lotteries and is looking for a fortune from

that source. He approaches with his half dollar, which

he understandingly gives to the janitor or attendant,

and receives in return the requisite outfit. He then

lights his red candles and sticks of incense and places

them in the bowl or basin of sand in front of joss. Then

he kneels and offers his prayer, which in English would

be about this:

"Oh, thou great joss, thou art greater than all-'other

gods in the universe. Your clear head and your bright

genius is able to indicate the winning numbers in this

slip (showing lottery ticket) which I am going to play
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to-night in Wing Chong CMn Company at 11 Mott

Street. If you bless me with eight spots of winning on

my slip I, Sing Lee, will repay your blessing with a large

roasted pig, a chicken, cakes of every variety, all the

fruits of the season, firecrackers by the thousands and

paper money by the millions."

He then takes up the prayer box, which in this case

contains 100 sticks, each stick containing one character

or number, and shakes it thoroughly until one stick falls

out. Whatever number happens to be on this stick he

accepts as joss' indications of the winning number he is

to play, and hurries away to the lottery shop to invest

his money on that number—and lose it.

ISTow you observe the devotions of Mr. Lee Wah Sing,

an earnest young man who is anxious to purchase a cer-

tain young girl for a concubine. He approaches joss in

the same manner as did Sing Lee, having obtained from

the attendant a similar outfit. In addition he must have

in writing the name of the girl who is for sale, her age,

birthday, the town of her nativity, and the necessary

data for her identification. He then lights incense

sticks, kneels and makes his prayer, beginning with a

like fulsome laudation of Joss' powers, asking his aid in

securing the girl he wants, and promises similar gener-

ous returns as did Sing Lee. He then takes the prayer box,

the numbers in which in this case correspond to certain

numbers and verses in a prayer book which the attendant

hands him free of other charge after having paid fifty

cents for his incense. If he finds the indicated verse in

the prayer book is favorable to his amorous wish he

takes his girl and pays for her. But if the answer is

unfavorable he drops her and goes in pursuit of another.

Here comes a man who wants to consult Joss in regard
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to the purchase of a certain laundry. He goes through

the same preliminaries as the others, but does not make

use of the prayer box. Instead he is supplied with two

kidney-shaped pieces of wood. One side of each of these

pieces is designated head and the other tail. After he

has called upon Joss in the general terms of his prede-

cessors, he tosses the two pieces of wood up. If they fall

with two heads it means pretty good; if one head and one

tail, very good; if two tails, the meaning is very bad. His

negotiations for the laundry will be governed by these

indications of the estimate Joss puts upon the business.

All Chinatown was greatly excited during the early

part of the present year because of the prevalence of

sickness among its denizens. Immediately after the

Chinese ISTew Year, January 27, there were more than

twenty deaths. Nearly every day Chinamen of more or

less distinction died.

At the beginning of the new year the Mayor of Chi-

natown, according to custom, makes an official devotion

to the Joss enthroned at headquarters. He did so this

yearj and on taking the praying machine shook out stick

~No. ]0, which indicated this prophecy in the book of

prophecies, meaning, according to Chinese lore, that sick-

ness and death would prevail throughout the year in

Chinatown. The translated prophecy reads:

"At time of sickness life lingers around;

Why break the roof or chain the turtle?

Strict obedience is sure to reign.

But trust in Joss and Buddha is the only remedy."

This is much more like a religious act than the illus-

trations that precede it. But all alike show the basis of

superstition and ignorance upon which the structure
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stands. Its absolute distinction from Buddhism or Taou-

ism is manifest. It has nothing in common with either,

though is doubtless an outgrowth of both systems, tinc-

tured somewhat with Confucianism, the foundation of

which is filial respect and duty, which might well lead

to ancestral worship. But as practiced, the so-called

religion calls for no worship, and none such is performed.

What passes for worship is a mere superstitious invoca-

tion of assistance in impending need or distress. Noth-

ing beyond the immediate temporal or sensual require-

ments of the devotee is even thought of. There is no

adoration of the pretended divinity; no manifestation of

repentance for sins or a desire for a holier life; no recog-

nition of a future state of rewards or punishments. The
same god is recognized and appealed to by the vilest or

the most virtuous person.

Nor is there any general assemblage for worship and

praise, as provided in both the Christian and Jewish

systems of religion; merely the individual appeals as al-

ready shown. There are no Sabbaths or other holy days.

There is no religion about it except the selfish and greedy

needs of the moment. All the ancient Oriental systems

of religion recognize and inculcate substantially the same

code of morals as does the Christian church of to-day.

The entire philosophy of Confucius is based on the fifth

commandment of the Decalogue and the Golden Rule—
honor to parents, and doing to others as we wcfuld have

others do to us.

Buddha taught right living in this life as essential to

a happy future. Laou-Tsze dwelt on the contemplation

of heavenly things as an incentive to holy living in prep-

aration for an exalted state of future existence. None

of these features are to be found in the joss worship of
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to-day. That v/orship calls for no higher religious incen-

tive than moves one to consiilt a fortune teller.

Despite all this, however, there is some religious spirit

among these people. There is a disciple of Confucius

among them who assembles as many of the faithful as he

can gather on Sunday afternoons in the halls of the

Choug Wah Gong Shaw and discourses to them on the

teachings of their master; exhorting them to persever-

ance in the faith. This man's name is Chi Kai Pit, one

of the secretaries of the Chinese Consulate. His topics

sound very queer to outsiders. Thus he has given a series

of three discourses, the topics of which were: 1—"Kut

Pot ching, pot shak" (Not cut squarely, I shall not eat).

2—"Pot she, pot shak, pot" (Kot in season I shall not

eat). 3—''Tuck ke tsou, pot shak" (Without sauce I

shall not eat). The word used to mean "squarely" im-

plies honesty. "Season" implies time and circumstances,

a clear conscience. "Tsou" means, literally, "sauce;"

but as used here implies grace. Thus it can be readily

seen that under these hyperbolic titles a vast deal of sub-

stantial truth and sound moral principle can be conveyed.

And that is far more profitable and elevating than pros-

trating oneself before a wooden image or a hideous daub

and appealing to it for help in gambling or guidance in

the purchase of human flesh for beastly uses. The two

are radically antagonistic. The one possesses a smatter-

ing of religion—moral improvement; the other is debas-

ing, demoralizing and utterly devoid of any religious

flavor. The expenses of this weekly Confucian service

are defrayed by the Chinese Government through its

minister at Washington
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CHAPTER XXYI.

EESTLESS BOl^ES.

AN ILLUSTRATION OF CHINESE SUPERSTITION—WHY THE
REMAINS OP DEAD CHINAMEN MUST BE RETURNED TO
THE CELESTIAL EMPIRE—HOW THE WORK OP THEIR
RECOVERY AND SHIPMENT IS PBRPORMED.

HE intense superstition of tlie CMnese
is displayed in nothing more clearly

;

than in the matter of the disposal of

' their remains after death. It was a

matter of universal comment when the

great Li Hung Chang, the most intelli-

gent Chinaman of the age, made his

famous tour of Europe and America, that he carried a

coffin with him, and his servants were instructed, in

case of his death, to place his body in the coffin, and take

it back to China for burial. On this point his orders
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were most emphatic and rigid. So also the humblest

Chinaman cannot be induced to leave his native land

until assured that, should he die while abroad, his re-

mains will be returned for final interment in the sacred

soil of the Celestial Empire. Their anxiety in this re-

spect has much to do with the company craze wliich pos-

sesses them. The famous Six Companies which now

figure so prominently in all that relates to the Chinese

residing in this country, were originally formed chiefiy

to attend to the return of the remains of dead Chinamen

to China. When other matters began to engross the at-

tention of those companies to such an extent that they

grew careless in the discharge of their original duty, the

immigrants began to form other societies composed of

those coming from any particular district, with no other

purpose than the rescue and return home of the bones of

their members. Then as trade organizations began to

multiply among them their leaders charged themselves,

as a part of their vocation, with the pious duty of guard-

ing the remains of their members who might die, and

seeing that they were returned to the sacred soil.

But despite all these agencies, American soil is still

the resting place of many of these Mongolian bodies.

This is due to the great numbers of them who come here

;

to their wide dispersion over the country from the Atlan-

tic to the Pacific; to the nomadic habits of many of

them; to the isolated places in which they many times

find themselves; but more especially to the disinclination

of the authorities in many cases, for sanitary reasons, to

allow disinterments. This latter reason was originally

conceived in San Francisco by the radical anti-Chinese

people, and was pressed purely to vex and annoy the Chi-

nese, and so discourage their coming to the United States.
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But there is no doubt goc^ foundation for objecting to

sucb disinterment by wjiolesale, a,nd the Boards of

Health of this and other large communities have felt

compelled to adopt strict regulations regarding it as a

precaution against endangering the public health.

The insistence of the Chinese on having their remains

returned to China for final burial is based wholly upon

the superstition that otherwise their spirits will be trou-

bled and without rest or peace in their future state of

existence. They will also be exj^osed to the assaults and

persecutions of every form of malevolent devils; will be

beaten, tortured and driven about, and will, in fact, be

compelled to exist in a veritable hell until their bones

find shelter beneath the sacred soil of the Celestial land,

when their troubles will end and their spirits will be at

rest.

Chinamen have been coming to this city for fully half

a century, but not in any great numbers until within the

last fifteen or twenty years. The earlier immigrants

were notably of a higher grade, intellectually and phys-

ically, at least, than those who have more recently poured

in upon us. But these earlier comers, being stragglers,

had nobody to look after their remains if they died while

here. And so it happens that occasional burials of these

people have been made in these years. Many of the

early comers were undoubtedly buried in the paupers'

burying ground, and their graves are now indistinguish-

able. But since there has been a regular colony of them
here more care has been taken in the disposal of the

remains of their dead, with a view to their subsequent

recovery and shipment to their native land. With this

end in view ground was purchased in the New York Bay
Cemetery, in the Greenville section of Jersey City,
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where they were interi^d. For economy's sake bodies

were buried as many ' pog^le in a single grave, the

coffins resting orfe qji'tp-p of tlte other, until so near the

surface that no mofe wpiild bopermitted by the cemetery

authorities. This'arranggineitt sadly mixed the bodies,

so that now it is found difficult to separate and identify

them. At least fifty have been buried in those grounds;

others found sepulchre in Greenwood, while still others

lie scattered in various cemeteries throughout all this

region.

Later a plot was secured in the Cemetery of the Ever-

greens, Brooklyn, which is commonly known as Celestial

Hill, and here the Chinamen who have died of late years

have been interred. Hundreds of burials have taken

place there, and they are still being added to continually.

It is now the only recognized Chinese burial ground in

this vicinity.

The exhumation of the remains of the neglected ones

was made a philanthropic duty by Ching Wah and Kung
Saw a few years ago, acting under the auspices of the

Chinese legation. They employed two Chinese laborers

to assist them, though the graves were opened by the

regular grave diggers of the cemetery These, however,

are only permitted to uncover the coffins, the actual re-

mains being considered too sacred to be even touched

by other hands than those of their countrymen. When
recovered the remains are taken to a tent near at hand

where a charcoal fiirnace is provided, over which the por-

tions of the body, after being carefully segregated, are

dried and the remaining flesh burned off. The bones are

then scraped and thoroughly cleaned, after which they

are wrapped in excelsior and packed in boxes, each box

containing only the bones of one individual, and marked
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with the name and date of death of the person in Chinese

characters, for identification in China. The boxes are

then ready for shipment.
."'"

The expenses of the general recovery and return of

these bodies are defrayed by subscription among the Chi-

nese themselves, though if any of the deceased left es-

tates, or have relatives who can bear the expense, these

sources are looked to in the individual cases, only the

bones of the poor and friendless being recovered at the

expense of the common fund. There is a legend afloat

in Chinatown that the spirit of a deceased Chinaman

who was buried in Greenwood Cemetery appeared to

the Mayor of C'hinatown and complained that he, and

others buried with him, could get no rest because of the

"white devils" among whom they were lying. This ap-

parition, so the story goes, was followed by others, until

the matter was referred to a committee of the Chong
Wall Gong Shaw, who decided to purchase the plot in

the Cemetery of Evergreens, where all the Chinamen

who have since died have been buried.

The recovery of the bones of buried Chinamen in this

country and their return to China is by no means the

only occasion on which these curious people meddle with

the remains of their dead. In Formosa the dead bodies

are exposed and dried in the open air, and when the flesh

has withered away, the bones are cleansed and preserved.

In other portions of the empire the bodies are buried, it

is true, but after a year or more , having selected a lucky

day, the relatives disinter them, take out the bones, brush

and wash them clean, then wrap them in cloth and return

them to the grave.

In this connection a queer and superstitious custom

of these people regarding their dead may properly be
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A SCENE IN EVERGREEN CEMETERY.
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briefly noticed. Ts'ing Ming is tlie period in the Chinese

calendar corresponding with the early part of our month

of April. At this time is performed the rite of worship

at the ancestral tombs. This is regarded as a most sacred

duty by all Chinamen, and he who would wiKuUy fail in

performing it would be looked upon as an outcast.

Hence its observance by the Chinamen of New York.

As but few of these have ancestors buried in this coun-

try, while those Avho are buried here have only occa-

sionally relatives in this country to pay their remains

this reverence, it has become the custom for "cousins"

and friends to perform the ceremony. On the morning

of the day in question the male members of the family

in China, or the friends and relatives of the deceased in

this country, repair to the place of burial, where, having

weeded and swept the grave, they light incense and ar-

range beside or upon it sacrificial offerings of roast pigs

and fowls, fish, cakes, tea, wine, cigarettes and whatever

else may minister to the comfort of the departed one.

The family representative (or here the nearest relative)

then performs the Ko-t'ow in honor of the deceased, and

each in turn follows his example. Papers representing

money are then burned, on the ashes of which are poured

libations of wine. A second Ko-t'ow ends the ceremony.

This ceremony can be observed in Evergreen Ceme-

tery at Celestial Hill, on the first Sunday of April in

every year and on the Monday following. It calls China-

men by the hundreds to the burying ground. The pros-

perous merchant and his friends come in carriages, their

offerings being brought in express wagons; the laundry-

men ride to the cemetery gates in the surface or elevated
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street cars, and then proceed on foot, carrying their offer-

ings in baskets and lii:ige brmdles-

They chatter andlan^hj^nd'-aihoke on the way as if

never troubled with sori-o\y|.'atid«'perforni the ceremony

at the grave in the same hifaAtiiis, unconcerned manner.

When through they wait for the spirit of the departed

to make a hurried meal of the essential and immaterial

elements of the viands offered, and then, gathering up

the substantial food, return to town and enjoy the feast

it affords. "Whole roasted pigs by the score appear

among these offerings; chickens and ducks by the hun-

dreds; besides boiled rice and various kinds of cakes and

sweetmeats.
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CHAPTER XXVII.

MISSIONARY WORK AMOK^O THE CHINESE.

EFFORTS MADE TO CONVERT THE HEATHEN TO CHRISTIAN-

ITY—VARIOUS MISSIONS ESTABLISHED AMONG THEM—
WHAT IS BEING ACCOMPLISHED IN THIS DIRECTION.

HINATOWX, in the center of New
Ik

I

York, furnislies opi:)ortnnity for ob-

serving the antithesis of heathenism

and Christianity; the contrast of the

most ancient with the most advanced

forms of civilization; the advantages

of liberty of thought, of action and of

person over the blighting conservatism of the Orient,

which forbids progress in any form, and binds its subjects

to the habits, customs and manners of the musty past.

Here in Chinatown is seen the struggle for supremacy
of superstition over intelligence and reason, a strange
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intermingling of Adce and crime upon a common plane

with morality and virtue; tb,e worship of images rather

than the one only living and true God; wickedness of the

most repulsive character recogj|ized as equally meritori-

ous with honest business'" industry; honor and shame

standing side by side, and both alike commanding recog-

nition and respect; ignorance and squalor, human slav-

ery, women treated as chattels, gambling made a pursuit

as reputable and deserving asjins: resp'5ctatLL»-i»rQfecti«e

industry; the vileopiTflfi''sinokingaens as well as the

headquarters ofuxe o^^nization of cutthroats, thieves

and robbers, made ^iaces wherein "the gods made by

men's hands/^rer^orshipped, and whose power is in-

voked for aid^n the prosecution of crimes and business

projects^ike.

In the language of another, "the philosophical doc-

trines of Laou-Tsze, of the identity of existence and non-

existence, imbibed by these ignorant people, become to

them a warrant for the old epicurean motto, 'Let us eat

and drink, for to-morrow we die.' The pleasures of

sense were substituted Ly them for the delights of virtue,

and finally all became a sort of religion claiming the

homage of the race." And this so-called religion is now

installed in Chinatown under the very shadow of Chris-

tian temples and within hearing of the voices of those

who teach and preach the religion of Jesus Christ.

The earnest Christian is commanded by his Master:

"Go and preach the Gospel to all men," and millions of

dollars are annually contributed to maintain Christian

missions in heathen lands. But here is a heathen colony

planted in the very midst of a Christian city which is

looked to as the chief reliance for the support of foreign

inissions. Tf the Christian religion is the only true form of
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faith and doctrine—wliicli we are not pem:itted to doubt

—and if Christian civilization is so vastly superior, how

does it happen that this paganism can be maintained

right here in the midst of Christian churches and peoples,

where the Christian bible is freely circulated and may be

read by all men, and enveloped, so to speak, by Christian

civilization of the most advanced type? The two stand

in close juxtaposition. If the doctrine of the survival of

the fittest has any real foundation, one or the other of

these religions and civilizations must give way to the

other.

The Christian churches and people of Xew York have

not been and are not now neglectful of their duty regard-

ing this intrusion of heathenism among them, although

possibly all has not been done that might and should be

done for the conversion of these benighted people, or for

their moral enlightenment. There are scores of Chris-

tian missionaries working in Chinatow}i, and a number
of regular missions maintained there. And throughout

the city the various churches seem disposed to gather

in the scattered heathens employed in their parishes as

laundrymen, seiwants or laborers, and teach them, in

Sunday Schools, the rudiments of Christianity. Of the

work in Chinatown more will be said further on. Of the

work in Sunday Schools in various parts of the city what

there is to be said might as well be said right here and

now. There are no available statistics of the number of

these Sunday School classes maintained; of the aggre-

gate attendance in them ; nor of the results accomplished.

But there is good ground for questioning their efficiency

as religious agences. That they attract attendants is

manifest. Biit a little investigation Avill disclose the

fact that the pupils so attracted are chiefly those who are
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more desirous of learning the English language than the

Christian religion. Tlie classes are mostly taught by
young white women, themselves absolutely ignorant re-

garding the Chinese language. They may be ever so

earnest and zealous, but manifestly they can impart no
religious instruction until tliey have first taught their

pupils to read, or at least speak and understand English;

and when the pupils have attained that much, they, as a

majority, have obtained all they want. They do not

care to remain longer to learn of a religion they have

only heard of as antagonistic to that of their ancestors,

whom they have been taught to venerate and worship.

Some few of them, in too many cases attracted by the

pretty faces of their teachers, do remain longer, and quite

too often have siicceeded in capturing their teachers'

hearts and making wives of them. True, in most cases,

conversion must at least be pretended before the capture

can be effected.

Because of this result a number of churches that for-

merly maintained such classes ha^'e been led to abandon

them, and others are considering the problem whether

the good accomplished justifies the exposure of their

young and sentimental female members to this tempta-

tion. Eor with all the boasted charity they profess—that

charity which is counted the greatest of all virtues—

these Christian churches are not yet ready to admit the

equality of the races, Lor to sanction the inter-marriage

of their young female members with these, to them,

uncouth and heathen, if not actually repulsive, Orientals,

even though the latter be alleged to be "Christianized."

The regular missions now maintained in Chinatown,

and employing missionaries who work as well among the
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scattered Chinamen through the city, are, however, per-

forming legitimate missionary work in a perfectly legit-

imate manner. Most of these employ converted China-

men, who have been educated for the ministry as mis-

sionaries, and these are able to do effective work in

preaching the gospel to their countrymen, and in labor-

ing with them individually.

METHODIST MISSIONS.

The Chinese Mission of the Methodist Episcopal

Church, now established in the building of the Meth-

odist Book Concern at 150 Fifth Avenue, is really the

pioneer of Christian effort among the Chinese of this

city. It was originally established in 1878, at 14 Mott

Street, by Mr. Moy Jin Kee, a converted Chinaman, who

had become a member of the Methodist Episcopal

Church within the province of the Xew York East Con-

ference. The teachers of the mission came from the

churches of that denomination in ISTew York and Brook-

lyn, and the superintendent was the late Kev. Dr. C. S.

Brown, then of the Eive Points Mission. The average

evening attendance at the week night school of this mis-

sion was about eighteen, and the Sunday attendance

reached as high as eighty.

Among the teachers at this mission were Jacob H. V.

Cockcroft, Mrs. Henrietta Millwood, now a police ma-

tron in Brooklyn; Miss Mary Alice, a daughter of Rev.

Dr. Brown; Mrs. Joseph Skidmore, now deceased; Mr.

Edward E. Pidgeon, now a prominent l^ew York news-

paper man, and Mr. William S. Baxter, at present en-

gaged in missionary work in China.

When Moy Jin Kee was called to other work, Rev.

James Jackson, now a missionary at Wu Chang, China,
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MOY JIN KEE.
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succeeded him in charge of the mission. At the end of

a year the mission was removed to the Seventh Street

M. E. Church, and on the Rev. ]\Ir. Jackson's return to

China, Dr. Jin Fuey Moy, a brother of Moy Jin Kee,

succeeded as superintendent. Later on the mission was

removed to the southwest corner of Seventh Avenue
and Twenty-third Street, and finally to its present loca-

tion in the building of the Methodist Book Concern, ISTo.

150 Fifth Avenue.

Referring to the work of converting the Chinese to

Christianity, Dr. Jin. Fuey Moy said to the writer:

"I don't think the missionaries will ever succeed in

Christianizing the Chinese of this city until they first

root out the evils of Chinatown—the contaminating in-

fluences of gambling and prostitution. As things are

now, the Chinese go from the houses of prostitution and

gambling to the Sunday Schools, and from the Sunday

Schools to the houses of gambling and prostitution. As
a rule this is one great drawback. The Chinese do not

care anything about the Christian religion, but only go

to the missions and Sunday Schools for the purpose of

learning the English language. They realize that to carry

on business with any success among the English speaking

people they must learn the English language. Here is

their great opportunity—and it costs them nothing

—

and many of them go no further in that direction than

the fifth reader. When they get to the point where they

have mastered the fifth reader they consider that they

have acquired a sufficient vocabulary to enable them to

carry on successfully the intercourse of their different

vocations and therefore cease to attend the missions and
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Sunday Schools longer. jSTaturally there are exceptions,

however, and many brilliant ones right in IsTew York."

REV. SOULE BOK'S REPORT.

Rev. C. Soule Bok, a native Chinaman, who is work-

ing as a missionary among his countrymen in this city^

under the auspices of this Methodist Episcopal Church

Mission, contributes to The Christian City, the local mis-

sionary organ of that denomination, the foUoAving inter-

esting report of his evangelistic labors:

"During the last ten or fifteen years thousands of Chi-

nese have migrated toward the East, until now the

Chinese population numbers about ten thousand souls in

Greater Xew York.

"The missionary spirit that moved God's people in

California has also moved the people here, of various

denominations, to open their church doors for the Chi-

nese, wherein they may learn the way of life.

"Our Methodist school was started in 1884, in the

Eighteenth Street Methodist Episcopal Church, by a

young Christian Chinese, one of the government stu-

dents. When Miss Mary A. Lathbury and Mrs. S. J.

Brigham, her sister, returned from their summer vaca-

tion that year they became identified with this school.

Miss Lathbury was made superintendent after Messrs.

"Woo, Lee, and Kwai, all of whom were government stu-

dents. Mrs. Brigham assisted the superintendent and

was the tea6her of a class of which the present writer, he

is proud to say, was a member.

"This same school became a mission in 1888, when we

moved from the church to a house, corner of Twenty-

third Street and Seventh Avenue. We now meet in the

jMethodist Book Concern Building, 150 Fifth Avenue,
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New York, witliin the very walls whence missionaries

are sent out by this chxirch.

"Our Sunday School meets every Sunday afternoon at

2.30 o'clock. Pupils are taught in groups of two, three,

four or six, around small tables. They begin with A, B,

C, and degree by degree advance up to the Bible itself.

After they have studied an hour or so with their teachers,

the superintendent then translates the lesson before them

all with opened book into their own tongue, after which

he makes brief remarks upon the lesson.

"The Young Men's Prayer Meeting, or Y. M. C. A.,

held after the school, at 4.15, is a strong support to the

mission. The meetings are conducted entirely in the

Chinese language, both in singing and in speaking, and

are led by one of the members appointed by the Pres-

ident, who is a student in Xew York University, from

week to week, until all have led.

"Through this mission thirty-two souls have been gath-

ered together into Christ's kingdom since 1884; about

twenty-five hundred names have been enrolled in our

book, of men who have come to us for instruction for

longer or shorter periods.

"Some of the thirty-two Christians who have returned

to their mother country felt the need of a place of wor-

ship. Accordingly they have raised among themselves

three hundred dollars for the building of a church, and

have sent us word for aid. Pray that their need may
soon be met. AVe have a Missionary Society in otir mis-

sion founded only recently, and a collection is taken each

month for the above church building fund.

"There are twenty-two Sunday Schools and j\Iissions

in Xew York and Brooklyn for the Chinese. Only thir-

teen hundred of the entire population of 10,000 are
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reached with Christian instriTction. Eighty-seven hun-

dred are not readied! Unless efforts shall soon be made
to save these human souls they will die without hearing

of Christ. The question that is confronting us to-day is,

how, since most of these people have not sufficient knowl-

edge of English to hear the Gospel in American

churches, can they hear it at all, unless it is brought to

them in their own tongue?

"A little more than two years ago three young men,

two of the Congregational Church, the third a Methodist,

who felt most keenly concerning the lost condition of

these 8,700 souls, came together and gave the matter to

prayer. A week after this meeting invitations were sent

out to all Christians of all schools of various denomina-

tions to meet with the three. The formation of a society

was the result, the name of which is called The Chinese

Evangelical Band. In this same meeting twenty men
pledged themselves to give a dollar a month for the sup-

port of the work. Two weeks after a parlor floor was

secured at jSTo. 8 Pell Street, jSTew York, in a neighbor-

hood where about three thoiisand Chinese reside during

the week and on Sunday from seven to ten thousand

come from all parts of Greater Xew Y ork.

"Our immediate need now is more suitable and larger

quarters. We have now five hundred dollars put away as

a building fund. This would perhaps be enough to buy

a few bricks; yet a single drop of water will not form

an ocean, nor will a few bricks build a house. "We must,

therefore, first do all we can and look to God for the

rest."
BAPTIST MISSIONS.

The only fully organized mission now maintained in

Chinatown proper is the Morning Star Mission, at 17
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Doyers Street, which is conducted under the auspices of

the American Baptist Home Mission Society. This mis-

sion was established about six years ago by Miss Helen

Clark. It occuf)ies the entire second floor of the biTild-

ing, having well lighted apartments Avith windows on

three sides. During the week a night school is con-

ducted here for education in English for young and old,

white and Mongol, which is opened and closed with re-

ligious exercises. It has about twenty-three attendants

on the average. Two afternoons each week a white physi-

cian is in attendance to advise and prescribe for all

comers free of charge. Medicines are also dispensed.

During the first year of this particular work over five

hiindred Chinese were prescribed for. On Sunday after-

noons and evenings religious exercises are conducted

here. The first is^a meeting of the Young Men's Chris-

tian Association, composed exclusi'\'ely of Chinese young

men. The serA'ices consist mainly of the singing of gos-

pel hymns and relation of Christian experience by the

converted members. This is followed by Sunday School,

conducted in English, at which the teachers are male and

female volunteers from the city churches. There are

twenty or more of these volunteer teachers, and an aver-

age attendance of eighty-three Chinese pupils. At 8

o'clock a regular service is held in the Chinese language

by the Eev. Fung Y. ]\Iow, the missionary representing

the Home Mission Society. He preaches to his country-

men in their o-wn tongiie, and is well received. A prayer

meeting closes the day's exercises, which have been con-

tinuous for six or eight hours. Joe Gum, a converted

Chinaman, assists the missionary, and Tong Gow serves

as organist.

Tliis mission is superintended by the Eiftli Avenue
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Baptist Cliiircli, of which .Rev. Dr. Faunce is pastor. It

is under tlie immediate charge of an advisory board of

seven members of the chnrcli. Among those interested

in the W(irk, and one of the most hberal contributors to

its support, is ^M'r. John D. Rockefeller, of Standard Oil

fame.

Rev. Fung Yet ]\Iow, the missionary, was born in

Canton, China, thirty-two years ago. He came to this

country in 18^2, and studied at the Baptist Mission

School in San Francisco, from which he graduated. He
returned to China on a visit, but was asked by the Baptist

Home Mission Society to retrirn to this country and

serve as a missionary, which he did. While in China he

was married to a young Chinese woman, a daughter of

a deacon of the First Baptist Church in Canton, who

was a graduate of the American Medical College of Can-

ton, where' she took the degree of M. D.

Mr. Mow returned to this country seven years ago,

accompanied by his wife, and commenced his missionary

labors in San Francisco under Dr. J. B. Hartwell, super-

intendent on the Pacific coast of the Baptist Home !Mis-

sion Society. He came to Xew York five years ago and

continued his work as a missionary in the Morning Star

JMission.

]\rr. Mow, who lives in Brooklyn, is soon to be ordained

a minister of the Baptist Church. He has now been a

missionary for about twelve years and has accomplished

much good among his fellow countrymen. His father-

in-law has been a Christianized Chinaman for upwards of

forty years, in his own land, where, in consequence, he

has been subjected to many persecutions by his ignorant

countrymen. Rev. Tee Tsai Leung, of Chicago, a Bap-
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tist minister in charge of the work of the Home Mis-

sion Society in that city, is a brother-in-law of Mr. Mow.
Although Mr. Mow's wife is a regular graduated doc-

tor of the American Medical School in Canton, and

obtained her degree of M. D., she does not practice her

profession.

Eev. Fung Yet Mow, when asked if he thought China-

town was a better place to-day than it was ten years ago,

said:

"Yes, I think that Chinatown is a great deal better

to-day than it was ten years ago. Ten years ago respect-

able people were afraid to pass through Pell and Doyers

Streets after dark for fear of being assaulted by the

toughs, both Chinamen and whites, who infested the

neighborhood. Since the mission was started all this has

been changed, and Chinatown is a better place to-day

than it was before I came here."

Mr. Mow states that many young men, students from

Simpson's College, Torty-eighth Street and Eighth Ave-

nue, come down to Chinatown on Sunday to teach in the

mission and distribute tracts in the homes of the Chinese,

and in this way the Gospel is carried into many dwell-

ings, great good resulting. jMany converted Chinamen
return to China to labor as missionaries among the people

of their native land. He has sent four converts home
since he has had charge of the work.

Most of the Chinamen in the colony receive Mr. Mow
cordially when he calls on them, and do not seem to

think he is antagonistic to their religion. Mr. Mow says

that thirty-five or forty Chinamen of all classes have

been converted under his ministrations. He visits the

sick Chinamen when they are taken to the hospitals, and
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when they are sick at their homes he secures medical

attendance for them.

In connection with the work of the Morning Star

Mission much is being done for the children of China-

town. On the second floor of 21 Mott Street, Miss Helen

Clark is in charge of the Evangelical Mission. There is

a day school of twenty-five pupils in the mission. On
Sundays the teachers make the rounds of the tenements

of the Chinese quarter seeking juvenile attendants, as the

parents, who may still cling to their heathen notions,

would never send their youngsters voluntarily. At first,

as a rule, they resent all such overtures, but when they

see how much trouble the teachers take with the children

they allow them to visit the mission, provided the little

ones are anxious. On an average they secure about

thirty children each Sunday. This is much better than

a few years ago, when the parents made every excuse for

keepinfi' their little ones at home. The teachers use pic-

tures in illustrating the lessons and the children seem

to take an interest in what is told them. The teachers

find that in a short time some of the pupils know consid-

erable of the Gospel, and carry what they learn to their

parents.

The knowledge of the ISTew Light is received with

anything but joy in the heathen household, as may be

gleaned from the words of one of the teachers, who said:

"I wish I could tell you how many of the children are

Christians, but we are praying for more. It is very hard

for a Chinese child to be a Christian. ISTot long ago a

Chinese father told his boy, who had been attending our

school, to place incense before the idol on one of the

altars in his home. The boy did not want to do so and

took the incense reluctantly, slowly walked toward the
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altar, and just as slowly reached up toward it. The

father, understanding his son's motives for his conduct,

snatched up a stick and struck him such a blow on the

head that the boy fell back almost senseless.

"They tell us that they want tb love Jesus, but few of

them dare say so at home."

While j\liss Clark is teaching in the school other teach-

ers visit the homes and try to show the Chinese women
the Christian way of living. Almost all are quite will-

ing to listen and want to know about the "Jesus doc-

trine," and would liecome Christians were they free to

act for themselves. But they think they are under their

father, husband or other relative, and must cling to their

idolatry when their relatives so command. Recently

one of the women said:

"I want to love Jcsu?, but my husband won't let me.

But maybe by and by he and all of us will be Christians."

EVANGELirAL BANII.

In the year 1S95 about twenty-four Chinese young

men, interested in the welfare of their cou.ntryinen,

devised a plan to convert them. They accordingly or-

ganized the Evangelical Band, and each member was

assessed $1 a month as dues in order to sustain the band.

Three or four months after their organization they

foimded a mission at ISTo. 8 Pell Street and engaged one

room, about fourteen feet square, for the purpose of

inducing Chinamen to come to the meetings where the

Gospel of Christ was preached. The attendance was

generally more than could be accommodated, and they

have had as many as 115 attendants at their Sunday

night services. "When this was noticed by the other

churches interested in the Chinese the band was invited
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to give a brief history of its work, and from each church

where the work was made known they have since re-

ceived contributions in order to enable them to continue

it. There is now a membership of 224 Chinamen in the

band, each of whom contributes $1 towards its support

each month. Chin K. Kiu is the president of the band.

Another mission maintained in Chinatown is a union,

or non-sectarian enterprise, under the direction of Mrs.

Blanchard, of 2,100 Madison Avenue. It leases a hall

at !N^o. 8 Pell Street, employing for that purpose such

students or ministers capable of expounding the Gospel

in the Chinese language as it can secure from time to

time. It also holds prayer and song services, besides vis-

iting among the Chinese.

The Rescue Mission is also doing considerable work

in Chinatown, though chiefly in the line of its own spe;

cialty, the recovery and reformation of fallen women.

There is quite a plenty of this work to be done in that

locality, but as the depraved women of that neighborhood,

as well as elsewhere in the city, are mainly whites, the

work of the Rescue Mission has no special bearing upon

the Chinese.

Mrs. Josephine Williamson, who has long been identi-

fied with the work of seeking to rescue fallen women

here, might contribute many an interesting page of the

history of Chinatown by night, of which the following

is but a fair sample

:

"A dozen women were found," she says, "several of

whom had* been legally married by the Methodist and

other Christian rites, to their pig-tailed companions, and

were cleanly and happy. They all knew some of the

visitors, and knelt dutifully when prayer was offered.

The Chinamen, accustomed to this sort of intrusion on
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their domesticity, paid no heed whatever to it. In one

little room where a docile and pretty girl of the name of

Jennie claimed a Chinaman as her legal husband, the

spouse and two friends were playing cards. They kept

right on with the game through prayer and all, just as

if no one had come in."

Mrs. Williamson also tells of her experience in the

opium dens of Chinatown. ''I have seen white girls in

the dens of Chinatown completely enthralled by it

(opium smoking). The deadly drug makes her as uncon-

scious of her companion's brutality as it does of her own

degradation."

Halting at the door of one of these places on one occa-

sion Mrs. Williamson peered in. "On bunks," she said,

"stretched out in various graceless attitudes, in a state

of semi-stupor, were probably thirty Chinamen and a

few girls, who partly unclosed their heavy eyes to leer

at the intruders. The praying band did not remain here

long, but went iip another flight of stairs, where, ill the

hall, leaning against the staircase were a dozen China-

men and as many girls smoking cigarettes."

The praying band entered the room of one of the girls

known as Kitty. "Oh, what a poor, wretched little room.

The walls of pine board were paperless. On the floor a

few strips of faded carpet were laid. In one corner was

a neatly made bed. A cooking stove, a table on which

stood a lamp and a few pictures completed the furniture.

There was a pitiful attempt at decoration, however,

which indicated that desire latent in every woman
to beautify the place in which she lives. The window
over the door was draped with what was certainly a dress

flouncing of lace, while at each corner were knots of

faded blue ribbon. A photograph of a Chinaman had
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a twist of dirty pink silk around it, probably the remains

of a ball dress. Tbere were a few pictures on the wall

suggestive of a life of virtuous domesticity. There was

one, a grandmother in a cap, knitting, while two children

watched a kitten play with the ball of yarn. Another

represented a girl in bridal array, while her prospective

husband waits her coming at the door with a look of

exultant happiness on his face, as portrayed by a highly

tinted chromo. Still another is called the "First Born."

The same couple are leaning over a crib regarding a

sleeping infant with expressions of rapture."

These brief sketches will serve to illustrate the deprav-

ity of Chinatown, as well as the manner in which Chris-

tian effort for its reformation is exerted.

It would be interesting to give, in this connection,

some estimate of the progress that is' being made in the

work of civilizing and Christianizing these heathens. On
that point, however, there is no reliable data at hand.

Each church and each missionary organization reports,

in a general way, much success in its work, and all

claim converts to Christianity. Undoubtedly many such

converts have been made, some of whom are now at

work, as has been seen, endeavoring to win other of their

countrynien to the Religion of the Cross. Others are

being educated under the influence of the white Chris-

tian ministers, and are now employed in the various for-

eign missionary societies and boards, as missionaries in

China. But it is a mistaken notion that every Chinaman

who has cast aside his qvieue and native dress for that of

"Western civilization has become a Christian. He may

have become Christianized, which is a term used to desig-

nate those who have rejected the errors and superstitions

of the Orient, with its false idea of religion, though with-
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out conversion to the faith of the Gospel. The term

Americanized would more correctly indicate this class.

They have undoubtedly been brought to their present

half-way state through missionary efEorts; but they are

very far from being Christians. And possibly there are

more of this class than the really converted. They have

been brought to see the superiority of Christian civiliza-

tion, and to adopt it, outwardly at least. But they have

not discarded the vices which are common alike to Ori-

entals and Occidentals. They are simply in the same

frame of mind as the Roman ruler who, after listening

to the eloquent reasoning of the Apostle Paul, ex-

claimed: "Almost thou persuadest me to be a Chris-

tian." But that ruler was not altogether persuaded, nor

are these "Christianized" Chinamen. The work of

evangelizing them is yet to be accomplished, and it is a

much more difficult task than merely relieving them of

the outward garb of heathenism.

Mr. Charles D. Kellogg, Secretary of the Charities

Organization Society, Fourth Avenue and Twenty-third

Street, furnished the following list of Chinese missions

maintained in this city and Brooklyn. Though regis-

tered as missions the most of these are but Sunday

Schools, though conducted on more substantial lines than

the ordinary church Sunday Schools above referred to.

Some of them have Christian Chinamen attached as mis-

sionaries and teachers. The list is as follows:

Chinese Mission of the Pilgrim Congregational Church,

Madison Avenue and 121st Street. Pev. Dr. Virgin,

pastor and manager.

City Mission and Tract Society, United Charity Build-

ing, Fourth Avenue and 121st Street.
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Chinese Mission of the Methodist Episcopal Church,

150 Fifth Avenue. See Soule Bok, Superintendent.

Presbyterian Chinese Mission and School, 53 Fifth

Avenue. Huie Kin, Manager.

Chinese Mission, South Oxford Street, Brooklyn.

Mrs. N". B. Sizer, Manager, 336 Greene Avenue,

Brooklyn.

Chinese Mission of the Central Congregational

Church, Brooklyn. Miss Z. Dowie, 164 Gates Avenue,

Brooklyn.

Phoenix Hall Chinese Mission, 118 South Eighth

Street, Brooklyn. Miss Annie HoUu.

South Brooklyn Chinese Mission, Fourth Avenue and

Fifteenth Street, Brooklyn. .Michael Hamilton, Super-

intendent.

De Witt Memorial of the ISTew York Tract Society,

280 Eivington Street. Eev. William T. EUsing, Super-

intendent.

Chinese Mission of St. Andrew's P. E. Church, Fifth

Avenue and 127th Street. Eev. George Van.de Water,

Eector.

Chinese Mission of St. Thomas' P. E. Church, Fifth

Avenue and 53d Street. Eev. J. Wesley Brown, Eector;

James Pott, Superintendent.
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CHAPTEK XXVIII.

GEOKGE APPO—BORN TO CRIME.

THE SON OF A MURDERER, AFTER SPENDING HALF HIS

LIFE IN PRISON, FOLLOWS IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF HIS

FATHER TO A CELL FOR THE INSANE.

EORGE APPO was bom in New York
City, July 4, 1858, and is therefore

an American citizen, and should be

a patriotic one, but he is not. His

father was a full-blooded Chinaman

and his mother an Irish woman. He
was an exceedingly bright child, beau-

tiful to look upon, sharp-witted and quick of comprehen-

sion. For ten years he was the pet of the neighborhood

where his parents dwelt, and during that time had abun-

dant opportunity to acquaint himself with many forms
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GEORGE APPO.
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of vice. After a careful consideration he selected some

of these as his own. At the age of ten he became a pick-

pocket. The reference to his beauty is no exaggeration.

Throughout his long and varied career of crime he re-

tained the handsome features and charming manners

which characterized hini as a boy, and were it not for the

scars of knife and bullet wounds that are visible on his

face he would now be a handsome man of striking

appearance.

To-day there are scores of little half breeds playing

about the streets and doorways of the Chinese quarter,

but in the 60's the Appo boy was looked upon as one

of the curiosities of the neighborhood, and among his

playfellows in the Oliver Street School he was regarded

as a sort of a juvenile hero, partly on account of his east-

ern ancestry and partly because of his nerve and cun-

ning. He was a bright child, tricky and fearless, and as

he grew into manhood he drifted naturally into one of

the numerous gangs of roughs and loafers that were at

that time so common in the lower wards.

As early as 1872 he was known as a James Street

truck lifter—that is to say, he was in the habit of steal-

ing tubs of butter and other commodities from the trucks

that he found backed up against the sidewalk. "Nigger"

ITanno.n, Archie Hadden, "Johnny" Foley and Dick

Flannigan, known ' in criminal circles as "Dick the

Tinker," were his associates in those days, and a choice

crew they were, too. Young Hadden was the son of the

notorious Hadden who kept a boarding house in Water

Street where sailors were shanghaied every day in the

week, and a near neighbor of his was a gentleman named

Allen, who managed to acquire considerable notoriety at

one time by posing as the "wickedest man in "iSTew York."
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The young crooks wlio followed the learned profes-

sion of truck lifting along the river front undoubtedly

learned a great deal from association with Mr. Iladden

and his friend Mr. Allen, and for many years—until the

police spoiled their usefulness—they were the terror of

the neighborhood in which they lived and worked. One
of their favorite places of rendezvous was a store or

"fence" situated on Cherry Street, between Oliver and

Catherine Streets, and kept by a woman named "Mag"
l''arley, the sister of the notorious "Eed" Farley, better

known in his day as "Eeddy the Blacksmith."

It was here that George made the acquaintance of cer-

tain nimble fingered "ladies" and "gentlemen," who
taught him the art of picking pockets, and in June, 1873,

he was sent to the penitentiary for six months for prac-

ticing that art himself. When he came out of prison he

adopted the light-finger business as a regular means of

livelihood. About two years later he was again arrested

for a similar offense, escaped from Bellevue Hospital,

was re-arrested and sentenced to a second term, for he

was now looked* upon as an habitual criminal and a cun-

ning, if not a dangerous man. His picture had its place

in the Rogvie's Gallery, and his face showing the charac-

teristics of both his parents, was not a difficult one to

remember and recognize—a circumstance which was a

hindrance rather than a help to him in the profession

which he had chosen to follow.

It is not strange that young Appo should have come

naturally by a taste for opium smoking, a vice which

held him enchained, and which has played an important

part in his whole career of crime. As the Chinese colony

grew in numbers, so did the opium dens within its limits

increase and flourish; but it wa^ not until late in the 80's
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that the passion for the drug began to spread among

the Americans and Irish who dwelt in the neighborhood.

Appo had always, by virtue of his blood on his father's

side, enjoyed to a certain extent the confidence of the

Chinese—a confidence which these strange, secretive

people seldom give to any one not of their own race.

While still very young he had learned to smoke and

prepare the opium for the pipe, and it was through him

that many New York roughs and crooks began to use

the "dope" themselves and to spread the taste for it

among their associates. They began to seek out the

places in which smoking might be enjoyed, and in 1880,

or thereabouts, there were a score of joints in full blast

in Pell, Mott and Doyers Streets and in the lower

Bowery, and not one of these but what had its quota of

Caucasian smokers of both sexes, most of whom belonged

to the criminal or dissolute classes. There were other

visitors, too—actors, actresses, clubmen and those who
dropped in from time to time for the fun of the thing

and because they found a peculiar charm in the he^vy,

pungent, soothing atmosphere, and in the outspoken

frankness and freedom which distinguished the conver-

sation of the regular habitues.

At that time, the nice art of cooking or preparing the

opium for the pipe was known to but ver}^ few except

the Chinese, and the young halfbreed soon found that

by means of his familiarity with the magical black paste

and his undoubted skill in its preparation, life's pathway

could be made smooth and delicious with a dreamy hap-

piness, vdthout the exercise of much industry or daring

on his part.

There were a dozen ways in which he could pick up a

living, if nothing more, through his connection with the
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joints, and any one of those ways was safer and easier

than picking pockets or purloining things from trucks

and basements. He could act as guide to parties of sight-

seers who wanted to do Chinatown, and he could always

earn a small fee and at the same time get his turn at the

pipe by cooking the opium "pills" for the smokers who
were less skillful than he. Besides this, continual con-

tact with visitors from uptown offered him rather un-

usual opportunities for obtaining a watch or pin now and

then without having to go to Benedict's for it.

So it happened that Appo. became an habitual fre-

quenter o;£ the opium dens of Chinatown, and a "fiend"

of the most pronounced description. That is to say, he

soon became so addicted to the drug that he did not wish

to exist without it, and it was probably on this account

that when he was arrested in 1882 for the robbery of a

Mexican named Del Valle, he made a desperate attempt

to kill himself by drinking a vial of laudanum. On this

occasion the Tomb's physician endeavored to adminster

an emetic, but Appo kicked it out of his hands, and it

became necessary to put him in a straight jacket and

force the medicine down his throat.

The opium habit has always been a dominant influ-

ence in the career of this man, and it was through his

indulgence in it that he came upon the great opportunity

of his life, one which led to his leaving the business of

picking pockets, which, after all, required only digital

expertness and occasional fleetness of foot, and embark-

ing in the beautiful green-goods profession, which called

into play all the mental cunning and duplicity which he

had inherited from his father, as well as the general

"flyness" which came partly from his mother and partly

from his long association with ISTew York toughs, and in
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which he was an adept of the highest order and greatest

proficiency..

Barney McGuire, at that time the acknowledged king

of the green-goods men, was not only an habitual opium

smoker himself, but was the proprietor of a joint of his

own on Crosby Street, which was the favorite resort of

some of the most agile artists in his line of busines. Bar-

ney and his craftsmen were not slow to recognize in

Appo the qualities which have already been alluded to,

and which they knew could be successfully applied to

their peculiar calling. They said as much to him on

more than one occasion, and it was not long before Appo
began operations as a regular dealer in phantom counter-

feit bills.

l^ow one of the strongest peculiarities of the opium

habit is that M-hen indulged in it stimulates the lying

faculty to a degree that makes the exploits of Ananias

seem trivial in comparison; and if there is any business

in the world in which mendacity is at a premiuna it is

that of luring yokels to the city and thpn making them

believe they are going home with a package of bright

new counterfeit bills in their possession. Mr. Appo's

accomplishments in this line were such as would make
him an invaluable salesman in an old furniture and rare

bric-a-brac establishment, and in a very short time his

talents began to waken the admiration of his fellows. It

is not improbable that the business of awakening the

cupidity of victims, drawing them to New York by

means of a will o' the wisp green-goods letter, and then

robbing them of their good money was one which ap-

pealed to the cynicism which is a part of the Eastern

character, and is not altogether wanting in most profes-

sional criminals. For a time he prospered in his new
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calling, but it is recorded that in 1890, during a tem-

porary depression in his peculiar trade, he so far forgot

himself as to snatch a "yaller super" in a crowded down-

town street, or in other words, to take a gold watch out

of the pocket of a fellow citizen. For this he was sen-

tenced to a year in prison. On his release he repented of

his professional backsliding and renewed his correspond-

ence with agriculturists in remote portions of the coun-

try. Up to this time George Appo had only been known
to the police, to his own personal associates and to the

occasional rustic who found himself in Jersey City with

a black bag filled with a choice quality of fine hard-wood

sawdust or a box of excellent tissue paper, for which he

had paid the usual market price of about $125 a pound.

The name Appo, it is true, had appeared in the news-

papers from time to time in connection with some petty

larceny or pocket picking exploit, but it was always

coupled with the explanation that he was the son of

Quimbo Appo.

George wanted to be famous, but fame came to him

first in an unlooked for and wholly undesired manner,

in the winter of 1893. It was early in February of that

year that he went up to Poughkeepsie to meet an ancient

and seedy "come-on" and his friend who had left their

rural homes in the mountains of North Carolina, im-

pelled by some alluring essays on the advantage of using

counterfeit money, mailed to them by Mr. Appo, who

had written them in a strain of imaginative beauty, such

as can be found only in the "Arabian Nights." These

"come-ons" wore long whiskers and had large rolls of

good money secreted in their waistbands. They met

their tempter in a room in a Poughkeepsie hotel, and the

Jatter, finding his victims loath to part with their money.
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became threatening in his manner. He was promptly

shot in the eye and the bullet went through his head.

All hands were put under arrest, and Appo was removed

to a hospital, where he again attempted to take his own

life. It was thought at first that his wound would prove

fatal to his reason, if not his life, but he recovered his

senses in a day or so and was visited by a woman named

Lena Miller, his common-law wife, and a gentleman who

represented himself as a wealthy manufacturer from

Block Island, a place which fairly teems with factories,

as every summer visitor knows. His sweetheart wept

when she saw the stricken crook, and the wealthy manu-

facturer inquired, with considerable anxiety, whether

George had "given anything away." The wealthy man-

ufacturer was none other than Walter MclSTally, brother

of the notorious king of green-goods men, Jimmy Mc-

Nally, now serving a term in state's prison in Illinois.

Appo's nerves were in a horrible condition for want of

opium, and he expressed himself with much bitterness

in regard to his associate in the enterprise whom he re-

ferred to as "Dolph," and who, he declared, had sneaked

off and left him to his fate. The Dolph referred to was

Dolph Sanders, an associate and steerer for the notorious

MclSTally green-goods gang. If it had not been for the

influence of the Miller woman, who relieved his suffer-

ings with small pellets of opium which she had brought

with her, it is probable that he would have betrayed the

members of the gang, as he claimed at the time it was

a put-up job to do him. Three months later he got out

of the hospital and was sentenced to a year's imprison-

ment. And sometime afterward, while being transferred

from Sing Sing to Danamora in charge of Detective

Jackson of Sing Sing prison, he again attempted suicide.
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On his release he declared openly that the man who shot

him was what was called a "dummy come-on," who had
been hired by James MclSTally to put him out of the way,
as McJv^ally bore him a grudge. Appo said at the time

that MclSTally and his professional associates bore him a

grudge and employed this man to impersonate a rustic

"gudgeon," and in that guise to kill him at the first op-

portunity. The game was considered a safe one, com-

paratively speaking, in view of the acquittal of the

Texan, Holland, who killed the green-goods operator,

Tom Davis, in ISTew York City some years ago, and who
was acquitted before Judge Eoger Pryor. It was this

suspicion on Appo's part, according to the testimony of

some who know him, that led him to give away the opera-

tions, of the gang at the Lexow investigation.

Such is the story of a man whose testimony regarding

the mysterious workings of the green-goods business at

that time proved a revelation to the entire country, and

ser^'ed as an amusing topic of conversation for the City

of ISTew York. As a study in heredity and racial traits

and tendencies, George Appo's character is one which is

well worth investigating, not only because of the way in

which his peculiar talents have been applied to the bus-

iness of money-getting, but also because he is the first

one of the new hybrid brood to which he belonged who

has come into popular notice. The question which nat-

urally presents itself to the thinker is:

"What part will the rest of'his tribe take in our

national development?"

There is no doubt that many of the half-breeds will be

heard of the same as was Appo. But it must be remem-

bered that they are not all common, ignorant laundry-

men and sailors, these pig-tailed aliens. Some of them
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are men of education, and even wealth, wlio have been

brought up in their own native land as merchants or pro-

fessional men, and there are many am.ong them who
would be termed, in Mr. Appo's picturesque lingo, "Fly

mugs" (gamblers and sharpers), who surpass in cunning

and mendacity the average confidence man of upper

Broadway, and who journey from one city to the other

playing faro as well as fan-tan, and fleecing those with

whom they come in contact without regard to race or

creed. Verily it is an interesting quarter of the town in

which young men of the George Appo type are growing

up, and we shall hear more from its half-breeds as time

rolls on.

Appo had a hard time of it after his exploits as a

Lexow witness. He was naturally hated and discarded

by the green-goods fraternity, and was looked upon with

suspicion by respectable people. Thus he became a ver-

itable Ishmaelite, and experienced difiiculty in getting

bread to eat, either by honest industry or dishonest craft. '

He was hunted by his former associates, and was repeat-

edly in broils and fights with them. He was always

under suspicion and frequently arrested. At last the

state prison gave him shelter, from which he was re-

moved to the Matteawan Asylum for the Criminal

Insane, where he remains, a hopeless wreck like his

father.

To attempt, according to the records of the much
abused science of criminology, to trace a physical resem-

blance between father and son would be a superfluous

task. Whether George Appo's insanity is the natural

result of a career of vice and dissipation, or whether its

seed was an inheritance long latent, is a question for

alienists. The secret of his career is so simple that a
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cliild can see it. For George Appo to liave led a pure

and noble life "would have required the moral strength

of a Savanarolla, the genius of a Cromwell and the pa-

tience of a Job, qualities inconceivable in one man. For

him to have lived as he did was—Hviman.

When George Appo gives wp the ghost it will be the

greatest benefit he ever conferred on his fellow man—
more worthy of record than any or all of his long count

of misdeeds. The apjaroach of his death is in itself al-

most too trite a matter for comment. Fie has all his life

been an enemy to all that is good and true in the world.

He has done nothing but harm. He is so constituted

that were he to be at liberty for a hundred years to come

he would continue to do nothing but harm. In all fair-

ness, such a man is better dead. But George Appo, in-

sane, is another matter. With the loss of his reason he

assumes a value that otherwise he could never have ac-

quired. He teaches a wonderful lesson. If there is in

all the world a human being who will profit by it,

George Appo's appalling wickedness has not been in.
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CHAPTER XXIX.

TYPICAL CHIXESE.

BEIEP SKETCHES OP .SOME OF THE KEl'RESENTATIVE RESI-

DENTS OF CHINATOWN, MALE AND FEMALE, YOUNG AND
OLD, HONEST AND OTHERWISE.

HE foregoing sketch of the career of

George Appo must not be accepted as

typical of the Chinese colony in gen-

eral. The good and the bad jointly

make up that community, as the two

classes compose all communities. The

only true method of judging a body

of people is to study all grades composing it. To aid in
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•sucli study of Chinatown the following brief sketches of

a number of its more conspicuous people is given.

CHU FONG—MERCHANT.

Chu Fong was born in Hong Kong, China, thirty-six

years ago, and has been in this coimtry nineteen years.

Like the majority of his race he first came to San Fran-

cisco, there to learn the language and customs of Amer-

icans and the methods of trade between the two nations.

After seven years' stay in San Francisco, Chu Fong came
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to !S"ew York, settling in ttie Chinese colony where he

still remains. At present he is manager of the Hop Tai

Wo Company, at 20^ Pell Street; also a large stock-

holder in the Choy Ding Quay Company, conducting the

Chinese theater in Doyers Street, and a member of the

Won Hing Company, Chinese importing and exporting

house in Hong Kong.

Chu Fong is the son-in-law of Lee Chuk, a Chinese

merchant of 21 ilott Street, who is said to be one of the

wealthiest of his countrymen in the United States, vari-

ous firms in which he is interested having branches in

five of the large cities of this country and in Plong Kong,

Shanghai and Canton, China. Lee Chuk also enjoys the

proud and profitable distinction of being the Chinese

Simpson, for by royal decree and permission he plies

exclusively the trade of pawnbroker to the cities of his

native land as named. Lee Chuk had a daughter, Sun

Toy, who is the now proud Mrs. Chu Long and the

handsomest woman in the Celestial colony. Mrs. Chu
Long was bom in Canton and is now 32 years of age and

the mother of a young daughter something over a year

old, whom her father calls Yok Ching Fong. The mar-

riage of Chu Fong and Sun Toy afforded one of the most

picturesque public ceremonies ever witnessed in j^few

York. The nuptials were solemnized at the Lexington

Avenue Opera House on the evening of October 21,

1892, by the Kev. On [Nay, a Chinese minister, and be-

sides 3 75 Caucasian guests who were present and at the

feast which followed, there were 120 Chinese merchants,

and the bride was attended by twelve Chinese brides-

maids. ]\rany persons prominent in political, social and

literary life participated in the function. Chu Fong has

many friends in social and political life, numbering
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among tliem several ex-mayors, and others now and for-

merly high iu official circles. Ex-Mayor Gilroy and Ex-

Mayor Strong and ilrs. Strong have at different times

enjoyed the hospitality of the Chn household. It was

MRS. CHU FONG.

Ex-Mayor Strong who formally opened the Mon Lay

"Won Eestanrant, which is known as the Chinese Del-

monico's, and it was Chu Eong, who, as a member of the

Six Companies, the Fonr Brotherhood, and the Chinese
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Mercliants' Association, was chief of the committee of

the leading Chinatown bnsiness men who tendered a

dinner to Mayor Van Wyck and the new administration-

elect at the Mon Lay "Won on JSTovember 23, 1897—for

which the most elaborate menu ever served within the

boundaries of Chinatown was prepared.

Although Chu Fong is reckoned well-to-do, and was

at the time of his marriage, he received from his father-

in-law, Lee Chuk, who is an officer of the Six Companies^

the unexpected but nevertheless substantial compliment

of a dowry conferred upon Mrs. Chu amounting to $10,-

000 in gold. Mr. and Mrs. Chu Fong, aside from the

immediate contact with their fellow country people, are

somewhat Occidental in their tastes. Their home at 32

Mott Street is an ideal of what an American domestic

establishment should be in all its appointments, and Chu
Fong declares that his little daughter shall receive the

best American ediication, befitting a woman, that Amer-
ican money can buy, and that his ambition is that she

may live, and grow to that age when she may be able to

teach and enlighten her frail sisters of the Orient in the

language and ways of the "]\rellican man."

JIN FUEY MOY—A CHINESE-AMERICAN DOCTOK.

Dr. Jin Fuey Moy, who besides being a practicing

physician of the genuine American school, holds the posi-

tion of official interpreter in the local courts, is perhaps

the most happy exemplification of the highest attain-

ment of polish and education, made possible for all his

race in Free America. He came to this country in 1875,

when but a boy of fourteen, to learn our language, em-
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brace the Christian faith and become a missionary to his

benighted fellows.

It was in Sien Ning, located in one of the four south-

em districts of the Kwong Tong Province of the Celestial

Empire, that little Jin Fuey Moy was born. San Fran-

t^Kli 1^^^^ oiJ^" •
iHiiliir f^^llfc^j»<Jfc<aV^ fer.et^'r:^.

DR. JIN FUEY MOY.

cisco was his first American destination, as it is usually

for his fellow countrymen seeking these shores, where

he remained but six months, and then came to Xew
York.

Soon after his arrival in the great metropolis several

charitable and wealthy persons became interested in the
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youthful student, among them Mrs. George "Washington

Reed, of Brooklyn, and her husband (who was at one

time publisher of the Brooklyn Dailj' Eagle), residing on

Berkeley Place, that city.

In 1880 young Jin Fuey Moy became a pupil of the

Pennington Seminary, Pennington, X. J., from which

he graduated three years later. After his graduation he

entered the Methodist Episcopal Chinese Mission at 14

Mott Street, conducted by the Methodist Episcopal Con-

ference, as a missionary, where he remained until Octo-

ber, 1884, when he visited Philadelphia, where he took

charge of the Chinese-American Union at 924 "Walnut

Street, a non-sectarian charity, covering a large field,

over which Moy was made superintendent.

In 1886 he entered the Jeffei'son ]\Iedical College,

Philadelphia, from which he graduated in 1890, taking

the degree of M. D. He opened an office for the prac-

tice of his profession on Sansom Street, where he built

up quite a large practice both among the Chinamen and

Caucasians of the City of Brotherly Love. It was then

that he Americanized his name to Jin Fuey J^Ioy—Moy
being his tribe or family name.

In 1892 he returned to Xew York and was associated

for a brief period with Dr. J. C. Thorns, then conduct-

ing the Chinese Hospital on Hicks Street, Brooklyn,

which was supported by voluntary contributions from

various churches and private individuals. The hospital

did not prove a success, and Dr. Moy severed his connec-

tion with it after having remained there but two months.

After leaving the hospital Dr. Moy became superin-

tendent of St. Bartholomew's Chinese Guild at St. Bar-

tholomew's P. E. Church of this city, where he remained

luitil Januarv, 1897. He is now connected with the
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District Attorney's office in Xew York City as official

interpreter in tlie different branches of the criminal
conrts, a position to which he was appointed by fonner
District Attorney Olcott, and reappointed by District

Attorney Gardiner.

Dr. Moy still practices his profession among his fellow-

countrymen in Chinatown, but says his patients are

superstitious and are prejudiced against the scientific

method of administering medicines, putting faith in vari-

ous root and herb formulas handed down by bygone
generations and to which they still cling with the simple

faith of childhood.

Dr. ]\Ioy was married to an American lady in April,

1889, and is the father of a little daughter, now nine

years of age. He resides at Xo. 18 West 134th Street,

Xew York.

DEK FOON—HANKER.

Dek Foon was born in San Wing, Province of Canton,

China, thirty-eight years ago. He came to America

eighteen years ago, settling at ilillsville, where he

worked as a farmer for four months raising vegetables

for the San Francisco markets. He then removed to

Xevada City, where he opened a laimdry, conducted it^

for eight months and then sold out at a profit. From
there he came to ~Kew York and entered the employ of

Wong I. Grong, as traveling salesman, collector and book-

keeper. He remained in the employ of Mr. Gong for

eight years, when he opened a restaurant, and later en-

tered into the advertising Irasiness at 24 Pell Street. He
is also a partner in the Chinese banking firm of Joseph
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M. Singleton & Co., at the same address. Dek Foon

speaks and reads the English language fluently, although

DEK FOON—BANKER.

he. never attended an English school, and is a self-made

man. He is a Christian and one of the best known and
most highly respected men in Chinatown.

CHIN YOU—MERCHANT AND THEATER MANAGER.

Chin You is a merchant, manager of the Chinese

Theater, partner in the ilon Lay "Won Restaurant, and
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managing partner of the AVing Cheng On Company, 22

Pell Street. He was born in the town of Hok Son in

the Province of Canton, China, thirty-one years ago.

He has been a resident of the United States for fourteen

years, the first five of which were spent in San Erancisco,

CHIN YOU—IMPRESARIO.

where he served his business apprenticeship as clerk,

bookkeeper, and manager of various Celestial commer-

cial houses. At the conclusion of five years Chin You

had accumulated sufficient money to allow of his return

to his native land and birth place, where he wooed and
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wed Miss Leung Cliiii, whom he brought to this country,

this time making Xew York his abode. On the second

of March of this year (1898), Mrs. Chin You gave bii-th

to a babv boy at their home, Ko. 32 Mott Street, a mod-

ern apartment house which is leased and sublet by her

husband. Several of the wealthiest and most prom.inent

of the merchants of Chinatown occupy apartments in

this building, where they live in a style at once modern

and comfortable.

SUE CHUNG CHEAV—SrECOLATOR.

One of the most intelligent and enterprising of the

Chinese residents of this city is Sue Chung Chew. He
was born in Sun Wai, Province of Kwong Tong, forty-

two years ago. He is a full-blooded Chinaman, who
migrated to the United States in 1869, taking up his

residence in Oakland, Cal., opposite San Francisco. Be-

ing an enterprising young fellow he conceived the idea

of acquiring a mastery of the English language, fully

appreciating the advantage that would give him. By
earnest work, steady application and determined perse-

verance, he had so far succeeded that in 1878 he was

appointed interpreter in the United States Circuit and

District Courts of California. In 1880 he lost a large

sum of money, his own savings through industry and

economy, in putting up a Chinese market building on

Sacramento Street, San Francisco, He then removed

to Portland, Ore., where he sought to recmit liis fortune

in the salmon canning industry on the Columbia Kiver.

He made some money at that, and then, in the fall of

1880, returned to China, and in 1881 married Miss

Lumina ^Vang, also a full-blooded Chinese, though born
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in the West Indies. Sue (Jlumg Chew started with his

wife, ilarch 28, 1SS2, to return to this country. They
secured passage on a steamer of the Canadian Line,

which was wrecked on Yesso Island, Japan, two weeks

SUB CHUNG CHEW AND HIS CHILDkEN.

later. Chew lived among the Japanese for three months,

finally, with his wife, securing passage to America, arriv-

ing for the second time on the iirst day of August, 1882.

He remained in Portland a short time, vhere his first
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child, named Gertnide, was born. Then he removed

with his family to this city. In the summer of 1887 he

was employed on the Panama Canal, where he had the

super-sdsion and direction of the Chinese laborers. In

MRS. LUJIINA I 'HEW.

the fall he returned to this city, and during the follow-

ing winter traveled through the Eastern States deliver-

ing lectures on the religions of the Orient in churches

and public halls. A second daughter, named Josephine,
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was born in Brooklyn, where tlie family was then living,

and a son subsequently in Philadelphia.

Mrs. Lu.niina Chew was born in the Port of Spain,

Trinidad Island, of a Chinese Christian family. Her
father was Chinese interpreter at the English Court at

that place. Miss Lumina, while yet a girl, was sent to

Hong Kong to complete her education. She graduated

from the Diocesan School in Hong Kong, and then be-

came instructor in English to Lady Wu, the wife of the

present minister to this country. She was born of Chris-

tian parents, reared in that faith, and died a Christian

woman foiu- years ago at Boston, Mass. The girls are

now pursuing their studies in Hong Kong imder private

tutelage, but expect to return to this country to complete

their education. The boy is now at Macao, China,

studvina-.

CHIN SING—SCHOOL BOY.

This is an excellent photograph of a lad who is now
a pupil in the public schools of this city, and a very

bright and forward one. He can be seen any Aveek day

passing Paradise Park on his way to and from school.

His name is Chin Sing. He is the son of Chin Yee, who

is quite a prominent man in Chinatown, residing with

his family at l^o. 12 Pell Street. The father made a

small fortune in smuggling bogus Chinese merchants

into the country from China, defying the proscription.

He bought a little small-footed woman for his wife, pay-

ing $1,000 for her. He wants to buy another, and says

he will do so just as soon as he can lay his eyes on one

that suits him. Chin Yee is considered wealthy and
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highly respectable in Chinatown, of which he is one of

the leadino- citizens.

CHIN SING—SCHOOL BOY.

MUS. THOM JOCK—A "NEW" WOMAN.

Mis. Thorn Jock is the wife of a cigar manufacturer

of Howard Street. She was born in Cliina and came to

the United States for the purpose of studying the Eng-
lish language. While so doing her money gave out, and
she had to struggle for a living. Mr. Thom was in ISTew

York at the time, but was thinking seriously of going
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to Ckina to buy a wife. He did start and got as far on

his journey as San Francisco. There he met this lady,

and quickly became enamored of her. Within a few

hours, and by the expenditure of a few hundred dollars

MRS. THOM JOCK AXD CHILDREN.

to her relatives, she became Mrs. Thorn. One of her

sons is named Thom "Wing Jew, and is a public school

student. When he puts on his Sunday clothes in Amer-

ican style, he looks to be the cleanest little Chinaman
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that ever walked Pell Street. Mrs. Jock is deservedly

proud of him.

MRS. MON LEE—A CHINESE MOTHER.

Mrs. Mon Lee is a well preserved woman about 32

years of age. She was born in China, but married in

this city about ten years ago. She lives with her family

MRS. MON LEE AND CHILD.

at 21 Mott Street. Mrs. Lee is the mother of a bright

three-year-old boy, and a girl six years old. Her hus-

band, Mon Lee, is a naturalized citizen of the United

States, but has never been allowed to vote. He is a pig
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roaster and sausage manufacturer by trade. He is about
50 years old, and wears eye glasses and a mustache.

MON NGEE—MISSIONARY.

Mr. Mon Ngee is a Christianized Chinaman, now serv-

ing as a missionary among his own people under the

MON NGEE—MISSIONARY.

auspices of the Young Men's Christian Association. He
is now traveling in the northeastern portion of New
York State, expounding the truths of Christianity to his

fellow countrymen. Mr. Mon ISTgee is about 31 years

old. He was born in Hock Shan, Province of Kwong
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Tong, and came to America ten years ago. He acquired

his education in the Sunday Schools and by private

study. He is said to be the brightest bible scholar among

the Chinese converts in this country.

LUK FOB—A MONEY-MAKING WOMAN.

Luk Por may not be this woman's name, but it is the

appellation by which she is generally known. It is the

MADAME LUK POR.

Chinese equivalent for Grandma. Luk Por is an old

slave, who lived in California thirty years before coming

to this coast. Here she has been a member of "Wo Kee's
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family, at 19 Mott Street. During her lifetime she has

succeeded in saving $12,000, which is a large fortune

for a Chinese woman. Of course she no longer has any

value as a chattel, and being free to go and come as she

pleases, purposes to return to her native land and spend

the rest of her days there, which she can do comfortably

on her fortune. She is still active and able to maintain

herself by her labor. Besides serving the Wo Kee fam-

ily, for which she is accorded a home and board, she finds

outside employment in combing and dressiag hair, run-

ning errands, and serving as a midwife. She is also a

Ching Ching Joss and inspires luck for other Chinese

ladies. For such services she is paid handsomely. She

has grown-up sons and daughters living in China, to

whom she frequently sends money. Through her aid

the children are now prosperous and considered highly

distinguished in the district where they live.

DANG FEY—A FAT MAN.

The next picture speaks for itself. It is a portrait of

Dang Fey, who lives at 19 Pell Street, and who has two

recommendations to notice.' He is the fattest Chinaman

in town, tipping the scales at 310 pounds. Moreover

he is a wonderful sleeper. He frequently sleeps two and

even three days at a time. He is compelled to sleep

alone, notwithstanding that he is a married man. This

is because of the perpetual motion he maintains while

asleep. He rolls from one side of the bed to the other

continually while sleeping. Should he roll upon his wife

he would inevitably crush her. The fear of such a mis-

adventure compels them to use separate beds. You may

see him sit at his desk to dispose of some business, but

within three minutes he will be fast asleep in his chair
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and snoring musically. It is said that despite his som-

nolency Dang Fey eats as much as any three ordinary

Chinamen.

DANG FEY-THE FAT MAX.

CHU JIN—A YOUNG MERCHANT.

Chu Jin is a young man, a member of the Lun Chun
Company, of No. 4 Doyers Street. He is frequently

employed as interpreter in the courts, and is the young-

est interpreter in the city. He married an educated Chi-

nese lady of his own age and choice last winter. His
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father promises limi all tlie backing lie may require to

carry on his business enterprises. He is a Christian, nev-

ertheless is highly respected by his fellow Chine^'ie who
yet cling to heathenism.

CHU JIN—A YOUNG MERCHANT.

LEM TONG SING—A PROMINENT HIGHBINDER.

Lem Tong Sing, alias Charley Tong Sing, alias Scar

Face Charley, is the head man of the Hip Sing Tong.

The police say he is one of the most notorious cutthroats

ever known in Chinatown, and it is alleged that he is
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responsible for five or six murders tliat have been insti-

gated by the highbinders in the United States. He is

always closely watched when he is in the jurisdiction of

the Sixth Precinct. Sing is a remarkable man in many
ways. When he first appeared in Chinatown, early in

1882, his countrymen of the clique opposed to the Hip

Sing Tong became terror stricken, and some of them

asked the police for protection. "Scar Face Charley" is

the name by which he is best known. After his fourth

week of residence in ITew York he made application to

the police board for appointment as special detective in

Chinatown. He said that gambling was going on con-

stantly in nearly a score of places and that the regular

police was not able to suppress it. He has a scar about

five inches long across his face. He claims he received

the injury while in the Arctic regions. He was at one

time steward on the steamer "Jeanette," and later on the

"Thetis," in the Arctic regions. He has two medals, one

presented by Congress to the survivors of the "Jeanette"

expedition, and the other presented by the !N^avy

Department.

Quan Yick Nam, a Chinaman who has done service

for the police of the Sixth Precinct, became the object

for attack of the highbinders, and the price of $1,000

was said to be the reward for his death, l^am, who had

been in San Francisco when Charley Sing was there,

gave Police Captain Young the whole story of Charley's
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«areer of crime. Nam says that Sing killed a man and got
his papei-s, and has since passed himself off as the original

OHAELEY TONG SING—"SCAR-FACED CHARLEY."

owner of the papers. Ex-Assistant District Attorney

George Gordon Battle said that Sing has something of

a record in ISTewark, IST. J. Twelve years ago he and

several confederates tied up and nearly killed a country-

man of theirs. For that Sing served a long term in
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state's prison. His next escapade consisted of a bold

daylight robbery at the store of Willie Hong, in Fair

Street, Newark, JST. J., on ISTovember 10, 1895. Sing

and four confederates attacked Hong and took $101

from him. Sing and another Chinaman named

Wing Sing, were arrested red-handed, but their

companions escaped. Members of the Hip Sing

Tong offered to repay all the money taken if

Willie Hong would not prosecute, and when that offer

was rejected, threats were used. The two Chinamen

were tried in Ifewark and they set up the plea that they

had been playing fan-tan in Willie Hong's place and had

been arrested for demanding their winnings. A gullible

jury believed the story and acquitted the prisoners. The

term served by Charley Tong Sing in Trenton State's

Prison was ten years for burglary and highway robbery.

LEE SHEW—POLITICIAN.

Lee Shew is considered the most powerful politician

in Chinatown. He is the leader of the Lee family in the

Eastern States, which numbers about 3,000. He is an

enterprising merchant, the proprietor of two large stores

in ISTew York and one in Boston. He is a member of

the firm of Sang Chung, 24 Mott Street, and Sun Chung
Lung, 3 Oxford Street, Boston. Lee Shew is about

sixty years of age. He is a cousin of Tom Lee, a former

Mayor of Chinatown.

YAN PHOU LEE—SCHOLAR AND WRITER.

One of the bright men of ISTew York's Chinatown is

Yan Phou Lee, a graduate of the Class of '87 at
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Yale College, and consequently a particularly bright

individual.

Mr. Lee first visited the United States in 1873, when

he was 12 years old, as one of the 120 Chinese sent out

under the auspices of Li Hung Chang to obtain an Amer-

ican education. He went through the grammar school,

TAN PHOU LEE—SCHOLAR.

the preparatory school for colleges, and entered Yale in

1880. In 1881 the Chinese Government recalled all its

students, and Mr. Lee returned and was assigned to the

Tientsin Naval Academy, but afterwards resigned, as

he did not consider himself fitted for a position in the
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navy. In 1884 he returned to Yale and was graduated

with high honors in 1887.

Mr. Lee had not the money with which to pay for his

college course, and to repay the amount he entered the

lecture field and traveled from ITew England to the Ever-

glades of Florida, telling American audiences of "Chi-

nese Customs and Manners." By this he earned suffi-

cient money to keep him and pay the debt he had

contracted.

During the Chinese agitation on the Pacific coast Mr.

Lee became a contributor to various magazines on the

subject of discrimination against the Chinese, one article

from his pen, under the caption "The Chinese Must

Stay," in the Worth American Review attracting consid-

erable attention.

After he was through his lecture course Mr. Lee em-

barked in the mercantile business in a town near Wil-

mington, IST. C, but at the'end of two years went to San

Francisco and was given a position in the Pacific Bank,

controled by the McDonalds, who were his classmates in

Yale. He remained there eighteen months and then re-

turned to jSTew York, and for three years past has been

Chinese interpreter in the courts here.

When Li Hung Chang arrived in the metropolis Mr.

Lee was engaged by the JSTew York World to accompany

the Viceroy during his stay and write up the various

functions attended by him. During the time the gentle-

man in Yellow Jacket was in poor health, and refused

to be interviewed by the reporters. But being known to

him the Viceroy gave Mr. Lee an advantage over the

others by according him an audience three days before

an edict was issued allowing reporters to enter his pres-

ence. Mr. Lee paid a visit to his home two years ago in
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relation to a concession granted liini by the managers of

tlie Tennessee Exhibition, which took place in 1896 in

Nashville. At the request of the management he

brought to the United States the material for a building

of a typical home of a Chinese agriculturist. In addi-

tion to this he also brought a Chinese family, so that

visitors to the exposition could see how the Chinese live.

This was done by an act passed by Congress at the time

permitting the Chinese to enter the United States for the

purpose of attending the exhibition in connection with

a concession.

Mr. Lee's home in China is in Hong Shan, or "Fra-

grant Hills," just north of Macao. He knows of Mr.

Afong's place there, and knew Tony and Chun Lung

when they were students at Hartford and ISTew Haven

respectively. In 1887 Mr. Lee wrote a book entitled

"When I Was a Boy in China," and was fortunate

enough to sell the copyright to the Lothrops in Boston

for a good round sum. The money earned in this ven-

ture enabled him to travel extensively in the United

States, and he has visited nearly every city of importance

in the country.

After he graduated Mr. Lee declared his intention to

become a citizen of the United States, and renoimced

his allegiance to the Emperor of China. During his visit

to China it was as a citizen of his adopted country.
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294 AS OTHERS VIEW IT.

EXPEET OPINIONS.

VARIOUS VIEWS OP LIFE AND CHARACTER IN CHINATOWN
BV THOSE WHO HAVE MADE STUDY FOR YEARS—DIFFER-
ING VIEWS FROM DIFFERENT STANDPOINTS.

I have endeavored to give a plain, fair and impartial

portraiture of Chinatown and those who inhabit it.

Nothing has been \^Titten through prejudice or favor,

nor has any effort been made to color the features that

make this, locality so peculiar. Lest this should be

charged, the views and testimony of those best qualified

to judge Mongolian character, habits and pursuits, be-

cause of their intimacy with them, have been secured at

great pains. Prominent writers on the metropolitan

press who have made Chinatown a specialty in their news

gathering have furnished me with signed articles illus-

trative of their experiences, which are printed herewith

as received. Plon. William E. S. Fales, former United

States Consul at Amoy, and himself a trained journalist,

also contributes an interesting sketch, placing Chinese

and American morals a-nd habits in striking juxtaposi-

tion. Police Inspector Brooks, who has been brought

into close official contact with these strange people, also

contributes a valuable paper, telling of the efforts made
to suppress vice in that quarter. From these various

sources a comprehensive and perfectly impartial estimate

can be formed of New York's Chinatown as it actually

is to-day.
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LUCIEN ADKINS—A GENERAL VIEW.

Xot many years ago an unfamiliar might sit in a

Chinese restaurant until he starved. If he did not know

what to order, he could get no suggestion from the Chi-

namen. They preferred to cater to their own people.

They distrusted the Caucasian. Their attitude was not

odd. They were strangers in a strange land, and the

whites with whom they came in contact were, usually,

•of the lowest kind. By comparison, in their estimation
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the Chinaman was a superior person in every way, and

it is no wonder that he became an egotist and held in

contempt a race so manifestly inferior.

Within recent years the conditions have changed.

The armor of Chinatown has been penetrated. Ctirios-

ity and research have led many well-bred and considerate

men and women into the Oriental colony, and the result

has been a better understanding on both sides. The

Chinaman, quick to grasp business advantages, has seen

the possibilities of trade growing oiit of the interest he

was free to excite in the Azaerican mind. He now does

business with all comers, and he does it with fairness and

ability.

In the Chinese restaurants of to-day you will be given

a bill of fare, with the names of the dishes printed

phonetically in English, and if you are in doubt as to

what to order, the Chinamen will take a great deal of

trouble to put jov. right, and will bring samples of half

a dozen dishes.

As a friend and guide, I have introduced many to the

delights of chop-suey, a standard dish that stands the

test of time much as does the roast beef of old England.

It can be eaten once every day, and it is a wonder how
the desire for it manifests itself in the man who lives

principally on French cookery.

Take a friend to Chinatown for the first time and

watch his face when the savory chop-suey arrives. He
looks suspiciously at the mixture. He is certain it has

rats in it, for the popular superstition that the Chinese

eat rats is in-bred. He remembers his schoolboy history,

with the picture of a Chinaman carrying around a cage

of rats for sale.

He quickly puts aside the chop sticks, which are evi-
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deutly possessed of the devil, and goes at the stuff with
a fork. It is a heroic effort, but it is not sustained: The
novice gets a mouthful or two, turns pale, all the time

declaring that it is "great."

It is a long time before he can be persuaded to go
again, but he is sure to surrender eventually to the en-

chanting decoction, and soon there are' times when the

knawing hunger for chop-suey, and for nothing else,

draws him to dingy Chinatown, alone and solitary, if he

can find no one to accompany him. For awhile he half

believes there must be "dope" in the stuff. He is now
certain that there are no rats in it. He is a confirmed

chop-suey eater.

There is much to interest the thoughtful in the Chi-

nese colony. To know the Chinaman is to like him; to

find that, despite his race, his religion, his Oriental tradi-

tions so far from everything European or American, he

thinks just as we do, has the same notions of pride, of

honor, of justice and of morals, and can readily be made

into an acceptable American citizen.

Admitting that at first he is a semi-barbarian, he is

impressionable, clever, shrewd, and, above all, most hon-

orable in his dealings. It is marvelous how quick he

grasps the new and how well he retains the old impres-

sions. Personally, I would extend the right hand of

friendship and citizenship to the Chinese people. It is

not possible in the allotted space to tell Avhy.

44Xu.*X
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WM. E. S. FALES, EX-CONSUL AT AlIOY.

There are two Chinatowns. That of odoriferous and

queer restaurants, gaudy joss houses, pretty shops and

busy stores is well known to Gothamites. There is a sec-

ond which is known to but few Americans. It is the
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Chinatown of benevolent societies, of clubs and unions,

of social relations and of home life.

All tradesmen are more or less alike. A Chinese shop-

keeper is like his Western colleague, the chief difference

being that the Oriental sells goods at a lesser profit. Res-

taurants vary but little the world over; soup and stew,

roast and boiled, cake and pastry, sweetmeats and pre-

serves, entree and hors d'oeuvre, tea and wine make
up the Mongolian as well as the Caucasian bill of fare.

The former is older than the latter and has therefore a

greater variety of foods and dishes. Religions are cast

in the same mould. The Buddhist and Taoist believe in

God, immortality, the punishment of wrong, the reward

of virtue, the power of prayer, the efficiency of faith,

the forgiveness of sins, the action in this life of spiritual

forces, both good and evil, a day of judgment, a heaven,

a hell and many of them in a resurrection of the body.

They are nearer orthodoxy than many Christian

churches.

Those who study Chinatown are at first bewildered by

the color and glitter; after that they find that everything

is just like its counterpart in "Little Italy," the "ISTew

Jerusalem," or the "Swedish Colony."

But the other Chinatown is a world full of novelties.

In it are born the co-operative banks, institutions by

which a poor man of good character can raise $50, $100

or even $1,000. Here are benevolent societies and char-

itable funds. Some siipport the sick, bury the dead, pro-

vide for widows and orphans, or carry remains from

New York to family burying grounds under the shadow

of the "White Cloud Hills in distant Canton. Others

bring skilled physicians across a continent or help enter-

prises in Cuba, Porto Rico or Panama. Others aid the
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unfortunate or keep tlie prayer house in repair. Insur-

ance and assurance, co-operati^^e and proiit sharing, the

loan and building fund association, the mutual benefit

society, the corporation limited, the syndicate, trust and

pool, the labor union, employers' union, arbitration board

and other features of the best part of American civiliza-

tion appear here in similar or in more developed forms.

Here are circles of six or a dozen who, after their work

is over, sit or recline listening, while one of their number

reads aloud the -poems, essays, stories, and histories of

their literature. Here you can have related to you the

dramatic tales of the wars of Canton with the armies of

the Xorth; the marvelous accounts of Tamerlane, Zen-

ghis Khan and Kubla Khan, who conquered and ruled

OA'er more territory than Alexander, Caesar Augustus,

Charlemagne, Mahmond, Charles V. or Xapoleon Bona-

parte ; or the magnificent lives of Foo and San Tszoon.

Here are poetic competitions, in which cook and

waiter, salesman and laundryman, gambler and mer-

chant appear as rival bards producing verses so smooth

and sweet as to seem the pencraft of professional writers.

Here, when you are known and liked by the China-

man who has been made taciturn, moody and suspicious

by hoodlumism and cruelty, you can hear the hopes and

ambitions, the life comedies, tragedies and romances of

the little almond-eyed commonwealth.

Here Wing Sing gave a great dinner when he won the

prize in a contest. The conditions of the tournament

were severe. Each candidate was required to submit a

verse four lines long with eight words to each line, the

first word of the first line to be "dragon," and the last
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word of the last line "ship." In English his poem would
run:

"Dragon, who rules the shoreless sea of death,

^Vhen I lie dreaming on my loved one's lip

And thou dost come to take her parting breath,

Oh, take me with her on thy spectral ship."

Here Ah Fong reads every evening from 8 to 12 in

Yuet Sing's px'ivate oiEce the romantic history of the

warrior Wong Tai, who saved the empire from the hea-

then of the Iforth.

Here Yuet Sing received his pretty little wife from

Canton and held open house a fortnight to express his

joy. Here died the last of the Hwangs, the Taeping

generals who would have overthrown China but for

Chinese Gordon and his British and American free

lances. Here passed away Ting Hop, who was tried and

convicted of stealing the burial and charity funds of one

of the Tong-s, and who took opium to avert a more awful

fate. This is the true Chinatown, one which once seen

will never be forgotten.

tcT" <S S 'JcJl^^i-^
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ELBERT RAPrLBYE—CHINESE HUJIAXITY.

The bravest man I ever knew was not a Chinaman;

but one of the strangest acts of bravery I ever witnessed

was performed by a Chinaman.

I never knew the names of any of the individuals who
figured in the incident, which began in Hope, a little

railroad town in northern Idaho, and ended in a build-
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ing ill Pell Street, jnst off Mott. I happened to see the

beginning and end of this story while covering assign-

ments for the New York Mail and Express.

In Idaho, as in all the West, there are more Chinese
women in proportion to the Chinese population than in

the East, and although the possession of a wife, negotiated

in the usual manner, is about as expensive a luxury as in

ISTew York State (less the cost of transportation), there

are more wives; more women; more female associations;

and it is in conseqiience of that, perhaps, that the women
out there are more human than the torpid, apathetic,

calloused victims of licentiousness who are exhibited in

New York's Chinatown to the gaze of the alien as "a

Chinese woman."

One of these Western women of her race was the wife

of a merchant in Hope. He was wealthy—I was told.

She was good looking—I. was told; but I never saw her.

I heard about her jewels and her attendants, and I gath-

ered that they were plentiful. Her husband, or at least

her owner, was a very striking figure. He was of ordi-

nary stature, biit erect. He had fine features, which

indicated a degree of intelligence imusual for a China-

man. His voice was pleasant—-which was more remark-

able. He was altogether a figxire, noting which one

would naturally inquire about, and having done so my-

self, his identity was established as I have described it

-—a wealthy merchant. My informant added: "He is

more like a white man than a Chinaman. He is a sport,

gambles like a gentleman, loses like a sucker and will

go broke without a holler," which in Hope, Idaho, at

that time described a thoroughly worthy citizen.

I became fairly acquainted with him during the two

weeks I was there, and found out that he furnished labor
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to the railroad and gambled against his luck, and, what

struck me as a trifle peculiar, because of the primitive

ideas I had of the domestic affairs of the Chinese, he

seemed to think considerable of his wife.

About two years later I was covering an assignment

which took me into IsTew York Chinatown to see Captain

McCullagh. I was walking through ilott Street when I

came face to face upon a Chinaman whom I recognized

as the figure impressed upon my memory in Hope. I

hailed him, and he greeted me, but without spirit; and

while I was mentally measuring his changed appearance

and calculating how long it was since he had "gone broke

without a holler," I asked him why and when he came

here.

"Lose all money. Xo luck. Mebbe year flom Hope.

Much tlouble."

I got the story straight finally. The miserable wretch

had sold his wife. "Her heap cly," he said, and he per-

suaded me that he felt bad, too. It had been a year since

he had seen her, although she was here in Chinatown,

the wife of some other Chinaman.

Suddenly our conversation was interrupted by a cry,

which to me was unintelligible, and a frantic Chinaman

came tmnbling out of the hallway of a tenement a few

doors u-p Pell Street. Both of us hurried to the point,

and by the time we reached it there was an uproar in

every direction, and then the voices of women scream-

ing: "Foh-sheu!" (Fire!) as they came tumbling out of

the hallway after the Chinaman. Then Chinamen,

white women, young ones and nondescripts followed

until it seemed as if the population of several such tene-

ments had emptied itself on the street. I recollected

later that I did not see anj- Chinese women among the
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vvildly excited fugitives. In another moment tlie hall-

way was filled with smoke, and it rolled out of the cellar

and first-story windows in a suffocating cloud. Then the

faces of some Chinese women appeared at some of the

windows above.

"We were standing watching, my Chinese acquaintance

exhibiting no excitement, until among the faces of the

Chinese women he recognized some one, and pointing

upwards he shouted something in Chinese and then

darted across the street into the smoke and disappeared

in the hallway.

By this time the rattle of approaching fire engines,

and the shrieks and moans of the scores who had turned

out from the human bee hives in the neighborhood, to-

gether with the hollering and excitement, made siich a

scene as it is possible to witness only when the cry of

"fire" is heard in one of the dense tenement districts of

the great city. I had not ceased to wonder for a moment

what had become of the Chinaman, and was looking for

him when he suddenly appeared again, dragging out

through the smoke a Chinese woman. The crowd hur-

ried around them, and I could understand that the

woman was endeavoring to break away and get back into

the house. In another moment, however, I saw her res-

cuer plunge back into the smoke, which was now so

dense that it meant almost certain death to' anyone at-

tempting it.

Then the firemen broke in, and in another moment the

crowd was scattered. More fire bells were clanging and

the police were hurrying to the scene, and driving the

people out while the hose was being dragged in. But

while all these scenes, typical of a ISTew York fire, were

taking place, I was peering anxiously for a glimpse of
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the Chinaman who had gone back through the smoke in

response to the appeal the woman had made. I watched

until the fire was subdued, but I saw nothing of the life-

saver. It was only a cellar blaze, and as the smoke

quickly lifted the firemen could make their way into the

halls without difficulty. They had just done so when

two of them came otit dragging a body.

"One of the Chinks," I overheard a fireman say, as I

recognized the limp form of my friend; indeed, I felt

at that moment as though I might be proud to have had

such a friend. As the firemen were laying a blanket

over his body another came out of the door bearing in

his arms a little child wrapped in a bed quilt, and they

had found it near the bodj^ of the man who had tried to

save it.

It was perhaps two weeks subsequently when I was in

Chinatown again, and although I do not believe in

ghosts, I was almost frozen by coming face to face with

that identical Chinaman. I mu.st have shown it. I

stopped in amazement
;
perhaps it was a feeling of terror.

I don't know which; but he came up to me, held out

his hand and I believe I shook it in a manner which

described my perplexity, for he smiled broadly and said:

''Me no dead; too muchee smoke. All lite now."

"Well, I thought it was all over with you," I said ; "but

"what has become of the woman ^ AVas she ysfiu'sT'

"She my gall—Hope."

"And the baby that I thought you had died for

—

V
"Xot mine—hers."

<^^^^^JU-<y^A~-f^.
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WM. W. YOUNG—CHINESE PECULIAHITIES.

"Fob Shell! Fob Sheu! Fob Shem!"

A thousand terror stricken Chinamen repeated the

cry, running wildly up and down Mott Street and
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through the narrow lanes dignified with the names of

Pell and Doyers Streets.

"Foh Sheu! Foh Sheu!" echoed a thousand other

Celestials, as they rushed to the second, third, fourth and

fifth-story tenement windows which line the street like

dark entrances to cliff swallows' homes.

'Toh Sheu! Foh Sheu!" shrieked forty timid little

almond-eyed women from the land of tea, temples and

toms-toms and their rich silk skirts rustled as they shrank

into the dingy corners of their dark rooms.

All was confusion. Bedlam was ttirned loose. One

might imagine that he had been suddenly dropped among

the frantic people of Pompei as they fled from lava-

belching Vesuvius.

There was a three-alarm fire in Chinatown, and I was

sent by the Xew York "World to "cover" it. It was mid-

night, early in winter, 1894, and it was my first repor-

torial assignment in that queerest of all foreign colonies

in Xew York. The burning building was one of the

densely populated Chinese tenements in Mott Street.

Blazes are the bane of Chinamen. They fear flames

as they do death. Whether the fire be big or little the

excitement in the narrow streets is intense. Alarms

spread more rapidly there than in any other section of

the city, for no other section is so thickly peopled and the

people nowhere else are so closely joined by common
interest or so watchful of each others safety.

At the first shrill cry of "Foh Sheu!
" Foh Sheu!"

which means "Fire! Fire!" a host of sleepy Celestial

souls spring from their "lay-out" bunks; thousands of

almond-eyed, yellow men swarm out of the dark, narrow

doorways, like rats in buildings fleeing from danger, car-

rying with them their most precious belongings. Chat-
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tering and gesticulating wildly they rush aimlessly

about the streets.

This happened to be an uncommonly fierce fire, and
the commotion was proportionately great, so my intro-

duction to New York's Chinatown was lively and

interesting.

What I saw that night made me want to see more

—

a natural result of any American's first visit, I believe,

even under the most commonplace circumstances. I

have seen much more, greatly to my advantage profes-

sionally, and infinitely to my personal satisfaction.

Erom the burning building that night forty-six scant-

ily clad Chinamen escaped through a single rear window,

dropping to an adjoining roof. To be sure, there was a

suspicious rattling of coins, which indicated that the in-

evitable fan-tan had centralized the population for the

time being. While these panic-stricken yellow men clam-

bered out of that window, hundreds of others hurried

through numerous other windows and through the single

front door. One Chinaman attempted to escape through

a fourth-story window. Hanging by his fingers on the sill

he could just touch the top of the third-story window

frame with the toes of his bare feet. Beaching adjoining

buildings was impossible; to drop would mean death.

So, although the fire gradually crept toward him, there

was nothing left for the frightened man to do but hang

on for dear life until some fireman climbed a ladder and

came to his rescue. This was done, but the frightened

Chinaman remained in that perilous position, suspended

high in the air, fully ten minutes before assistance came.

The thought comes to me that these two incidents of

my first ChinatoAvn fire, the escape of the forty-six China-

men through a single window, and the pluck displayed
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by the suspended man, were good illustrations of two

very important characteristics of the Chinese—concen-

tration of population and tenacity.

A Chinaman is nothing if not tenacious. He will

hang on to anything, from a peculiarity to a principle;

'he will stick with equal tenacity to a fact or to a false-

hood. Arguing with him is of little use. No other

people are so completely controlled by custom as they.

For a thing to be customary makes it right in their eyes,

even if it is wrong.

The houses of Chinatown are like huge honeycombs,

but only drones occupy them. Inside them are many
labyrinthian lanes, lined with dark and dingy cell-like

rooms, rickety stairs running from sub-cellars to roof.

Most Americans who visit Chinatown see only the sur-

face. They have no idea of the conditions existing be-

hind the walls of the buildings there. Under some of

the buildings there are as many as six sub-cellars, each

occupied by Chinamen as a living apartment or as a dark,

vermin-reeking hiding place for their opium "lay-outs."

I was once sent by the World with a photographer

to get photographs of a Chinese woman connected with

the Chinese Theater in Doyers Street. At the theater

they told me she lived in a Chinese lodging house in

Chatham Square. I went there and was told by an ex-

cited crowd of Celestials who caught sight of the camera

that she did not live there. Chinamen hate cameras.

After spending an hour trying to locate the woman I

went back to the same building, feeling sure that she

really did live there. My experience had taught me that

the best way to deal with Chinamen is to show them that

you are not afraid of them. I was getting angry. Leav-

ing the photographer behind, I started on an exploring
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trip through the house alone, opening the door to each
room and looking for the woman. On the fifth floor L
found a temporary bridge leading from the fire-escape

to the fire-escape on the next house back. Not having
found the woman I crossed this bridge and began search-

ing the,next house, calling the woman's name in each

room.

Down, down, I went, floor after floor, until I thought
the house had no bottom. At last I found the woman,
and, upon making an investigation, found that we were
in the fourth sub-cellar under the Chinese Theatre. I

had gone through a doorway in Chatham Square, and
when I again emerged into daylight it was from a door

leading into Doyers Street. By a great deal of persua-

sion I got the woman to put on her most gorgeous gown
and climb over fire-escape and all, clear to the roof of the

Chatham Square house, where we made photographs of

her.

Chinatown is a fertile and fascinating field for repor-

torial work. . Fact or fancy may form the writer's theme,

and the result will assuredly be interesting if the China-

town flavor is retainied. The colony is a news mine that

may be, and is, successfully worked by observing writers.

There are nuggets of news to be picked up daily; there

are nuggets in the shape of special articles for the Sunday

papers and the magazines in every building in the place,

in every phase of its commercial and social life and in

every one of its curious customs.
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ISAAC D. WHITE—AMONG THE VICIOUS.

I am afraid that I am not very popular in Chinatown^

due to the fact that for three or four years I took part in

nearly all the raids made by the police on the opium-

dens and fan-tan games, and on a few occasions attended

government officers in their search for smuggled opium.

The Chinamen naturally enough learned to associate me
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with their misfortunes, for whenever a raid is made there

are many arrests and everything pertaining to the vio-

lation of law is confiscated. The spoil includes opiiun,

pipes, lamps, yen-hocks, hop-toys, fan-tan checks and any
loose money that may be found on the gaming tables.

When Police Inspector Nicholas Brooks, then a cap-

tain, took command of the Sixth Precinct, which includes

Chinatown, the law regarding opium smoking and fan-

tan was violated almost openly, and he made up his mind
to clear the atmosphere. His wardmen, who were also

new in the precinct, were Frank Price and John Shirmer.

They spent their spare time for several weeks locating

fhe dens, and learned, among other things, that they

were best patronized on Sunday nights, when Chinamen
from surrounding towns come to l^ew York to spend

a holiday. Accordingly the first raid was planned for a

Sunday night.

All the reserves were kept in the station house that

evening. Not one of them knew what was in the wind,

for news-spreads quickly in Chinatown, and if the slight-

est rumor had been sent abroad there would have been

no more smoking or gambling for a good many hours to

come. About 10 o'clock I set out with Captain Brooks,

Gustav Eoeder, another reporter, two wardmen and a

trio of policemen in citizen's clothes. We sauntered into

Mott Street in pairs, keeping well apart. Price and

Shirmer were in the lead, and when they ascended a

flight of steps a few doors from the Joss House the rest

of us promptly followed. Once indoors we made a rush

up a couple of flights of stairs, burst open the door and

found ourselves inside of one of the biggest "joints" that

Chinatown supported.

A person who has once been inside an opium joint will
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never forget tlie smell. The close, fetid atmospliere was

clouded with smoke, and the pungent odor of the poppy

permeated everything. There were thirty odd China-

men and three American girls packed away in a couple

of rooms that would have made comfortable sleeping

apartments for not more than three ordinary beings.

They were laid out in groups of two or three in little

low bunks, arranged one above the other in a double tier

that extended all around both rooms. Each group had

the regulation lamp, a pipe and a "shell of dope." A
few slept, but most of them were smoking.

There was a rush for the windows when we broke in,

but we were too quick for the Chinamen, many of whom
seemed very "dopey" indeed. When they realized that

they were properly coraled they became sullen and silent.

A couple of policemen were left on guard, and the rest

of us hastened to the next den that had been marked by
the detectives—hastened because we wanted to arrive

there before word got abroad that the police were on the

rampage that night. Two other opium joints and a fan-

tan shop were surprised in the next half hour and the

inmates placed under guard.

Then word was sent to the station house for the re-

serves, and up'on their arrival the prisoners were marched

off in pairs. A wagon load of smoking and gambling

paraphernalia was confiscated, including ivory-tipped

pipes beautifully colored, with orange peel bowls and

silver "saddles;" hop-toys graven with dragons and mys-

tic figures; little brass lamps with delicately tinted

globes and trays or salvers of wood and metal, curiously

decorated. A majority of the "lay-outs" were much
more common, however, than those described.

In the biggest raid I ever attended in Chinatown we
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took, I think, ninety-eight prisoners. As an illustration

of the docility of the Chinaman, I recollect that three

of lis that night were left alone in a "joint" with forty-

eight prisoners, and not one of them so much as moved

to escape pending the arrival of the reserves.

A few days after this raid I went with Louis J. Beck

to dine in the restaurant under the Joss House. I recog-

nized in the waiter one of the former prisoners, and from

the conversation which followed I was forced to conclude

that he remembered nie.

"What want?" he asked sharply.

"Two chow-chop-suey," I replied.

"Xo Sabee; no chow-chop-suey," said the Chinaman,

sullenly.

"Then dong-gow-gi?" I requested.

"Xo dong-gow-gi," was the prompt response.

"Well, what have you got?" I asked, impatiently.

"All the samee no allee," he said, and he marched

away from the table with much show of dignity. We
had to go elsewhere for oxir dinner that night.
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HORATIO JENNINGS WARD—SIGHT-SEEING.

The funniest combination I've met with, since I be-

came a newspaper reporter was General Booth-Tucker

and Steve Brodie. The place was Chinatown.

Brodie had invited the General to come down to the

Bowery and see the sights, and incidentally he invited

a number of newspaper men to come around and see
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the fun." ISTobody ever goes slumming in the Bowery
without taking in Mott Street and its crooked tributaries,

and there was no exception in this case. The whole
thing looked like a put up job. When the General ar-

rived at Brodie's place at 10 o'clock that night Steve was
there to meet him.

"Walk in, General; I see you're on time," was Steve's

greeting. "Come in an' I'll fix yer fer de trip."

Steve then took the General into a room in the back
of his saloon and adorned the classical features of the

leader of the Salvationists with a pair of huge false whisk-

ers and a wig similar to that worn by "Svengali." They
then started on the now famous "slumming trip."

Mike Callahan's saloon was the first place visited.

There the General had to pay $2.50 for a round of

drinks, and in getting his change had a bad quarter

"worked off" on him. This Steve kept as a memento.

The next place was the Joss House in Mott Street, with

the Chinese restaurant below. There the General had

his pockets stuffed with gifts of chop sticks, pastry and

tea. A cup of the latter was brewed for him, but he

seemed afraid to drink it. The Chinese temple inter-

ested him hugely. Particularly the sacred drum. The
General could not keep his hands off it. Twice he hit

it a resounding whack to the horror of the attendant.

He would certainly have been thrown out by the

"Chinks" had it not been for Brodie, who pacified them

by distributing some silver dollars, which the General

produced.

In the Joss House the whiskers of the commander of

the Salvation Army attracted universal attention. The

ladies of Chinatown were particularly pleased with them.

The General was well satisfied with his disguise, how-
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ever, and never dreamed tliat the denizens of the dives

were "onto him." He had just left the temple loaded

dovs^n with incense sticks and other relics vyhen a police-

man stepped up to him and said:

"Don't you knov^r you are violating the law?"

"I don't understand," said the General. "What am I

doing?"

"The 'gazaboes,' " said the policeman, giving the false

beard a twig. "You'll have to come around to the station

house," continued the officer, as he took the General by

the arm.

Booth-Tucker was horrified.

"Dis ain't on the square," said Steve. "De General is

me guest and he ain't bein' treated on de level, see."

"Well, you ought to know," answered the policeman,

as he gave Steve a wink.

The General was arraigned at the station-house desk,

searched and detained in the back room, while Brodie

signed away one of his brown-stone houses as security for

the General's appearance in court the next moaning. Of
course Steve was profuse in his apologies to the General

for the treatment he had received.

"I meant no harm," said the General when he ap-

peared in court the next day with the notorious Steve by
his side. "I wanted to meet the sinners that I was sure

Mr. Brodie could bring me into contact with, so I put on

the whiskers, as I did not want to attract attention." A
few days later when I met Steve he said:

"How's dat for a story? I'm goin' to pull off anoder

in a few dayp, and I'll put yer on, see."
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EDWARD E. PIDGEON—SUNDAY SCHOOL WORK.

ily first opporttinity to study John Chinaman beyond

the sidewalk observances of boyhood, disclosing him as

a human clothes sprinkler, was in the class room of a

Brooklyn Sunday School, where a number of Celestials

attended each Sabbath.

To my young and untutored mind this gathering of

silken-bloused attendants comprised the most demurely
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modest and devout followers of the faith it had ever

been my juvenile privilege to observe.

Their apparent eagerness to throw off the blighting

shackles of heathenism and embrace the teachings of the

new Christ were beatific in the extreme, and these Ori-

entals, some of whom had not only renoimced the creed

of their forefathers but the queue and habiliments as

well, were pointed out as great and glorious examples of

the good and mighty result of the evangelizing influence

of missionary work here, and its needs in far away hea-

then climes.

For a time only one or two churches in elite neighbor-

hoods were the proud possessors of Chinese classes, who
in all the gorgeousness of their best raiment, added not

a little spectacular color to the picture of the Sabbath

afternoon gatherings, while certain it was, the mission-

ary interest did not suffer abatement nor did the contri-

butions for the foreign missions diminish.

A few years later I found myself one of a band of

earnest young workers who volunteered their services to

teach the Celestial attendants at the Chinese Mission of

the Methodist Episcopal Church (the first of its kind

established), in the very heart of Chinatown.

There I found the same intelligent, perceptive and

ready pupil of the Sunday School, who would, even with

only a smattering of our language, learn in the brief ses-

sions of two successive Sabbaths the entire alphabet

—

and remember it. I recall two such brilliant scholars.

The new mission was a novelty that did not fail to

interest even the denizens of that populous and then ex-

ceedingly wicked quarter, and the attendance increased

steadily until it was impossible even to accommodate

more or procure sufficient teachers for those enrolled, for
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it required a tutor for nearly every scliolar in the early

stages of their educational development.

My apt pupils soon reversed the conditions, and I then

began to learn something myself. For a time the atten-

dance was most regular. No sooner, however, had we
become interested in and justly proud of the remarkable

progress of some favorite scholar who had mq^tered the

primary intricacies of the "three E's," than the familiar

face was missed from the Sabbath gatherings. Grad-

ually one by one they would, with few exceptions, silently

and unannounced drift away from the Christianizing

influence of the mission, and-^as we afterwards learned

—out into the world to battle vdth their fellows for

Uncle Sam's gold, that commands so hig'h a premium

in the^Chinaman's native land.

The laureate of Poker Flats hath spoken truly. The

reason was plain. Each had in a few weeks of pa-

tient application, with the honest aid of a few earnest

souls, equipped himself with what, in his limited sphere

of usefulness was all sufficient for the great mercenary

struggle in the big Metropolis. Chinamen, except in a

few isolated cases, do not depend on their race for their

money-getting, and the wily Celestial having received

from his philanthropic Caucasian brother the necessary

means for business intercourse and incidental financial

emolument, is, as a rule, satisfied to consign the future

salvation of his soul to indefinite postponement.

Many years of newspaper labor, which have necessi-

tated hundreds of visits to Chinatown and contact with

its people, have but confirmed the long-lingering suspi-

cion that the Semites are not the only race who possess

the commercial instinct uppermost. The moral is plain.

John Chinaman, as we have learned to familiarly call
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him, is a thrifty and naturally domestic individual, of a

stolid, suspicious, secretive disposition, a man of few

enjoyments, industrious and honest in business affairs,

and to those endeared to him, generous to a fault. Re-

ligion—the Christian religion—is usually to hini an easy

and ready means of launching him on a straight course

of prosperity, and then—well, nine hundred and ninety-

nine out 01 a thousand of these aliens live in the hope of

accumulating here a sufficient competency to enable

them to return to the Elowery Kingdom and pass the

remainder of their days in comfort and the worship of

their favorite Joss. There is little or no humor in his

composition, although one will occasionally meet one of

the Christianized stamp who has sufficiently absorbed

our civilization to appreciate a jest of the mildest order,

and it was such who christened the writer one sweltering

summer day as he mopped the perspiration from his

heated brow—"Su-Bock-Up"—^which in the patois of the

Cantonese means "Boiled Pigeon."

^<^^^̂ Zati^
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POLICE INSPECTOR BROOKS.
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POLICE INSPECTOK BEOOKS.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OE CHINATOWN—THE PREVA-

LENCE OP VICE AND CRIME, AND EFFORTS TO SUPPRESS-

IT—WORK OF THE POLICE IN THE LOCALITY.

There are about 1,500 Chinamen living within the

Chinatown district, of whom about 50 are married. On
Sundays and Mondays this number is increased to about

3,000, the cause of the increase being that relatives and

countrymen from the surrounding cities visit the localitj^

for the purpose of business, smoking opium, gaming oi-

visiting the Joss House.

Of the married Chinamen about one-half have native

(Chinese) consorts. There are about 50 children in this-

district of whom about one-half are descendants of native

parents. All the children are sent to the public schools.

The Chinamen of this district do not deviate from

their original customs but adhere strictly to the Confu-

cian rites. They also wear their native dress, very few

of them having adopted European ideas or clothes.

The Chinamen in general are thrifty. Those inter-

ested in commercial pursuits are a better class. Their
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principal occupations axe laundrymen, keejyers of small

stores, such as groceries, laundry supplies,, medicines,

Chinese herbs, dealers in general merchandise, teas, silks,

curios, etc., cigarmakers, barbers, tailors, and a few car-

penters. There are about 15 Chinamen, each employ-

ing three or four hands, engaged in agricultural pursuits

on Long Island. Their principal stock is vegetables

raised from seed brought here from China. They bring

the product of their farms to Chinatown where they dis-

pose of it. Gin-seng, a herb which grows in large quan-

tities in this country, is largely exported to Ohina. There

are about four or five firms exporting gin-seng. One
firm claims to have exported $150,000 worth of it dur-

ing the past year. It is worth about $8 a pound. Gin-

seng is supposed to have qualities for renewing lost vigor.

Chinese shoes and material for their dress are imported,

the Chinese tailors making up the material to confoiin

to the Chinese style.

The principal points of interest in Chinatown are the

Joss House, at 16 Mott Street; the Chinese Theater, at

7 Doyers Street; Chinese restaurants, at 11 and 16 Mott

Street, and 22 Pell Street; Chinese Masonic Hall, at 4

Mott Street; the Mission, at 17 Doyers Street; Chinese

printing ofiice, at 3 Doyers Street, and the ofiices of the

Chinese Six Companies, in the rear of the Joss House.

Barber shops are also worth visiting here.

The Joss House consists of one large public place of

worship, a portion of which is sub-divided into small Joss

Houses, one for each clan or family. Small Joss Houses

are visited as frequently as the majority of us attend Our

churches. Upon each visit an offering of food or other

material is given to Joss. The large Joss House is used

on holidays. The Chinamen tms only one holy day and
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about twenty holidays. The holidays are principally

births of statesmen, etc. Their only holy day is their

New Year's day, which conies sometime between Jan-

nary and April. On this day every Chinaman, no mat-

ter how sinful or immoral he may be, visits the Joss

House, burns incense and appeals to Joss, who gives him

a ticket which reveals his fortime for the ensuing year.

They have elaborate and extensive celebrations lasting

for about two weeks. During this period the Chinaman

does no more work than is absolutely necessary to supply

him with food. No banking or other work is done.

The Chinese Theater is opened daily from 6 P. M.

until midnight. The prices of admission vary with the

time that you visit the theater, viz: if you enter at 6

P. M., you pay 50 cents; at S P. M., you pay 35 cents;

at 10 P. if., 25 cents, and at any time after that, 15

cents. The play generally lasts from six weeks to six

months.

The restaurants are patronized principally by China-

men. Shimmers drop in occasionally to see the natives

eating their food with their chop sticks, and generally

order a native dish so as to be able to say they ate in a

Chinese restaurant.

The ^Mission in Doyers Street for the conversion of

Chinamen to the Christian faitli and for their instruction

in the same is conducted by Americans. Occasionally

a Chinese convert will relate his experience or hold the

services.

The printing office at 3 Doyers is now used principally

for the printing of laundry tickets. A weekly Chinese

paper was issued from this place, but through lack of

subscribers and advertisers it was forced out of i-xistence.

The office of the Chinese Six Companies is visited by
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every Chinaman before he begins speculating or starting
in business of any character. Their visit is principally
for advice, or to get an endorsement from the company
which gives them as much commercial standing as a rat-

ing in Bradstreet's or Dun's would give to one of our
firms.

The Mayor of Chinatown is elected and takes office on
their ISTcw Year's day. He holds office for one year. His
principal occupation is to settle disputes, etc., no lawyers
being allowed in Chinatown.

There are no surgeons in this district and the only

medical practitioners are herb doctors. In almost every

case of sickness, whether from a headache, broken arm
or leg, fracture of the skull, or any other sickness or

injury, a decoction of herbs and reptiles (lizards, snake

skins and mud turtles being principally used) is admin-

istered to the patient.

The business firms are of a co-operative nature. All

of the stockholders who ai-e employed in the business

receive a salary. At the end of the year the balance is

divided equally among the shareholders. Many of the

large firms are at present upheld with the money from

the small laundrymen, who, in addition to the profits

derived from their laundry, get a dividend yearly from

these establishments.

Vice and crime is prevalent in Chinatown to a degree'

that astonislies Americans. This is largely due to the

different notions of morality the Chinese hold from those

of Christian nations. With them gambling is not con-

sidered wrong, nor is the promiscuous intercourse of the

sexes. They are largely addicted to opium smoking,

which may be said to be a national vice.

I was appointed to command the Sixth Precinct,
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which includes Chinatown, on January 24, 1891. At

that time the locality was overrun with gambling dens

and opium joints, and I determined that, so far as it lay

in my power, I would drive them out. Accordingly I

instructed my wardmen to procure all the evidence they

could against the principal dens of iniquity, and on the

sixth of February I made my first raid on a gambling

den at 24 Mott Street, where we captured twenty-four

prisoners.

On March 17, I again made a raid, this time on an

opium joint at 104 Park Street, where eighteen men and

women Avere arrested and a number of opium layouts

and quantities of opium were confiscated. On April 21

I raided the dens at 6, 10 and 12 Doyers Street and 13

Pell Street, where I captured 40 men and women. After

this raid Ihe Chinese got together and formed an associa-

tion which they called the "Fan-tan Players' Associa-

tion." It was formed with the express purpose of warn-

ing the gambling dens of the approach of the police, but

was not successful in its object.

I received complaint on June 24 that there was a

young girl 15 years of age in a den- at 11 Pell Street

who was being outraged by the Chinamen. Accordingly

on the 26th I raided the place and rescued the girl from

her awful position and made a number of arrests.

TJie .Chinese were by this time in a frenzy of fear on

account of my raids, and whenever a policeman put in an

appearance in citizen's clothes the cry would go up:

"Mock-a-hi!" which means "Lookout for the police!"

Despite all they could do, though, I continued to raid

their joints, and on August 5 I raided the joints at 32

Pell and 13 Mott Streets, and captured thirty-six China-

men, twenty layouts and some money. At both these
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places tliere were watchers on the outlook for the police,

but we fooled them by getting behind trucks and making
a sudden dash into the place. When we entered the

joints the frenzied Chinamen made an effort to put out

the lights, but my men were too quick for them. They
then made a dash for the windows, and some of them

escaped, but were afterwards found hiding in a closet in

the back yard and taken to the station.

On September 7, I raided the opium joint at 6 Doyers

Street and arrested forty men and women. On Septem-

ber 27 I raided the den at 104 Park Street, where I res-

cued a little girl who was held prisoner by the Chinamen.

When my men appeared with the prisoners the crowd

went wild on learning that the little girl had been held

in the den. They threw stones at the Chinese prisoners,

and some one threw a lasso at one of them, but it landed

on a policeman.

The biggest raid I ever made was on November 8,

when I captured ninety-one prisoners, a large number of

opiiim layouts and a big copper boiler full of opium.

The places raided were at 105 Park Street and the base-

ment and second floor of 21 Pell Street.

During the fifteen months I had command of the pre-

cinct I continued my raids and when I left the place was

pretty well cleaned out.
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MOSES H GECSSMAN.

Mr. jMoscs II. Grossman, an American attorney, of

the law firm of Friend, House it Grossman, lias played

no small nor unimportant part in the business affairs of

Chinatown. He has searched and passed upon the titles

to almost every inch of ground in the Chinese locality,

as counsel for many of the heaviest property holders. As

a result he has made himself thoroughly conversant with

Chinatown, and has, upon many occasions, escorted select

circles of visiting friends through the streets and alleys



and into the temples and apartment houses of that inter-

esting quarter. He is universally popular, and so well

liked by the denizens of Chinatown, that his visits, which

though now quite infrequent, are ever welcome, and

those who have the good fortune to visit Mott and its

adjoining streets imder his able guidance, never want

for interest or enjoyment. Mr. Grossman was formerly

a newspaper man, and as such originally made the ac-

quaintance of the then Mayor of Chinatown and his con-

ferees. "When he was graduated from college he was

the valedictorian of his class, and when he was admitted

to the bar, the esteem and respect of many of the Chinese

officials and property holders, compelled them to entrust

him with the management of their property and legal

affairs.














